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Some Ideas Rise   
       Above the Rest

FTS Prepaid Card Cash Management Services
FTS (Festival Transaction Services)  

lowers costs, offers new revenue opportu-
nities and reduces risk for fairs, festivals 
and events. 

With partners Visa and BAMS (Bank 
America Merchant Services), FTS intro-
duces the first and only national credit, 
debit and prepaid card processing platform 
exclusively for community events.

Increase your revenue. With prepaid 
cards as tickets or ticket companions, your 
visitors have more fun, greater  convenience, 
and buy more than using cash. Prepaid  
cards offer new sponsor ideas, too. Ask us. 

Cut costs. FTS processing rates are 
competitive and “flat”: no increases for 

online, affinity or loyalty cards; no signup, 
statement or termination fees. FTS devic-
es are free to you and your vendors.

Reduce risk. FTS monitors sales every 
5 minutes by transaction device; “auto-
Magically” deposits sales commissions into 
your event’s account and net sales into your  
vendors’ accounts. 

Free your event from cash. FTS captures 
all sales and settles automatically. No more 
tokens; no more tickets. No cash sitting on 
site all weekend. 

Check out FTS. Go to www.festbiz.com, 
our new site exclusively for FTS. See our 
launch video. Sign up for a free webi-
nar. You’ll be glad you did.

CONTACT US NOW FOR A COMPLETE PRESENTATION 
Festival Transaction Services • 2033 Sixth Avenue, Ste 810 • Seattle, WA  98121

+1-206-381-5202• jshanklin@festivals.com

http://www.festbiz.com
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WHERE’S
YOUR 
POINT?

WHERE’S
YOUR 
POINT?

INTRODUCING POINTSMAP® FOR IFEA!
Looking to find Festivals & Events around the world? You’ve  
come to the right place! The IFEA, together with PointsMap®, have 
created a dedicated map, specifically for the Festivals & Events  
Industry. Displaying not only the location, but also specific infor-
mation for festivals, events, vendors, suppliers, event planners,  
universities, parks & recreation and more all over the world - IFEA’s 
PointsMap® is your location to track down anything and anyone 
having to do with the Festivals & Events industry.

With IFEA’s PointsMap®, you can:
• Get your own point on IFEA’s PointsMap® at no charge 
• Add a little pizzazz by upgrading your Point 
• Create your very own customized PointsMap® for your Event or 

Organization 

PointsMap® is excited to bring this valuable resource to the 
Festivals & Events industry and in doing so has not only partnered 
with us to bring us our very own IFEA PointsMap®, but is providing 
exclusive discounts for IFEA Members. 

Don’t Delay Any Longer - Put Your Point on the Map – Check Out 
PointsMap® Today!

Check Out the IFEA’s PointsMap® Here. 

Learn more about PointsMap® and see PointsMap® 
in Action Here.

http://www.pointsmap.com/ifea/
http://www.pointsmap.com
http://www.pointsmap.com
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On	the	Cover:	Cherry	Creek	
Arts	Festival	in	Denver,	Colorado,	
U.S.A.,	was	featured	on	the	cover	
of	the	first	issue	of	“i.e.”	magazine	
in	2002.	As	we	proudly	celebrate	
“i.e.”	magazine’s	10	year	anniver-
sary	in	2012,	we	are	excited	to	
share	the	cover	yet	again	with	this	
great	festival.	The	photo	depicts	
the	group	FLEXION	who	were	
featured	at	the	festival.	Photograph	
by	Randy	Moore
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PRESIDENT’S LETTER

Strategic	Plan	for	2012:

COLLABORATION
impact from the game itself, and that 
the results of a city (any city) willing to 
invest in itself; to participate personally 
and financially; to freely share their 
creativity and vision toward the ac-
complishment of common goals; and 
to collaborate together to achieve new 
possibilities; will continue to fuel their 
own successes – despite any challenges 
– well into the future.

That said, if I could narrow down 
the strategic planning process – locally, 
nationally or globally – to one factor 
that will raise the likelihood of success 
for any organization, community or 
vision – I would focus on collaboration. 
We are only as strong as the team that 
we build. And I would encourage each 
of you, where possible, to strengthen 
your own team at every opportunity. 
Build and grow your collaborations 
with your cities; your vendors; your 
sponsors; your volunteers; your staff; 
your media; your visitor organizations; 
your corporate community; your profes-
sional industry; and anyone else that 
you can possibly include. Make sure 
that they know each other. Encourage 
them to work together on projects that 
are not (necessarily or directly) your 
own. Successful collaboration, it turns 
out, is a living organism that feeds on 
its own energy and grows exponentially 
over time. Untapped, it is powerless. 
Harnessed, its power is unstoppable.

The IFEA team looks forward to 
collaborating with each of you around 
the world in 2012 and hope that you 
will share your collaboration successes 
with your industry peers. Please let us 
know what your visions for the future 
are and let’s see how, together, we can 
continue to grow our combined impact 
around the globe.

I have had the unique opportunity 
during the first few weeks of the New 
Year to spearhead a strategic planning 
effort by several community leaders in 
our city that could lay the foundation 
cornerstones for tourism and events 
across our greater market area into the 
foreseeable future. Our city – not  
unlike many others in recent years – 
has found itself watching once close 
allies squabbling over dwindling  
resources that have been affected by 
the economy, corporate changes,  
political sparring, and lackluster 
leadership on many levels. The result, 
unfortunately, has been a diminishing/
tarnishing of our overall brand and 
image that will take a concerted and 
focused effort to turn around.

I am pleased to say that I am begin-
ning to again see a faint spark of that 
type of focus occurring in the early 
meetings that we have held. Community 
elements and individuals who remind 
me of best friends in an argument that 
neither remembers quite how it started, 
but are still unwilling to admit fault or 
apologize, are cautiously beginning new 
conversations with one another; relearn-
ing trust; re-establishing a few common 
visions; and reimagining who we all are/
can be when we work together.

After two years of getting to know 
our new IFEA World Festival & Event 
City Award recipients, I (and many 
others in our industry) have seen the 
power of what can be accomplished 
when a community collaborates  
together at every level toward a common 
vision. We all saw a shining example 
of that in January as we (together with 

the largest television audience in U.S. 
history) watched Indianapolis, Indiana 
(a 2011 IFEA World Festival & Event City) 
host Super Bowl XLVI. But the real story 
was not who prevailed between two 
great football teams; rather, it was who 
reaped (and will continue to reap for 
some time) the rewards when the entire 
city of Indianapolis came together to  
ensure the very best Super Bowl  
experience ever produced.

Certainly the image and brand of 
Indianapolis spiked on every front 
through the impossible-to-miss global 
media coverage – from sports to  
business to entertainment and more. 
Tourism recognized impressive results  
as the City and State warmly welcomed 
visitors who may never have thought 
twice about Indianapolis or Indiana,  
but who now can’t wait to return. The 
economic impact was certainly felt 
by lodgers, restaurateurs, retailers, gas 
stations and many others, who also 
collected tax revenues that will result in 
the addition of local jobs, infrastructure 
improvements, and support of education. 

The local arts and not-for-profit 
causes benefitted from unique expo-
sure and fund-raising opportunities, 
while the city gained a trained and 
enthusiastic volunteer force that will 
benefit those same causes many times 
over in the years ahead. And local 
residents basked in the limelight while 
rightfully boosting their combined 
pride in their community.

I would argue that the long-term 
‘community capital’ gained by the City 
of Indianapolis may be more impor-
tant than the short-term economic 
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www.dixieflag.com


The Power of Bringing Great People 
Together with Great Careers

C A R E E R 
N E T WORKI F E A

Looking for an experienced employee to fill that vital job posi-
tion? Interested in a career or wanting to advance yourself in 
the festivals and events field? Want to be sure that you target the 
top people in the festivals and events industry and ensure that 
your organization doesn't miss the most qualified candidate 
available? IFEA's Career Network can help.

Now with a new partnership through online job board and ap-
plicant tracking system, TeamWork Online, your search base for 
positions and your reach to find qualified candidates has grown 
exponentially within the live festivals & events industry. With a 
reach of over 1.25 million potential candidates and educators 
interested in sports and live event positions, this new partner-
ship between IFEA and TeamWork Online not only brings 
increased qualified candidates to your employment position, 

but also increased employment positions to those candidates 
looking for employment!

Positions range from top management positions such as CEO, 
Presidents and Executive Director to Special Events Coordinator, 
Volunteer Coordinator, Sponsorship Sales and more. Even intern-
ship and volunteer positions can be posted! Even better, if there’s 
not a position posted in an area or company you’re interested in, 
the TeamWork Online system can notify you when something 
becomes available! It’s an ever expansive employment network 
that is constantly talking and working on your behalf!

If you are currently in search of a candidate, or are someone in 
search of employment, get started in your search today through 
IFEA Partner, TeamWork Online.

Got www.ifea.com and look under Resources

http://www.ifea.com


emailto:brooks@kenran.com
emailto:adam@alidee.com
http://youtu.be/SQpmJMKbGW0
http://www.youplusdallas.com
http://alidee.com
www.alidee.com
http://facebook.com/thealidee
http://twitter.com/ali_dee
http://alidee.com
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ECONOMIC IMPACT STUDIES
In uncertain times, 

we must often remind 
those whose support 
we depend upon, of 
the important econom-
ic and social value that 
our festivals and events 
bring to the communi-
ties we serve. Having a credible and cur-
rent economic impact study can do just 
this, in addition to increasing credibility 
with stakeholders, providing quantified 
data to sponsors, presenting reliable data 
to base future marketing and program-
ming decisions and much, much more. 

Unfortunately, this critical resource, es-
pecially with credible credentials, is often 
financially out of reach for most events 
even in a good economic environment. 
Recognizing this, the IFEA has created a 
cost effective, industry credible program 
to provide Economic Impact Studies at a 
budget-accessible investment.

Easy, Complete and Credible
IFEA will work with your event to com-

pile pertinent data necessary to interpret 
local data and provide a written Economic 
Impact Summary Report within 5 weeks 
of your event’s conclusion. (See complete 
program description for full details.)

Program Investment
The investment for an IFEA Economic 
Impact Study is $5,000, plus any direct 
(and approved) travel and study related 
expenses. Special circumstances, multiple 
events, etc. may affect the final investment 

SPONSOR FORUM
In uncertain times, 

only the strongest 
business relationships 
survive. Strengthen 
the partnerships you 
have built with your 
festival’s sponsors by 
hosting an IFEA Spon-
sor Forum. When sponsors have to make 

difficult resource allocation decisions, 
they will remember the sponsor proper-
ties that gave them the tools and ideas 
they need to gain even greater value from 
their sponsorship investment.

Ease and Convenience
IFEA provides everything you need to 

host a Sponsor Forum, including invitation 
templates, wrap-up materials and host 
implementation strategies and timeline. An 
IFEA moderator will facilitate the Forum 
using our training program and network-
ing activities that are filled with innovative 
activation ideas, successful case studies and 
customized networking activities.

Sponsor Take Aways
• Scores of new ideas and strategies to 

better activate their sponsorship. 
• An increased awareness of non-cash 

assets that can be harnessed to add im-
pact to the sponsor/event partnership.

• Chance to explore business-to-business 
and cross-promotional opportunities 
with fellow event sponsors. 

• Proven techniques to measure spon-
sorship efficiency and sales increases.

Program Cost 
$2,000, plus moderator travel-related ex-

penses. The host event will provide the venue 
and basic AV equipment and is responsible 
for any food and beverage or entertainment 

In response to the current changing industry marketplace, the 
IFEA has created a menu of cost-effective new programs and 
resources that can help your event or organization succeed even in turbulent times. With IFEA 
as your partner you can rest-assured that you have a recognized and credible partner who 
uniquely understands your challenges, needs and your budget! Best of all, as the global leader 
in our industry, the IFEA has unique access to the top professionals in our field, who make up 
our team based upon the specific needs of each project.

Take a moment to consider how you could maximize your return by using the following 
IFEA professional products and services:

“The Sponsor Forum was a great 
way for us to introduce our entire 
line-up of festivals to our sponsors 
and help them gain ideas on how 
to get a bigger bang for the buck. 
As a result, a sponsor of one of our 
events decided to also sponsor an-
other event we produce, expanding 
a mutually beneficial partnership.”
    

Kyle Conway
Director of Partnership 
Grapevine Convention 

& Visitors Bureau

Take Advantage of IFEA’s

Products and Services

Professional
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functions related to the Sponsor Forum as 
designed and desired for your event.

ON-SITE CONSULTATION/
PROJECT TEAMS

Whether you are a 
community looking to 
create an all-new event; 
a tourism bureau or 
organization looking 
for guidance on policy 
creation or fulfillment; 
an event looking to up-
grade your children’s area or add a parade; 
a board looking to turn-around a faltering 
event; a corporation looking to create an 
event sponsorship assessment system; 
a municipality trying to build an event 
management department or guidelines; or 
any other unique need that you may have; 
the IFEA can put together a customized 
and cost-effective team of leading industry 
experts to meet your needs. Call us and 
let’s talk about how we can help you meet 
your challenges… whatever they may be.

Program Cost
Prices will be quoted based upon the 

scope of each project and will include 
any necessary travel-related expenses  
and materials. 

TRAINING PRESENTATIONS
Continued education 

and learning is the cor-
nerstone of any success-
ful event, but the cost to 
bring your entire staff 
and key volunteers to 
multiple training events 
can be prohibitive. Let 
the IFEA bring its educational offerings 
straight to your front door with its new line 
of educational workshops and presenta-
tions. Each of our wide range of industry 
topics is designed as a stand-alone presenta-
tion, but can be combined with others to 
provide a comprehensive and customized 
day(s) of training. The IFEA staff will work 
with you to assess your education needs and 
tailor a customized curriculum to take your 
organization to the next level, without ever 
leaving home.

Customize a program specifically for 
your staff and volunteers or partner with 
neighboring communities and events to 
share costs on a regional program. 

Host Responsibilities
• Venue for the training event.
• Any required/desired food and beverage.
• Travel-related expenses for speaker(s).
• Marketing cooperation.

IFEA Responsibilities
• Marketing support for your program 

using our extensive database, as desired.
• Speaker selection and curriculum 

development support.

Program Cost
The cost of a customized training event is 

$2,500 for a half day and $5,000 for a full 
day, plus any speaker travel-related expenses.

PROFESSIONAL FACILITATION 
SERVICES

Would you like your 
festival/event/organiza-
tion to…
• Achieve organiza-

tional clarity? 
• Define actionable 

priorities? 
• Create a sustainable strategic vision?
• Build better partnerships and enhance 

teamwork?
If you answered yes to any of these 

questions then your event is a star candi-
date for IFEA’s Professional Facilitation 
Services! Let the IFEA provide a trained 
facilitator for your next board retreat, 
community visioning exercise or team-
building event. You define the agenda, 
involved stakeholders and timeframe and 
an IFEA facilitator develops the method-
ology and provides the objectivity to lead 
your group though productive discus-
sions to yield the desired outcomes.

Program Cost
The cost of Professional Facilitation 

Services is $1,000 per day, plus travel-
related expenses. Additional research 
required prior to the event will be billed 
at a cost of $100 per hour.

MATERIALS REVIEW
Perspective (per spek’ 

tiv) – the ability to  
see things in a true  
relationship.

Event planners face 
constant deadlines to 
sell sponsorships, direct 
operations, conduct 
marketing campaigns, inspire volunteers 
and manage budgets, leaving little time 
for the creative process. Sometimes all we 
need to speed along or enhance a project 
is some fresh perspective.

IFEA’s new Materials Review  
service offers you that fresh perspective 
by conducting a professional peer review 
of any materials or programs that you 
may be developing. Simply send us your 
draft copy and we will review it with a 
team of experienced industry profession-

als, make suggestions and recommend 
relevant resource materials. 

What Can We Review?
• Brochures and other Printed Collateral 

Materials
• Websites/online Marketing Campaigns
• Sponsorship Solicitation Materials/

Proposals
• Operations Guidelines
• Volunteer Manuals
• Employee Manuals
• Requests For Proposals
• Or simply call us and ask!

Program Cost
Prices will be quoted based upon the 

scope of each project. Please allow 30 
days for the completion of the review.

PHONE CONSULTATION
Membership in IFEA 

has always meant that 
help is only a phone 
call away and our new 
Phone Consultation 
Service is broadening 
the scope of on-demand 
expertise available to 
you. IFEA has assembled a team of lead-
ing event specialists that are available to 
provide advanced phone consulting for 
virtually any need you may have. 

Of course, IFEA is still available on a 
daily basis to answer your general ques-
tions and guide you to available resources 
at no cost. Our Phone Consultation Service 
is designed to meet your more advanced 
needs and to deliver the best personalized 
advice in the industry when you need it. 

Program Cost
An IFEA Phone Consultation package 

provides 10 hours of pre-paid advanced 
telephone support for $1,000. The 10 
hours must be used within one year of 
the date of purchase and can be used in 
half-hour increments. After conducting 
an initial needs interview an IFEA staff 
member will schedule your first (and 
subsequent) phone consultation(s) with 
qualified industry experts that can answer 
your specific questions and provide solu-
tions for those needs. 

GETTING STARTED
For more information about any of the 

above or other IFEA programs and ser-
vices, please contact one of our Business 
Development Directors:
Ira Rosen • 732-701-9323
ira@ifea.com
Penny Reeh • 830-997-0741 
pennyreeh@ktc.com 

mailto:ira@ifea.com
mailto:pennyreeh@ktc.com


Will iam O’Toole, CFEE

IN CONVERSATION
How did you get into events?

After completing a Mathematics degree, I decided to promote music concerts 
and dances. My only other choice was to become an accountant or statistician! 
The concert promotion lead me to start an entertainment agency. From there 
it was a small step to festivals and events. I spent quite a bit of time coming up 
with ideas for events and pitching them to major companies. Such as a festival 
in Central Borneo to link the mining company with the local Dayaks. The back-
ground in maths and project management allowed me to spot the underlying 
processes at work in all events as well as work with engineers and accountants 
who make many of the company decisions. As a result I have written three event 
management books that are used as manuals and textbooks around the world.

What has been your biggest professional challenge?
I have had many challenges as I had to convince people, companies and gov-

ernments that events are worthwhile. Possibly the most complex was an event I 
created in a swamp, the Macquarie Marshes. At the time the government wanted 
to drain the 1000 square mile wetlands and I proposed to the National Parks 
that if we gave it cultural value, the government would leave it alone. My idea 
was to have a suite of music composed about its beauty. It was a true Garden of 
Eden with untold birdlife and the wetland reeds cleansed the water of the river. 

The music was to be premiered on the night and broadcast around the world 
from the swamp. Of course, I heard "it can't be done" on a daily basis. The place 
was a nine hour drive from any major city, no electricity, roads, accommodation 
or utilities of any kind. And there were snakes, ticks and wild pigs in the area.

I started with $1000 and did it. I borrowed a huge satellite dish, silent generator 
and satellite time for the broadcast. The National Parks built a temporary road to 
a raised area and we all sold tickets on the basis that this will never be repeated 
and was an adventure. I found every company that had anything to do with the 
Marshes and got them involved. It was magic! They all loved the place and the 
sponsorship flowed in. An organic winery provided all the gifts I needed to get  
the press involved! 

In the end the music was composed and the event took place over two days. 
The audience camped in tents and quite a few drove all day to get there. I even 
had two film crews and a helicopter to film it all. The night was a full moon 
which added to the experience and reflected in the water. A CD and Video of the 

FACTS ON FILE
Years	in	the	Business: 
a	long	time

Degree: 
BSc (Mathematics)  
MEng (Project Management)

Family: 
Married

Last	book	read:
“American Gods”	by	Neil	Gaiman

Last	business	book	read:
“The Grand Strategy of the Byzantine 
Empire”	by	Edward	Luttwk

Last	book	published:
“Events Feasibility and Development” 
(2011,	Routledge,	UK	–	www.eventsfd.com)

William	O’Toole			 	
Events	Development	Specialist	
EPMS.NET
30	Cox	Avenue
Bondi	Beach,	NSW,	2026,	Australia	
Phone:	+61	418419322
events@epms.net
www.epms.net

PEOPLE

I work with companies and governments to develop their events portfolio. This 
includes raising the competency of the teams through training, assessing event 
proposals, creating an events support strategy, coming up with ideas for events 
and testing the feasibility. It often starts with getting the industry together in a  
forum or conference with initial training. I have done this in Uganda, Kenya, 
Dubai, Saudi Arabia and Jordan and worked for a variety of organisations  
including the United Nations, European Commission and the Supreme Commis-
sion for Tourism in Saudi Arabia. My recent work ranged from advising Deloitte 
on process mapping the events for a Multilateral Development Bank to helping  
the local Goanna Pulling Festival increase their audience numbers and promotion. 
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Continued	on	page	81

http://www.eventsfd.com
mailto:events@epms.net
http://www.epms.net
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IFEA VISION
A globally united industry that touches 

lives in a positive way through celebration.

An Essential Ingredient
For Your Festival or Event

Studies indicate that adequate 
restroom and handwashing facilities 

have a significant influence on 
attendance and profitability.

Request a FREE copy of the
“Guide to Clean Portable Restrooms.”

This publication will assist you 
determining the number of portable 

restroom units required for your event. 
We will also provide you with a list 

of our Members in your state, 
province or country.

Portable Sanitation 
Association International 

Phone: 1-800-822-3020
Fax: 952-854-7560

Email: info@psai.org
Website: www.psai.org

THURSDAY, MARCH 29TH, 2012
Building a Constructive Board-Staff Partnership 
Mitch Dorger, Principal Dorger Executive 
Consulting, Pasadena, CA
CFEE Elective Credit: Leadership/Management

THURSDAY, APRIL 12TH, 2012
Engaging Youth at Your Event: New Answers 
to an Age Old Challenge
Ken Ashby, President and Maris Segal, CEO, 
Prosody Creative Services, Inc., New York, NY
CFEE Elective Credit: Leadership & Management

THURSDAY, APRIL 26TH, 2012
Membership Has It’s Privilages - Upgraded 
Event Experiences that Boost Your Budget
Becky Genoways, President/CEO
On the Waterfront, Inc., Rockford, IL
CFEE Elective Credit: Economic Impact

THURSDAY, MAY 10TH, 2012
Buy and Use Entertainment More  
Effectively & Generate More Revenue
John Owen, CFE, Director of Marketing & 
Member Services 
Outdoor Amusement Business Association, 
Winter Park FL
CFEE Elective Credit: Leadership & Management

THURSDAY, MAY 24TH, 2012
What I Wish I Knew Six Months Ago -  
A Practical Discussion on Growing  
Event Attendance Online in 2012
Doug Rasch, Online Marketing Director
Edgeworks Group, Irvine, CA
CFEE Elective Credit: Current Industry  
Issues & Trends

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 24TH, 2012
Merchandise: Finding the Balance That  
Best Fits Your Event
Bridget Sherrill, Vice President of  
Merchandising & Jennifer Morgan,  
Merchandising Manager
Kentucky Derby Festival, Louisville, KY
CFEE Elective Credit: Creativity & Innovation

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 1ST, 2012
The Charitable Impact of Festivals & Events: 
It’s Not Just About Corn Dogs and Cokes  
Anymore: You Also Need to Show ‘em  
You Care!
Jeff English, Sr. Vice President of  
Administration/General Council
Kentucky Derby Festival, Louisville, KY
CFEE Elective Credit: Leadership & Management

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 8TH, 2012
From Outsider to Insider: Creating Festival Fans
Gail Bower, President, 
Bower & Co. Consulting, Philadelphia, PA
CFEE Elective Credit: Creativity/ Innovation

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 15TH, 2012
Events Central: A New Age of Partnership & 
Policy in Municipal Events Management
Delores MacAdam, Manager, City of Ottawa 
Events Central Branch &  
Mark Ford, Inspector, Ottawa Police Special 
Event Unit, Ottawa, ON, Canada
CFEE Elective Credit: Leadership & Management

2012 IFEA WEBINAR SCHEDULE

http://www.ifea.com
mailto:info@psai.org
http://www.psai.org
http://www.psai.org
http://www.ifea.com/joomla1_5/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=45&Itemid=102


SUSTAINABLE EVENT MANAGEMENT

Waste is one of the largest areas of impact, and certainly the 
most visible at many festivals and events. How you minimize 
the waste created and manage the waste that is, contributes to 
your event’s overall sustainability performance. 

Festivals and events have the potential to be resource gulping 
and garbage producing, especially ones that are outdoors, are 
celebratory in style, and have lots of drinking and eating. Sound 
familiar? I imagine this fits the profile of many of your events.

Our events are often big public parties, and we all know that 
cleaning up after a party, whether at home or in the streets and 
parks of a major city, is not much fun. (unless you’re a waste 
nerd like me, and then it is extreme fun.)

A key to successful waste operations at an event is to reduce 
the amount of waste you produce in the first place. Towards zero 
waste to landfill and incineration is the goal. Here are some 
things to think about.

Store and Reuse: Store & re-use materials and equipment. A 
great example is step-and-repeat branded banner roll or fence 
scrim. Is there a way you can design this for re-use each year, 
rather than producing the new year printed on each time? Can 
you produce panels which have current year and sponsor info, 
that are placed at intervals between generic event banner roll or 
fence scrim? 

Salvaged and Reclaimed: use salvaged and reclaimed ma-
terials rather than buying new stuff and discarding it after the 
event. Alternatively salvage stuff from your event that can’t be 

used again and donate these materials for re-purposing/re-use 
by a third party. Again, branded fencing scrim is an example 
that could be repurposed into bunting, flags, bags and other 
colourful items for use at your event or other community 
events. Place your old stuff for sale or look for used stuff for 
your event on Used Event Stuff - www.usedeventstuff.com.

Hire: Hire equipment, infrastructure and materials, rather 
than buy. This is a no brainer really!

No Packaged Water: Use refillable water bottles and have 
water refill stations available. For big outdoor events with thirsty 
audiences, drinking water is a must. Do the numbers… how 
many water bottles are you creating as waste if you are selling 
bottled water rather than doing water refills? Get the local water 
authority on board to provide free drinking water stations. Have 
another relevant sponsor supply branded refillable water bottles. 
Promote to the audience to bring their own water bottle. Reward 
them when they get refills. Take Back the Tap is an example of a 
great branded campaign to get tap water into events.

Re-usable Beer Cups: For events pouring beer into cups, 
consider a re-usable cup exchange. The audience pays a deposit 
on the cup and then either takes it to a refund station when they 
are finished or hands it back over the bar when they get their next 
drink. Releasing branded limited edition reusable cups are also a 
way to push merchandise sales. Cup Concept is a popular option 
in the UK and Europe. See if it works for you. www.cupconcept.de 

Restrictions: Regulate what contractors, traders, caterers, NGOs, 
sponsors and the audience can bring to the event. Identify waste 
that has previously been discarded at your event and determine if 
you can stop it from arriving at your event in the first place. 

Envisage the end life of everything you purchase to produce 
the event and all the products you sell there. Where could the 
waste end up, and how can you ensure it is sent back into the 
system as recyclable material, compost or re-purposed/re-used?

When you go step by step through your event, you will be 
able to identify what rubbish will be created and where. You’ll 
then be able to plan for recycling separation, composting, 
salvage, and re-use.

Waste Is A Resource!
Waste at events is often viewed as a problem to be dealt 

with. The cleaning-up-after as the main task. But I’d like to 
propose a different viewpoint. 

Could you adopt this for your event…?
The premise of all waste being a resource guides event waste 

management planning. At-event waste logistics are considered a 
resource recovery exercise.

Have you thought of the rubbish created at your event as a 
resource, or do you just see it as a problem to be managed?

Putting systems in place at the event to maximise the re-
covery of resources for onward processing into new materials 
should be the focus.

By Meegan Jones

With	a	clean	shiny	new	year	ahead	of	us,	let’s	take	a	moment	to	think	about	how	we	can	
achieve	a	clean	and	shiny	event.

Achieving	a	Clean	Event
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 CFEE
Maybe it’s Time to be Recognized 
for What You Bring to the Table.

As a professional in the Festivals & 
Events Industry, you know the difference 
between Good and Great. You’ve dedi-
cated yourself to the “whatever it takes” 
approach that has become your hall-
mark. You understand the importance 
and value of continuing to hone your 
skills, growing your knowledge base,  
expanding your professional network, 
and surrounding yourself with others 
who have reached the top levels of their 
careers as well. 

CFEE (Certified Festival & Event Execu-
tive), the IFEA’s professional certification 
program, provides the essential difference  
between good and great among profes-
sionals in our industry. It signifies the 
highest level of achievement. Attainment 
of your CFEE certification provides recog-
nition of your commitment to excellence,  
experience, and to your career, placing you 
in an elite group of the top festival and 
event professionals in your field. It’s a state-
ment of quality that you bring to the table.

For more information about the IFEA’s professional certification program, and our 2011 CFEE  
FastTrack® Program, contact Bette Montieth at bette@ifea.com or call +1-208-433-0950.

The	CFEE	Professional	Certification	Program	is	Sponsored	by

Good Great

http://www.ifea.com
mailto:bette@ifea.com
http://www.kaliff.com/
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IFEA’s	key	sponsors,	like	the	sponsors	
of	our	member	festivals	and	events,	
play	a	critical	and	much-appreciated	
role.	They	make	our	conferences,	
seminars,	educational	programming,	
social	networking	events,	publications,	
Web	sites,	awards	programs,	and	
other	valuable	member	benefits	not	
only	possible,	but	the	very	best	in	our	
industry.	Their	combined	financial	and	
personal	support	allow	us	to	maximize	

our	service	to	the	festivals	and	events	
industry,	and	help	us	to	position	the	
IFEA	as	“The Premiere Association 
Supporting & Enabling Festival & 
Event Professionals Worldwide.”	
Please	take	a	moment	to	say	“Thank	
You”	to	these	organizations	that	sup

port	the	IFEA,	our	events	and	our	in-
dustry,	throughout	the	year.	When	the	
opportunity	arises,	we	hope	you	will	
show	your	support	and	make	use	of	
the	many	great	products	and	services	
they	have	to	assist	you.

For	IFEA	Sponsorship	Opportunities,	Call	Sylvia	Allen	at	732-946-2711	or	800-981-7470.

www.hwins.com
www.fabulousinflatables.com
www.zambellifireworks.com
http://www.eventbrite.com
http://www.dixieflag.com
http://www.kandkinsurance.com/EventsAttractions/Pages/EventsAttractions.aspx
www.kaliff.com
www.ifea.com


In Times of Uncertainty,
Leadership and Vision are Priceless

“Fund for the Future”
A three-year, $500,000 campaign using  
the current market environment and 
changing times as an opportunity to 
strengthen association programs and 
to ensure that the IFEA will continue to  
lead, serve and support our industry,  
especially through challenging times, for 
many years to come. The “Fund for the 
Future” campaign will provide reserves 
against current and future economic 

realities; allow the organization to 
keep pace with new technologies, 

bringing our global industry closer 
together; and allow us to expand 

our services, resources 
and programming reach 

around the world.

Make a Pledge Today. 
Contact any IFEA Foundation Board, IFEA World Board,  

or IFEA Staff Member for more information.
Individual and Organizational Contributions are welcomed and encouraged.

Donations may be made during the IFEA Convention at the IFEA Registration Desk.
All contributions are tax-deductible in the United States.

For more information go to www.ifea.com.

http://www.ifea.com
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I started this series with a hypothetical 
invitation for the reader to join the board 
of a nonprofit organization (let’s assume 
it is your festival organization). In my last 
two articles, we looked at the responsibili-
ties of a board of directors and the duties  
a board member owes to his or her  
organization. Now it is time to make the 
decision as to whether or not to say yes to 
joining the board. To answer this question, 
personal due diligence needs to focus in two 
areas – one internal and one external. What 
follows is what I would say to an individual 
getting ready to make this decision.

The internal questions you must ask 
yourself relate to whether you are right 
for the board. You need to look yourself 
in the eye and ask some hard questions. 
Remember, the organization has certain 
expectations of you as a director, and you 
need to understand what these expecta-
tions are and determine whether or not 
you are prepared to make the sacrifices of 
time, effort, and, in many cases, money 
necessary to meet these expectations.

The first question I ask prospective 
board members to think about is whether 
they are passionate about the organiza-
tion and the contribution it is making to 
society. A lot of experts will tell you that 
passion for the organization and its cause 
is perhaps the most important thing that 
anyone can bring to an organization. 
When I list the desired qualifications for  
a board member, I list passion for the 
organization at the very top of the list. 
If you don’t have passion, you may find 
yourself unwilling to make the sacrifices 
or put in the time and effort to meet the 
organization’s expectations. 

The second thing you should ask 
yourself is whether you think you can 
contribute to the board. You have already 
determined that you have a passion for 
the cause, but that may not be enough. 
Do you have knowledge, skills, experience, 
contacts or some other qualities that will 

help the board perform its functions? You 
may wish to ask those who extended the 
invitation what they see as the charac-
teristics that make you a desirable board 
member. If they are a high functioning 
board, they will have thought this ques-
tion through in advance and be prepared 
to offer you a specific answer. There are a 
great many reasons why they might think 
you would be a good board member, but 
you should ascertain what those are and 
then ask yourself if you see your ability to 
contribute in the same way they do.

The third question is whether you can 
give the board the time and energy it 
deserves. All of us are busy. Many of us 
have work or family commitments that 
tax our ability to give time and/or energy 
to a nonprofit -- even one that we have 
a personal passion for. You need to find 
out what the time requirements really are 
then decide whether you can meet those 
expectations or not.

The fourth question has to do with 
financial commitment. Many boards have 
director expectations that are financial in 
nature. This may come in the form of a 
direct gift. It may come in the form of an 
expected purchase of tickets or merchan-
dise offered by the organization. Or it 
may simply be that they expect you to  
absorb the costs of being a director in-
cluding, meals, travel, gas, etc. Whatever 
form these financial expectations take, 
you need to be prepared to meet them 
before signing up for board duty. 

Finally, you need to ask yourself if you 
can put the interests of the organization 
ahead of your own. Remember, this is  
part of your Duty of Loyalty to the  
organization. Regardless of your personal 
feelings, aims, and goals; the interests of 
the organization must come first, and you 
need to honestly ask yourself whether you 
are prepared to do this.

OK, now you have determined that you 
are right for the tasks ahead. What’s left? 

Simple. Now you need to determine if  
the organization is right for you. When 
buying real estate or anything tangible, 
the prudent buyer will research the  
product and determine if it is right for 
him or her. The same is true of deciding 
to join the board of an organization.

You already know what the mission and 
programs of the organization are, you asked 
this question when you were determining if 
you had a passion for the organization. So 
let’s turn to other critical questions.

I recommend you first take a look at the 
other leaders of the organization, both 
staff and board. Do you know them? Are 
they people you respect or can respect? 
Are they people you can work with on a 
personal basis? You need to be comfort-
able with the people you are sharing 
responsibility with. In the course of board 
work, conflicts can develop even among 
people that know, like and respect each 
other. Don’t aggravate this by choosing 
to be involved with people you are not 
comfortable with. If you don’t know some 
of the people you might be dealing with 
personally, ask around in your network of 
friends and professional colleagues. You 
can probably find someone you trust to 
let you know the quality and character of 
those you will be working with.

Second, find out how the board has 
defined its responsibilities. Since you read 
the first article in this series you know what 
responsibilities the board should have. So 
find out if they know what they should be 
doing. You should also find out through 
discussions with current board members 
or staff executives how the board functions 
with regard to carrying out their respon-
sibilities. Are they keeping their focus at a 
high level or are they groveling in minutia. 
You want the former, and you want to run, 
not walk, away from the latter.

Next, turn your attention to the financial 
condition of the organization. At a mini-
mum, you should review the organization’s 

Deciding	to	Become	a	Board	Member	
(Part	III	in	a	series	on	recruiting	new	board	members)

In the Board Room
By Mitch Dorger 
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last few annual reports and their Form 
990s. These are public documents and are 
required to be made available to the public 
upon request. You may also be able to find 
reports or evaluations of the organization 
on the Internet. Guidestar.org will have 
copies of the Form 990s if they are being 
filed, and there are also groups that evalu-
ate nonprofit organizations, particularly 
charities with regard to their effectiveness 
and practices. Use these resources to help 
focus your questions to the organizational 
representatives you are dealing with. You 
should also ask to review the audit results 
if the organization is of a size that requires 
an annual audit. Pay special attention to 
any management letter that the auditors 
prepared. This letter will contain insights 
into the organization that may not be 
revealed in the formal documents.

Next, find out where the organization 
is going. The organization should have a 
vision and a strategic plan to move itself 
forward. See what these say, and then 
ascertain whether the board is paying any 
attention to the plan. Some organizations 
have strategic plans that are no more than 
a dusty notebook on the shelf. Others 
have plans that are living documents that 
are consistently being referred to with 
progress regularly measured toward the 
established goals. You want to be associ-
ated with an organization that fits the 
latter description, and not the former. 

The fifth question is how the board does 
its’ work. Are there active committees that 
carry on the work of the board or is the 
work centered in the full board? Also try 
to ascertain whether the full board is really 
making decisions or if there is a smaller 
group within the board that seems to be 
making the decisions and then informing 
the other board members after the fact. Be 
especially wary of an overactive Execu-
tive Committee which has cornered the 
decision making in the organization to the 
detriment of the full board. 

The sixth question is how the board 
will prepare you to be a fully participating 
board member. There will always be  
some uncertainties for new board mem-
bers and some period of adjustment 
as you develop your “sea legs” and get 
the feel for operating within the board 
environment. But the organization owes 
you an orientation process to develop the 
knowledge and understandings neces-
sary to contribute. At a minimum, you 
should understand the following: (1) the 
organization’s legal documents to include 
its bylaws, (2) the structure and operation 
of the organization, (3) the key issues fac-
ing the organization now and in the near 
future, (4) what the board has been doing 
(in the form of minutes and or reports), 
(5) the financial documents (if you have 
not already reviewed them), and (6) how 

Do	 you	 have	 knowledge,	
skills,	 experience,	 contacts	
or	some	other	qualities	that	
will	 help	 the	board	perform	
its	functions?
the board conducts its business to include 
operating rules, policies, agenda setting, 
and meeting management rules. This is 
the short list of things you should look 
for in the organizational orientation. If 
you don’t get offered such an orientation, 
ask for one. You don’t want to assume the 
legal obligations of a board member if  
you are in the dark about what is really 
happening within the organization.

The final question that needs to be 
asked is what protections does the  
organization offer its directors? This is  
an absolutely critical item and should  
be a deal breaker for you if you are not 
comfortable with the protections  
provided. The American Bar Association’s 
Guidebook for Directors of Nonprofit 
Corporations states, “In recent years,  
litigation against directors of many  
varieties of nonprofits has increased in fre-
quency…. all directors need to understand 
the action that may be taken to protect 
them against liability related to their service 
on nonprofit corporation’s board.” (p 189) 
Two particular areas that should be exam-
ined are indemnification and insurance.

Indemnification is a term used to describe 
what the corporation might repay a direc-
tor with regard to expenses in conjunction 
with a law suit against the director. Such 
indemnification is controlled by the laws 
of the particular state in which the corpora-
tion operates as well as by the bylaws of the 
organization. There are two types of indem-
nification: mandatory indemnification and 
discretionary indemnification. The prospec-
tive board member should understand what 
the rules are for his or her organization. This 
is a highly technical and very legal subject, 
the details of which are well beyond the 
scope of this short article. Suffice it so say 
that it is a critical topic for the prospective 
director and one which should be thorough-
ly understood before committing to the 
organization. It might even be worthwhile 
consulting a personal attorney on this  
matter before agreeing to become a board 
member. There is one additional item related 
to indemnification that should be explored, 
and that is the advancement of expenses. In 

some cases, the corporation’s indemnifica-
tion procedures may call for reimbursement 
only after the fact. This could create a big 
financial challenge for the director involved. 
The best situation is one which provides for 
the advancement of expenses so that the  
director’s legal defense against any accusa-
tions can be undertaken by the organization. 

The second subject is insurance. Even 
if the corporation has indemnification 
procedures, the ability of the corporation 
to fulfill that promise is dependent upon 
its financial circumstances. It is desirable to 
have insurance against this risk in addition 
to the indemnification offered. The type 
of insurance you want to particularly ask 
about is called directors and officers (D&O) 
insurance. (Note: some large nonprofit 
corporations self-insure against such risk.) 
The thing to understand about D&O poli-
cies is that the coverage can depend upon 
the laws of the state involved and the terms 
of the individual policy offered. Prospective 
directors should understand what the terms 
of their policy are and should ideally be 
provided with a memorandum by the orga-
nization which outlines the D&O coverage 
being offered. As with indemnification, 
this is a highly technical and legal subject 
which should be explored with trained 
advisors before making a finally decision.

Whew, that was a lot of work. Who 
would have thought when you got the 
invitation to join a nonprofit board that 
the process of deciding whether to say yes 
would be so long and arduous? To the 
extent that my series has complicated your 
life or made your decision difficult, I apolo-
gize. But at the same time, isn’t it better to 
be informed in advance than to discover 
these questions when an uncomfortable 
situation occurs down the road? Don’t be 
discouraged. Most good nonprofits will 
pass all of the above tests with flying colors. 

As I close this series, I want to encour-
age board chairs and executive directors 
to think about applying the lessons of 
these last three articles into a recruitment 
brochure which helps prospective new 
members understand the responsibilities 
of director duties and the process they 

Continued	on	page	81



THE UN-COMFORT ZONE

Some of our goals require us to reach a 
mental threshold; some are more physi-
cal; while others are a combination of the 
two. One of my favorite forms of exercise 
and recreation is mountain biking. I get 
out once a week and hit the trails. Some 
of the trails have obstacle course-like 
obstructions called technical features; 
they are basically log and rock piles you 
ride over for an additional skill challenge. 
One trail has several advanced features 
including a seesaw. I rode past this par-
ticular challenge for weeks; wanting to do 
it, but frankly too scared to try. 

Then one day I encountered another 
rider who rode across it. He went up to 
the center; it tipped and he rode down the 
other side. It looked easy enough, and so I 
asked him about it. He told me there was 
one trick to it. You needed to brake slightly 
when you hit the center, so that your weight 
would cause the ‘up” end to tip down. If 
you didn’t; it would function like a big 
ramp and you would fly off the end five feet 
off the ground. Hmm, good advice, because 
that was definitely what I didn’t want to do.

Having seen someone do it; I was ready 
to tackle it. I rode across perfectly on the 
very first try. All I needed was to see it done.

We do this all the time-- sometimes 
consciously and sometimes unconsciously.

Last summer I was shopping at Dick’s 
Sporting Goods in Atlanta where they 
have a three-story in-door climbing wall. 
My nine year old son was with me and 
asked to climb it. I bought him a ticket 
and the rock wall staff strapped him into 
the safety ropes. He went up about 12 
feet and said he couldn’t go any further. I 
was surprised because he is very athletic 
and picks up most sports immediately 
and effortlessly. I tried all sorts of encour-
agement, but he had made up his mind. 
The staff lowered him to the ground. 

Then he asked me to climb it. I looked up 
and grimaced... it was not what I wanted to 
do that day, but I had done it once before 
with my older son, so I paid my way and 
started to climb. I climbed to the top and 
rang the bell, then enjoyed the real fun of 
repelling back down. Once I was down, my 
son wanted to try it again. I was skeptical 
and didn’t want to waste another two bucks. 
But, I gave in, and this time he scrambled 
like a lizard all the way to the top and rang 
the bell. Just like me and the bicycle seesaw, 
all he needed was to see that it could be 
done. Then he was on his way. Of course I’m 

totally refusing to acknowledge the unstated 
thought in his mind... “Hey, if my wimpy 
Daddy can do it – it’s gotta be easy!”

Think of the occasions where you found 
a role model to show you “how it’s done.” 

I remember the night I decided to be-
come a professional speaker. I was serving 
as a counselor to a group of teenagers at-
tending a Hugh O’Brian Youth Foundation 
leadership seminar. Patty Kitching was the 
dinner keynote speaker. She was warm and 
funny and told wonderful stories to illus-
trate her points. Most of all she looked like 
she was having the time of her life. I turned 
to my wife and said, “I could do that. I 
want to do that!” Three years later, I was.

Go out and find someone who is  
already doing what you want to do. Watch 
them, talk to them, then get started!

With Robert Wilson

Robert	Evans	Wilson,	Jr.	is	an	
author,	speaker	and	humorist.	He	works	
with	companies	that	want	to	be	more	
competitive	and	with	people	who	want	
to	think	like	innovators.	For	more	infor-
mation	on	Robert’s	programs,	please	
visit	www.jumpstartyourmeeting.com.

Last	issue	I	wrote	about	Self-Efficacy	
which	is	our	belief	in	our	ability	to	
achieve	what	we	set	out	to	accomplish.	
I	wrote	about	how	it	is	the	biggest	part	
of	achievement,	and	that	we	acquire		
a	sense	of	self-efficacy	in	four	ways:	
personal	experience,	observation	of		
others,	a	positive	mental	attitude,	and	
from	the	encouragement	of	others.		
This	issue	I’d	like	to	expand	on	how		
observing	other	people	achieve		
motivates	us	to	accomplish	more.	
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GOLF 
CARTS: 
FRIEND 
OR FOE?

INSURANCE INSIGHTS
By Susan Greitz and Carol Porter

We mentioned golf carts previously as 
it relates to liability insurance, but since 
this topic is the largest source of liability 
insurance claims, a more thorough look 
at preventing incidents is in order. 

Golf carts are the work horse of our 
events. They help us transport ‘our stuff’ 
from point A to point B in areas that 
other vehicles cannot journey. The golf 
carts could belong to the event organizers, 
but it’s not unusual for vendors to bring 
one too. Unfortunately, golf carts are  
the largest source of liability claims,  
usually caused by lack of supervision and 
controls. If your event has used golf carts 
in the past and never had an incident, 
consider yourself lucky. Organizers who 
plan on using golf carts should take note 
of the suggestions that follow for cart 
safety procedures. These recommenda-
tions will help diminish the chance of 
accidents, and lessen your liability. 

 Cart Safety: 
A cart coordinator should be identi-

fied and should work with the security 
and safety committee. His/her job is to 
approve all cart use, control carts distri-
bution and return, and investigate all 
incidents of property damage or personal 
injury involving carts.

There should be an orientation meeting 
for all operators where routes, rules, regula-
tions, liability insurance (vendors) and 
other requirements will be discussed. Atten-
dance should be required and documented.

Carts should be required to display a 
current operating permit, provided by the 
security committee or other designated 
department. A cart permit is a privilege.  
Irresponsible operation of a cart or scooter 
should result in loss of this privilege.

The following are sample Utility and Golf Cart 
rules that you can adapt to fit your event needs.
1. Carts will need to be checked out and in by the cart coordinator and keys 

controlled by the coordinator.
2. Vendors/Concessionaires operating carts must provide proof of liability  

insurance on each cart operating on-grounds.
3. Vendors/Concessionaires are responsible for supplying their own carts.
4. Carts must have keyed ignition locks
5. Carts are permitted for business and service needs only – not for personal 

convenience.
6. Where possible, service to concession stands should be made from the back 

or side, leaving the front open to the public.
7. No cart or scooter will be allowed on vendor row or pedestrian paths during 

operating hours.
8. No cart or scooter will be allowed in buildings at any time.
9. The pedestrian has the right of way at all times, except in emergency  

situations. There will be no honking the horn to move pedestrians.
10. No cart/scooter may be operated by or contain a passenger if that person is 

intoxicated or under the influence of an illegal controlled substance.
11. Carts shall not transport more passengers than they may be seated in a  

designated seat. The cargo bed is not to be used for passengers.
12. To prevent falls, occupants must be seated at all times.
13. To avoid the possibility of losing control, the driver should drive at a safe speed 

for the weather conditions and never exceeding 15 mph.
14. When stopping and leaving the golf cart, always set the parking brake, turn the 

key switch to off and REMOVE the key from the cart.

For 70 years Haas & Wilkerson Insurance has been one of the largest providers 
of insurance representation to the entertainment industry. The agency is national  
in scope, with approximately 100 associates providing technical expertise and 
quality insurance representation at a competitive price. Beyond the standard price 
quotation, services include coverage analysis and recommendations at no additional 
cost. Our clients include fairs, festivals, carnivals, amusement parks, rodeos and 
special events throughout the United States. For more information contact Carol 
Porter 913-676-9258.

www.hwins.com
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7	TIPS	ON

LAUNCHING

When the Hawaii Tourism Authority 
(HTA), Hawaii’s official tourism agency, 
selected our firm, Bright Light Marketing, 
to spearhead the marketing efforts of  
its festivals and events campaign and 
promote more than 100 of its sponsored 
events, we quickly huddled as a team  
to strategize and brainstorm new and  
creative ways to get the word out about 
the festivals to Hawaii visitors and  
local residents.

The idea came fast: Launch a smart-
phone app serving as a directory for all of 
HTA’s sponsored festivals and events.

It was a natural path for us to take as 
visitors were quickly changing their habits 
on getting travel information as fast as 
technology is constantly changing. With 
more than 300 million mobile subscrib-
ers in the U.S., and 40 percent of them 
being smartphone users in 2011 according 
Nielsen Reports, mobile marketing initia-
tives such as smartphone apps were quickly 
becoming mandatory to effectively reach a 
new breed of visitors and people on-the-go.

Our firm launched the Festivals of 
Hawaii iPhone app on August 4, 2011 for 
HTA, and generated interest from people 

around the world, including other festival 
organizers who wanted to launch apps 
for their own events.

We received dozens of questions from 
festival organizers asking us what they 
should keep in mind when shopping for 
mobile app developers, how much they 
should budget for, how should they pro-
mote it, and many, many more questions.

Here are our seven tips on launching 
an app for your festival or event:

Evaluate the Purpose and Need
Everybody is launching apps, but is it a 

good fit for my festival?
Before you contact a mobile app develop-

er, it is important to determine the purpose 
of utilizing a mobile app for your festival. 
When we put together the app development 
plan for the Festivals of Hawaii, our purpose 
and objective was to launch a directory of 
more than 100 of HTA’s sponsored festivals 
and events throughout Hawaii to provide di-
rect and easy access to them at the fingertips 
of HTA’s target audiences, which are visitors 
from the North America and East Asia mar-
kets as well as local Hawaii residents.

Are you looking to build an electronic 
mobile program for your attendees to use 

By Huy Vo

A	SUCCESSFUL	FESTIVAL												
MOBILE	APP
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on site at your festival? Is your goal to 
incorporate digital interaction between you 
and your attendees? Most importantly, is 
your target attendee a smartphone user?

These are the types of questions you have 
to ask yourself and your team to ensure 
that mobile app marketing is effective for 
your event. The ideal app needs to provide 
value for the user and for your festival. 
Even if the app meets your objectives, make 
sure it meets the user’s need as well.

“We wanted to incorporate mobile 
marketing into our campaign efforts 
because technology is constantly 
evolving, and this is one of our  
creative ways to market Hawaii to 
the world,” says Michael Story,  
tourism brand manager for HTA. 
“We are very happy that we did so 
because the Festivals of Hawaii app 
attracted a lot of attention from 
visitors in our target markets and 
promotes tourism in the Hawaiian 
Islands, which is HTA’s mission.”

Planning the Content
What should I include in my app?
Content is the key component in 

attracting users to download your 
app. This should tie in with the 
purpose and objective of your app 
development plan, which will then 
determine the features.

For example, the Ukulele Festival 
Hawaii built an app that included 
everything the festival had on its 
website: background information the 
festival; program schedule; parking 
and shuttle information; and a list 
of participating entertainers, vendors 
and sponsors. Festival organizers 
wanted to provide a mobile program 
for attendees to refer to when walking 
around the festival and checking out 
the attractions and offerings.

“Our Ukulele Festival iPhone app 
was set up to replicate our Ukulele 
Festival Hawaii website, but also 
to function on its own,” says Roy 
Sakuma, president of Roy Sakuma 
Productions and Ukulele Festival 
Hawaii, which attracts more than 
20,000 people every year. “The 
Ukulele Festival iPhone app was also 
designed to help our attendees navigate 
through our festival with the map feature.”

The Festivals of Hawaii app was designed 
as a useful tool for those planning their 
vacation to Hawaii, or visitors already 
in Hawaii who want to find out what’s 
happening while they’re there and where. 
Here are the features we decided on:
• Individual listings for more than 100 

of HTA’s sponsored festivals and events 
in Hawaii

• Ability to search for an event by date, 
island and event category

• Each event profile to include one 
photo, event description and contact 
information

• GPS capabilities with Google maps 
installed so that the user can find any 
event closest in distance to them wher-
ever they are in Hawaii and also find 
directions on how to get to the event

• Ability to share the event on the user’s 
Facebook and Twitter accounts. 

“When building an app for your festival, 
it is important to keep in mind that you're 
creating something that has a very specific 
audience and timeframe that might not 
be relevant outside the window of your 
festival,” says Melanie Kosaka, president of 
Uapo, LLC, whose company programmed 
apps including Festivals of Hawaii, What 
Chefs Eat and Lei Fresh. “Some things to 
keep in mind are ‘What value will this app 
provide users? Does the app increase ticket 
sales or build audience loyalty?’” she adds.

Finding the Perfect App 
Developer

There are so many companies that can 
build mobile apps. Who do I choose?

It’s important to spend the time to  
research and find a developer who will 
make your vision come alive. Interview dif-
ferent developers to see if you like what they 
propose, do they have the expertise needed 
and if they can work within your budget.

We took our research to the  
Internet to find different developers 
in Hawaii and California and also 
took referrals from our colleagues.  
After interviewing several companies 
by phone, we narrowed down our 
prospects to three developers and 
asked them to submit proposals 
based on our objectives and needs.

Upon receiving proposals from 
your prospective vendors, make sure 
you review them closely to compare 
“apples to apples.” One vendor  
may offer something that the other 
vendor isn’t offering such as building 
a contact management system for 
you or including web hosting and 
technical support in the estimate.

Interviewing your prospects in 
person will allow you to ask them 
additional questions and also get  
a feel of their personalities and 
working style, which is also  
important. In addition, this is also 
the perfect opportunity to negotiate.

“Look for a developer who is 
organized and can lead a team that 
includes a database person, designer, 
copywriter and programmer,” says  
Kosaka. “The most important aspect 
is to hire someone you can commu-
nicate well with and who is willing to 
walk you through each step if this is 
the first app you'll be commissioning.”

Setting a Budget
How much money should I allocate?
During the interview process,  

put on your negotiation cap and 
don’t be afraid to work with them  
in adjusting their cost if it is too 
high. Setting a budget for developing 
an app is like setting a budget for 
building a house. The more complex 

and detailed you want your app to be, the 
more money you put towards it. If you’re 
looking for a very simple app with no 
bells and whistles, your cost will be on  
the lower end of the scale of about $3,000 
to $5,000. If you’re looking to build a 
complex app with lots of features, your 
cost will be on the higher end of more 
than $40,000. For the Festivals of Hawaii 
app, we set our budget at $15,000.

Each of the three prospects we inter-
viewed had excellent backgrounds and 
could work within our proposed budget. 
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Huy	Vo	is	the	Senior	Account	
Executive	at	Bright	Light	Marketing	in	
Honolulu,	Hawaii.	He	can	be	reached	
at:	Phone:	808.524.6441;	Email:	
huy@brightlightmarketing.com	or		
for	more	information,	go	to:		
www.brightlightmarketing.com

We awarded the contract to Uapo, LLC 
because of their expertise in user experience. 
Even if your app is creatively designed with 
lots of cool features, it won’t mean anything 
if it’s too hard to navigate through or too 
confusing to use because a user’s experience 
is very imperative in retaining the user after 
he/she downloads your app.

Designing the Look
How is my app going to look and who 

is going to design it?
Most app developers will design 

the look of your app in addition to 
programming it, and most prefer to 
keep the creative and technical devel-
opment under one roof because it’s 
easier that way. Thus, design costs 
can be included in your estimate, but 
you have the option of hiring your 
own designer. Regardless of who 
works on the creative aspect of your 
app, it should revolve around your 
festival logo or brand identity. 

iPhone vs. Android
The iPhone and Android are both 

popular smartphones but my app budget 
only allows for one of the two phones. 
Which one should I pick?

The battle between the iPhone 
and Android on which smartphone 
is better can spark a debate that can 
go on for hours. We came across this 
problem on which smartphone to 
build the app for during our planning 
meetings, as our budget only allowed 
for one smartphone at a time.

We can’t say that we picked the 
iPhone over the Android based on 
popularity. Our final decision was 
based on the potential reach because 
an iPhone app is also compatible with 
the iPod and iPad. We believed we 
would generate a further reach with 
three devices as opposed to just one 
during the first phase of our launch. 

Getting the Word Out
Now that my app is completed, how 

do I get people to download it?
A marketing plan should always 

follow the app development plan, 
because without a solid plan, your 
new app will be lost among hundreds of 
thousands of others when it launches.

If you can’t afford to buy advertising 
to promote your new app, utilize public 
relations and send out a press release 
announcing your new venture. Be sure to 
target the appropriate print, broadcast and 
online media in your area or whatever 
media outlet your attendee follows so that 
your press release gets to the right people.

Utilize free resources such as Facebook 
and Twitter to get the word out about your 
app. Once the news about your app hits 

the Internet, it can potentially go viral and 
in return, generate lots of downloads.

In addition, promote it in all of your 
festival’s collateral pieces and promotional 
materials such as website, newsletters,  
brochures, flyers, email blasts and banners.

When we launched the Festivals of 
Hawaii iPhone app in 2011, thousands of 
downloads were generated within hours 
as a result of our marketing efforts. We 

distributed our press release to local and 
national media targeting travel reporters, 
and our app even made the news on a 
Times Square billboard in New York City! 
We included the app on all of our print 
and broadcast advertisements, and also 
on our quarterly brochure that was dis-
tributed to more than 100 concierge desks 
at hotels statewide. In addition, our social 
media plan was very effective as we shared 
the direct link to download the app on 
HTA’s Festivals of Hawaii Facebook and 
Twitter pages and more than 500 people 

clicked on the link and downloaded the 
app within the first hour.

Return on Investment and 
Retaining Your Users

How do I see results and how do I keep my 
users from deleting my app?

App analytical reports, also known as 
analytics, are very important because they 
will determine whether or not you’re get-

ting a return on your investment and 
also whether you need to redirect your 
marketing efforts. Analytics provide 
detailed information such as how 
many people downloaded your app, 
how many people are actively using 
your app, how long did they spend 
using your app, and even demographic 
information such as what city, state or 
country the app was downloaded in. 

Mobile app developers may use 
app analytic servicers such as Flurry.
com or Localytics.com so that you 
can log on and review updates on 
your numbers or download reports 
to share with your team or sponsors.

Through Flurry.com, we were able 
to see that 85 percent of Festivals 
of Hawaii app downloads were in 
North America, 12 percent in Asia 
and the rest from as far off as the 
Middle East. With this type of useful 
information, we were able to see 
which areas we needed to boost our 
marketing efforts in.

Analytics will also show you how 
many people actually kept your app 
on their smartphone after down-
loading. Continuing to implement 
new content and updates to your 
app is key in retaining your users.

“App contents constantly need 
to be refreshed and updated, and 
part of your app project plan should 
include the resources to make 
these updates,” says Kosaka. “If the 
content stays the same, your app will 
become stale and people will delete 
it from their phone.”

Monitor reviews from users and 
festival attendees about your app so 
that you can find out what you can do 
to improve future updates. And most 
importantly, make sure you thank 

them for downloading your app. They are 
the ones who will spread the word about 
your app and help increase downloads.

mailto:huy@brightlightmarketing.com
http://www.brightlightmarketing.com
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STAGE	
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There have been recent collapses of tem-
porary stage structures in the USA and in 
Europe during entertainment events. These 
have resulted in fatalities and numerous 
injuries. Reasons why the failures have 
taken place have not yet been published, 
although initially wind has been reported 
as a contributory cause. The temporary 
structures which have been involved in 
these collapses appear to be similar to 
those which may be used in the UK. In 
2012 there will be many temporary struc-
tures erected in the UK to coincide with 
the Olympic Games, the Queen’s Jubilee, 
and other major events, and engineers 
associated with these must be vigilant in 
ensuring that there are no unacceptable 
risks to workers, performers, or the public.

Who should read this article?
This article is aimed at those who may 

commission or procure or licence tempo-
rary stages and other temporary structures, 
for example large outdoor TV screens, 
which offer potential risks to the public. 
These may include owners of sites and 
venues, promoters, contractors and their 
designers, local authority licensing officers 
and building control officers, and insurers. 
SCOSS has previously issued Alerts on 
failures of temporary structures [1], [2]. 

Development of Temporary 
Demountable Stage Structures

The first truss suspension systems were 
introduced as simple bridges between 
two telescopic towers designed to carry 
vertical loads only. The bases to these 
towers were ground bearing with no fix-
ity. In the 1980s there was a significant 
development, which enabled trussed 
frames to ‘self-climb’ a number of vertical 
masts. By linking a minimum of four such 
mechanisms it then became possible to 
suspend sound and lighting equipment 
in venues that had no ability to hang this 

equipment at high level. Trusses and their 
associated components to make ground 
support structures (such as that shown 
in Figure 1) were then developed. The 
structural arrangements were designed to 
carry vertical loads but, unless specifically 
intended for outdoor use, may not have 
been designed for lateral loads. In the 
1990s a number of purpose built arena 
venues opened where there was a need 
to suspend sound and lighting equip-
ment at height. Many sound systems and 
video screens are now made purely for 
suspended use (i.e. they cannot be stacked 
on a surface). This may mean that ground 
support systems carry heavier loads than 
allowed for originally and emphasises 
the need for proper design by a chartered 
structural engineer.

With the increased popularity of 
outdoor rock concerts and other events 
requiring the use of heavy overhead 
equipment, many more ground support 
systems are used in the open. These  
temporary structures are exposed to  
vertical imposed loadings from attached 
lighting and sound equipment and also 
to lateral loadings resulting from wind. 
They may have modestly sized bases, 
slender towers, and heavily loaded hori-
zontal trusses at roof level. Furthermore 
they may be fully or partially sheeted 
with, for example roofing material  
or advertising banners, which can  
significantly increase the lateral loadings. 
The stability of these structures may be 
dependent upon the efficiency of guying 
arrangements using ground anchors, 
kentledge blocks or ballast to resist uplift. 
The risk is that when subject to the com-
bined vertical equipment loads, horizon-
tal wind loads and eccentric vertical loads 
the resulting forces can cause catastrophic 
failures which may result in collapse if 
the structure is not competently designed, 
constructed, and managed in use.

Good Practice for Temporary 
Demountable Structures

“Temporary stages should be assembled in 
accordance with engineering documentation 
that comprises drawings, calculations and 
specifications all prepared by a competent 
person. Engineering documentation should  
be independently checked by a chartered  
engineer.” This is an extract from Tempo-
rary demountable structures, Guidance on 
procurement, design and use, third edition, 
published by the Institution of Structural 
Engineers[3] (TDS3). 

It goes on to say: “Design of any temporary 
staging system is essentially a consideration of 
balance between weight, strength, fabrication 
cost and deployment cost of the individual 
components. In such circumstances safety 
must not be compromised.” “Roofs should be 
designed to support the imposed loads as well 
as the self-weight of the structure. Imposed 
loads may include working personnel, loads 
created by wind and snow, suspended sound, 
lighting and video equipment and anchorages 
for moving equipment.”

Current Status on Statutory 
Control

The situation is complex and has  
sometimes been found to be less than 
satisfactory from a public safety point of 
view. It is the clients, who may include 
venue owners and event organisers, who 
are usually principally responsible in law 
for complying with public safety legislation 
while the structure is in use. Penalties for 
non-compliance can be severe. 

A temporary structure is usually  
erected as part of an event that requires 
a licence or safety certificate from a local 
authority. In response to recent failures 
local authorities are advised to ensure that 
their Safety Advisory Group considers the 
structural safety of temporary structures 
and are advised to ensure that the Group 
considers the following.
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Prior	to	Build
• Design Documentation: should be pro-

vided by the designer to enable the basis 
of the design to be clearly understood 
and the design criteria to be verified, 
and should include structural drawings, 
calculations, certificates, statements of 
loading and specifications including the 
maximum wind speed that the temporary 
structure is designed to withstand.

• Evidence of Competence of the Designer; 
the designer should be able to offer  
evidence of competence by way of qualifi-
cation and experience. Evidence of public 
liability and professional indemnity 
insurance should also be provided.

• Evidence of an Independent Design 
Check: evidence that a check has  
been carried out of the design of any 
special or non-standard system by a 
chartered engineer having appropriate 
skill and experience.

Prior	to	Event
• Evidence of an Independent Erection 

Check: evidence that an inspection of 
the temporary structure has been carried 
out by a competent person should be 
provided. Evidence of the competence 
of the person nominated to carry out 
the inspection should also be provided.

• Completion Certificate: a certificate or 
written record prepared by the event 
organiser to confirm that the indepen-
dent erection checks have been carried 
out and that a temporary structure has 
been erected in accordance with the 
design drawings and documentation. 

At	the	Event
• Monitoring of wind speed must be carried 

out with contingency planning evidenced 
to safely respond to the eventuality of 
wind speeds approaching design limits.

However there is a lack of consistency 
amongst local authorities and some will 
not comment on temporary structures as 
they believe that the assessment of risk is 
the responsibility of the event organiser. 

The Health and Safety Executive (HSE) 
has become more involved in recent years. 
The erection and dismantling of these 
structures is considered to be construction 
work and as such the enforcing authority 
for the regulation of health and safety dur-
ing building and deconstruction of these 
structures falls to the HSE. Enforcement 
of the Health and Safety at Work Etc. Act 
1974 during the event falls to the relevant 
Local Authority except when they are  
running the event where it reverts to HSE.

HSE has published its own guidance 
such as The Event Safety Guide: a guide to 
health, safety and welfare at music and similar 
events HSG 195[4]. Issues which have 
arisen from the findings of investigations 

into collapses in the UK include con-
cerns that structures are becoming more 
sophisticated without having adequate 
design controls in place and that there are 
demanding time constraints on designers, 
contractors, and local authorities. 

Procurement and Use of 
Temporary Structures 

Whilst this Alert is primarily concerned 
with structures for temporary stage 
structures the principles apply equally to 
all temporary demountable structures. 
A prime responsibility of the client is 
to make sure that competent persons 
are employed to design, independently 
check, erect, inspect, monitor on site and 
dismantle the structure. 

It may be difficult for a client to ensure 
that truly competent persons are engaged. 
Companies will be expected to reach the 
standards set out in the core criteria in 
CDM 2007 ACoP Appendix 4[5]. Past  
performance may be a useful guide as  
may the experience of the contractor  
and the quality of their documentation  
and knowledge about design issues.  

Engineering documentation should include 
a clear summary of the design parameters 
and the operating limits of the structure.

Contractors should be able to  
demonstrate to the complete satisfaction 
of the client, or the client’s engineers,  
that the proposed structure has been  
specifically designed to accommodate  
all vertical loads, including self weight, 
lights, and sound equipment and snow  
(if applicable). It should also be capable 
of withstanding agreed wind loads  
applied to the structure and equip-
ment and any roofing and side cladding 
(advertising banners), and, if relevant, 
vehicle impacts. The design should be for 
the structure as a whole taking account of 
overall robustness, strength and stability 
as well as the capability of the individual 
components. Elements such as trusses 
which are connected together should be 
able to withstand local member loads. To 
carry lateral loads there must be appro-
priate connections between vertical and 
horizontal elements and all loads must  
be taken safely to the ground through 
suitable foundations. Frames must be 

Figure	1:	Typical	ground	support	temporary	structure
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braced in each axis to avoid undue  
distortion and lack of stability. 

Regardless of the competence of  
any engineers involved in the design  
process, systems sold to end users  
frequently rely on that end user  
making site specific judgements about 
the anchorage of temporary structures to 
the ground. Positions of ground anchors 
or kentledge shown on drawings may be 
changed for operational reasons. This 
should only be done in consultation 
with the designers or another competent 
structural engineer otherwise structures that 
are satisfactory on plan may well not be 
safe. Anchorage problems led to the failure 
of the Saddlespan structure that was the 
subject of the SCOSS Alert in 2010[1]. End 
users may not appreciate that by taking 
decisions on anchorages they are attracting 
design responsibilities.

Almost all temporary stage structures 
are designed for an upper limit wind 
speed and guidance is given in Section 8 
of TDS3 on how to consider wind loads 
including advice on operational site man-
agement. Documentation should state 
which of the two wind codes BS 6399 
or Eurocode 1 is being used. Structures 
in place for 28 days or more should be 
designed as if they were permanent struc-
tures with regard to wind loading. For 
temporary structures there should  
be a wind management plan. Wind  
speed monitoring equipment must be 

The	Standing	Committee	on	
Structural	Safety	is	the	indepen-
dent	body	established	in	1976	to	
maintain	a	continuing	review	of	
building	and	civil	engineering	matters	
affecting	the	safety	of	structures.	
SCOSS	aims	to	identify	in	advance	
those	trends	and	developments	
which	might	contribute	to	an	increas-
ing	risk	to	structural	safety.	For	more	
information	go	to:	www.structural-
safety.org	or	email:	structures@
structural-safety.org.	The	structural-
safety	web	site	combining	CROSS	
(Confidential	reporting	on	structural	
safety)	and	SCOSS	(Standing	com-
mittee	on	structural	safety)	has	
newsletters,	a	data	base	of	reports,	
information	on	how	to	report,	Alerts	
and	other	publications.

provided on site when wind is critical 
to the safety of the structure and con-
tinuously monitored during operational 
periods. Should the designed operational 
wind speeds appear likely to be exceeded 
then appropriate steps should be taken in 
accordance with the wind management 
plan, as recommended in TDS 3, and these 
could include evacuation of the area. It is 
essential that the operational management 
is undertaken by a competent person with 
the authority to implement the operation’s 
wind management plan. Wind speeds at 
which the recent overseas collapses have 
occurred have not yet been published, but 
there have been cases in the UK of wind 
induced failures of temporary structures 
where recorded wind speeds have been 
within foreseeable limits. The number of 
persons and organisations engaged in a 
large event may be considerable and every 
effort should be made to have clear lines 
of communication and clear demarcations 
of responsibility to safeguard operators, 
officials, performers and the public.

Key Points To Look For Are:
• Design documentation has to include the 

basis of design, loadings, calculations, 
drawings and specifications and a clear 
definition of the operating limits of the 
structure including the effects of all loads.

• Evidence of competence of the designer 
by way of qualification and experience 
and insurances carried

• Evidence of independent design check 
by a chartered structural engineer

• Evidence of independent erection 
check by a competent person

• Completion certificate from the event 
organiser to confirm all of the above

• Monitoring of wind speed and a plan 
of action to be in place if there are 
restrictions on safe wind loads.
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Whilst SCOSS has taken every care in 
compiling this Alert, it does not constitute 
commercial or professional advice. Readers 
should seek appropriate professional advice 
before acting (or not acting) in reliance on 
any information contained in or accessed 
through this Alert. So far as permissible by 
law, SCOSS does not accept any liability to 
any person relating to the use of any such 
information.

Figure	2:	A	braced	structure
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Celebrating 10 Years of Innovation
IFEA is pleased to announce that, “ : the business of international events” is celebrating its 10 Year Anniversary 
in 2012! From articles such as “Building and Selling a Media Worth Event,” “Do You Have a Face on Facebook,” and  
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Organization,” “Taking the Heartburn Out of Booking Your National Entertainment” and “Fun With a Light Footprint,” 

 magazine has delivered to you the latest industry issues, news and trends, right to your doorstep! We would like to 
thank you for choosing  magazine as your source for the latest industry news and we look forward to bringing you 
even more news for many more years ahead.  
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Festivals and events serve many 
purposes within a community.  
Most often, they are used as a  
catalyst for promoting a specific 
cause; created for celebrating  
special occasions and holidays;  
or produced with entertainment  
in mind such as music festivals,  
movie festivals, food festivals and 
more. Festivals and events are  
held every day, but how can you 
use them for an added benefit in 
your community? How can you 
strategically maximize their poten-
tial to enhance the destination  
appeal of your community or  
region, while at the same time  
setting your community apart in  
order to attract intentional travel? 

Events have become an integral part of The Woodlands and are 
created, promoted and produced by The Woodlands Convention & 
Visitors Bureau (TWCVB), a 27,000 acre master-planned community 
founded in 1974, located 30 miles north of downtown Houston, Texas. 
In the 1980’s, The Woodlands had about 8,400 residents. Today, having 
seen unparalleled growth, the current population is just over 90,000. 
Our combination of a natural environment and green spaces, excellent 
housing options, great schools, and an abundance of parks combine to 
make The Woodlands an attractive place to live, work and play. 

The mission of TWCVB is to position The Woodlands as a region-
ally, nationally, and internationally recognized tourist destination by 
developing quality marketing programs and events in order to attract 
visitors and stimulate economic development and growth. We drive 
demand for The Woodlands as a travel destination, creating new 
revenue for businesses, and increasing sales and hotel occupancy tax. 
Tax revenue generated by the tourism industry is invested back into 
improving The Woodlands’ infrastructure and community programs. 
In turn, the Bureau works with its community to create and maintain 
productive public and private partnerships while serving as a reliable 
and credible source for The Woodlands’ tourism industry. Our mission 
statement clearly states that we use events within the community as a 
platform for tourism. With increased visitors to The Woodlands, sales 
tax and hotel tax therefore, continues to increase.

At TWCVB, we strategically plan and position our events to the 
following groups to increase the reach, brand and awareness of 
both The Woodlands and each particular event: 
• Individual business travelers
• Companies hosting business meetings with overnight stays
• Professional trade associates hosting gatherings for their members
• Leisure travelers from Houston and southeast Texas seeking a 

nearby weekend getaway
• SMERF (S) (Social, Military, Educational, Religious, Fraternal, 

Sports Tournaments). 
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Doing this enhances the overall event 
and goes back to the mission; bring more 
visitors into The Woodlands. While we are 
essentially charged with producing events 
that have a regional participation, we have 
had to evaluate existing events and pro-
grams over the years so to shift our focus 
to create an ever-increasing destination 
draw. Among the elements evaluated were: 
• The date and time of the event. 

 ❍ Was it on a day of the week that was 
suitable for out-of-town visitors? 

 ❍ Did the time of day encourage our 
out-of-town guests to stay in a  
hotel, shop and dine within  
The Woodlands? 

• Did the event have a purpose beyond 
the residential audience for a broader 
appeal? 

• Was the event more resident focused or 
did it also have a regional draw? 

• And finally, how can the event become 
more visitor-friendly and focused while 
at the same time keeping the local 
residents pleased to promote a  
win-win situation?

Each of these questions was put to the 
test for every event we produced. From 
our signature events that have 25,000-
plus attendees to the smaller “weekly 
series” events that attract 500 plus, we 
continuously strive to make our events 
better for the attendee as well as keeping 
our mission in mind of bringing more 
visitors and attention to The Woodlands 
as a premier destination. 

What can you do to your festivals  
and events to become more regionally 
appealing and destination-focused?  
How can you successfully draw in more 
visitors to your community? Perhaps start 
by taking a look at what your current 
strategies are for each event. When  
evaluating and refocusing your events, 
consider the purpose and services they 
provide. Brainstorm how to position 
them to evolve through partnerships with 
vendors and sponsors; create unique and 
value-added experiences to appeal to and 
better accommodate the attendees; and 
grow to complement and reflect the  
development of your growing community. 

Below are some initiatives that we have 
added to our events at The Woodlands 
Convention & Visitors Bureau that may 
also work at your event. To see how these 
and the many concepts listed in this  
article were applied to events at TWCVB, 
see the sidebar at the end of this article.
•  Media Day – When announcing an 

festival/event, include other partners 
in the community to be a part of 
the announcement as well. They can 
introduce a new program, new event, 
partnership, or anything that can tie 
into your event. This is the best time 

to have all media in your community 
and region in one place for a grand 
announcement. The results from this, 
when done correctly, have proven to 
give high returns.

• Meetings for all local hotels in your 
area. Pulling these folks together in 
one place to share the exciting things 
your team has in the works for the next 
event is key. To have their excitement 
behind your event actually puts legs on 
the plan before reaching out to visitors. 
The hotels are the face to our visitors 
and their support behind a event is key 
to attracting additional visitors to your 
city and event.

• Reaching out to a community partner 
or leader for a more regional draw 
for greater participation. An example 
might be for a local food pantry to 
reach out to their sister food pantries 
in the area and partner together for 
one giant community food drive that 
would take place at your event. This 
would encourage all attendees to come 
to your event, bring their food drive 
donation and wherever the attendee is 
from, their donation would go straight 
to that food pantry. This could be 
made into a friendly competition or 
could even be done over a multi-week 
or month timeframe. Maybe leading up 
to your event for added promotional 
value. The ideas with this are endless, 
but the key is to think outside the box, 
with current partners that have a reach 
beyond your community. Non-profit 
organizations would love to be a part 
of a regional partnership. Why don’t 
you take the lead and pull the players 
together to benefit not only your event, 
but your community as well.

• Determine the right location/date for 
your event. Might your event be better 
suited for the region if it was moved to  
a specific holiday or celebration day? 
Holidays are a key time to produce events 
as attendees are typically looking for 
something to do and celebrate around 
that time. If you have an event that is 
not on a holiday, consider moving to a 
holiday/weekend if you think it would 
be better attended. For example, TWCVB 
produces four events over the holiday 
season each year. If these events were  
produced at different times throughout 
the year they would not have the same 
power behind them that they do  
currently. Positioning your event with 
other events and holidays is a perfect  
way to drive additional traffic into your 
community and directly to your event.

As we have found, festivals and events 
serve many purposes for a community. 
With strategic planning and thought out 
execution your event can give back so 

much more to your community than a 
fun activity for your residents to enjoy. 
Continue to think outside the box and 
reach beyond your typical planning ideas 
when producing your events. Partnerships 
with regional businesses, non-profit  
organizations and other groups that have 
an invested interest in promoting their 
area and cause will all open multiple 
doors to new ideas. And in return will 
broaden the reach and draw of your event. 
Utilizing these strategies will position 
your event as a great destination and set 
your community apart from all the others. 
So whatever the purpose your event might 
be, use it to add value to your community 
for added destination appeal.
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How The Woodlands Convention & Visitors Bureau 
Used Events to Position The Woodlands  

as a Tourist Destination
TWCVB has turned the focus from community driven events to more of 

regional appeal events in many ways. Starting in 1982, the annual Lighting of 
The Doves Festival kicked off the holiday season with an appearance from Santa 
Clause; performances by local church choirs; and the exciting flip of the switch to 
illuminate the large lighted display of the Doves. This event was created by and 
for the community on a Thursday evening, the week before Thanksgiving. But 
upon review, when TWCVB took over this event in 1998, (when TWCVB operated 
as the Town Center Improvement District), the event date was moved to Saturday, 
the weekend before Thanksgiving, for greater appeal. Additionally in the last four 
years, TWCVB has partnered the traditional Lighting of the Doves festival with a 
new and unique event . . . the International Winter on The Waterway (iWOW). 

iWOW was created to celebrate the recently emerging cultural diversity  
represented in The Woodlands and surrounding areas. This new event showcases 
countries from all over the world and their unique holiday traditions. From 
international foods, arts and crafts, to music and entertainment, iWOW adds an 
international flavor to The Woodlands holiday celebrations. There is not another 
community in the Greater Houston region that has an international holiday 
event. TWCVB is proud of this event as it grows bigger and better each year and 
continues to draw regional attendees.

Since TWCVB has taken over production of the Lighting of the Doves we  
have seen very impressive results. First, by moving the Lighting of the Doves 
event to a Saturday, it encouraged shopping, dining and overnight stays for  
out of town attendees, and second, by partnering this event with iWOW we 
have captured a new audience through its international flavor. With both of 
these festivals partnered together we have strategically created the ultimate 
holiday festival.  
Attendees can travel around the world at iWOW and enjoy international  
cuisine, authentic musical dances and create an original origami; then attendees 
can stroll through the Lighting of the Doves venue into the snow play area and 
build a snowman, watch the amazing ice carvers create masterpiece of art out of 
a block of ice, then enjoy a visit from Santa and his elves. TWCVB has strongly 
branded these festivals as “family-friendly” events and as a favorite tradition to 
official kick-off the holiday season in The Woodlands. 

At the 2010 Lighting of the Doves and iWOW festivals, TWCVB surveyed the 
attendees and found that 71% came from outside of The Woodlands, illustrating 
events can indeed bring visitors into the community for added economic  
support and to strengthen its destination appeal.

Another example of how TWCVB has turned a community-focused event 
into a destination draw is shown in the annual 4th of July celebration entitled 
the “Red, Hot and Blue Festival and Fireworks Extravaganza” held the 4th of 
July each year. This year’s event fell on the Monday of the three-day holiday 
weekend, therefore we partnered this event with other community activities 
for added destination draw. On Saturday evening there was a live music event 
called “Waterway Night’s at Waterway Square,” and on Sunday, attendees  
enjoyed a free Houston Symphony concert – the “Star Spangled Salute” at  
The Cynthia Woods Mitchell Pavilion. On Monday morning, visitors and 
residents enjoyed an All-American 4th of July parade, followed that afternoon 
by the main event – the 14th Annual Red, Hot and Blue Festival and Fireworks 
Extravaganza. This festival has grown significantly in the recent years through 
the enhanced partnerships with the other events mentioned above. 

The Woodlands Convention & Visitors Bureau packages and advertises The 
Woodlands as the Ultimate 4th of July Destination. At the 14th Annual Red, 
Hot and Blue Festival, we surveyed festival attendees for their zip code and the 
results showed that 80% came from outside of The Woodlands, again proving 
events, when strategically developed, are the perfect way to position your  
community as the newest destination spot.

Kelly	Ingram,	CFEE	is	the	Business	
Development	Specialist	for	The		
Woodlands	Convention	&	Visitors	
Bureau	in	The	Woodlands,	Texas.	As	
a	native	Texan,	Kelly	is	blessed	to	live,	
work	and	play	in	her	hometown	of	The	
Woodlands.		She	enjoys	and	takes	
pleasure	in	her	work	and	is	proud	to	
say	“I’m	a	memory	maker.”		Creating	
events	and	festivals	is	a	passion	and	
dream	come	true	and	she	looks	forward	
to	many	more	years	in	the	industry.	
Kelly	can	be	reached	at:	kingram@
thewoodlandstownship-tx.gov.
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“Good Evening Madam Acting Mayor 
and Council Members. I am here today to 
ask for permission to shut down the City 
airport and the air space surrounding it 
for 4 days. I would like to secure an  
event for our City that will bring in  
an estimated $2 million in economic 
impact on an annual basis.” 

“Good Evening Mister Mayor and 
Council. I am here today, three years in 
advance, to ask for permission to be the 
first City of our size to place a bid on a 
very prestigious World Cup Event. This 
one time event will last for a total of 10 
days and bring an estimated economic 
impact of $12 million. So today I’m 
requesting $100,000 up front plus the 
guaranteed usage of all city and privately 
owned recreational facilities.”

“Good Evening Mayor and Council.  
I am here to ask for permission to bring  
a new sporting event to our City. In  
order to accomplish this task, I require 
your assistance in closing down the  
main city streets for a total of two days 
and also allow me to pursue the  
possibility of a rolling closure on the 
Trans Canada Highway. The estimated  
annual economic impact of this event  
is $750,000 annually.”

For these requests, first came long 
silence…followed by “YOU WANT TO 
DO WHAT?”

As festival and event coordinators,  
this is a common reaction to our some-
times overzealous event concepts and 
ideas. It’s never easy to convince others 
to see things through our eyes, and it’s 
a much easier task if you’ve done your 
homework before going in front of City 
Council for approval. Yes, citizens and 
Council members may initially think 
you’re “crazy,” so be prepared to bring 
those impressive economic impact 
numbers and numerous Tourism-related 
acronyms to the table. 

The three instances listed here were 
based on actual City Council presenta-
tions that subsequently developed into 
events. I’ve coordinated all three – which 
are now successful events – for two  
different cities. One event in particular 
is going into its 12th year! That being 
said, the road to success is never easy. For 
instance, in one case, when I didn’t plan 
for increment weather, the event was rain 
delayed for 3 hours; regardless, people 
brought umbrellas and sat it out. I didn’t 
plan for rain…and learned a very valuable 
lesson. The moral of the story: “Plan for 
rain and you will always have sunshine  
(in one form or another.)” 

Of course, having the financial support 
of the Economic Development Corpora-
tion (or any private enterprise for that 
matter) is a definite bonus. However, 
being able to justify the overall cost 
in the eyes of the City and Council is 
another thing. The one great aspect about 
representing the community from a 
Tourism perspective is that the taxpayers 
LOVE to hear about big events coming to 
town and the projected economic impact 
numbers. A great majority of the citizens 
are private sector partners and business 
owners, be they in the Accommodation, 
Retail, Restaurant or other sectors.

As a division of the Economic  
Development Corporation, my Tour-
ism office has identified Festivals and 
Events as an integral part of our four year 
Economic Development Strategic Plan. 
We found that our Festivals and Events 
were primarily catering to the local and 
nearby regional markets. Nevertheless, a 
number of these festivals and events have 
broader potential to tap into the Tourism 
marketplace. One means of achieving this 
was to offer suitable packages that will 
include accommodations, attractions and 
other features.

Increasing Tourism revenue through 
Meetings, Conventions, Special Events 
and Sports Tourism Initiatives was also 
clearly identified as a key objective and 

achievable goal. Being a US/Canada  
border community certainly has its  
challenges and concerns, however there 
is a great potential to secure business 
from these sectors as well. Recognizing 
our excellent sports and meeting facilities 
and our immediate proximity to interest-
ing attractions has helped us to attract 
numerous associations and international 
organizations that are looking for host 
locations. Proactively working with local, 
regional, National and International 
event coordinators and encouraging  
them to stage events here has forced us  
to create and update both print and  
electronic promotional materials. Creating 
new Bid Packages has allowed us to create 
an overall brand that our community is 
a viable destination in the eyes of event 
rights holders and a positive future loca-
tion to host an event. The anticipated  
economic impact numbers of each  
individual event creates a benchmark for 
which I can attempt to secure funding from 
Corporate Sponsors, City Administration, 
Economic Development Corporation and 
numerous Government Funding agencies.

As an Economic Development and  
Tourism professional, I’m used to being 
put under the microscope. We approach 
an event idea or concept as “This is a great 
idea, let’s figure a way to make this work, 
as our hotels, retail establishments and  
restaurants will love this.” Looking  
through the eyes of City Council, I  
understand that they’re not in the  
business of putting on events and/or  
providing financial support for what  
may be deemed as “risky behavior.”  
Most often an event will be local in its  
attempt to satisfy or justify the needs of the 
community at large. The responsibility of 
Council is to justify costs in the eyes of the 
taxpayer and the community as a whole.

Regardless of the response, I’ve always 
followed the advice of a fellow Festival  
and Event professional: “If your advisers 
keep giving ‘NO’ for an answer, it’s time  
to look for new advisers”. I look at  
festivals and events from the perspective  
of sustainability and community long  
term benefit. This usually involves bringing 
in teams or groups for long term stays: 
whether it’s for a conference, special event 
or sporting event. Most often, Sporting 
Events are “events within events” requiring 
a multitude of services such as catering, 
decoration, entertainment, audio/visual, 
transportation, site visits, etc. The goal is 
that once the group has had the time to  
experience the community, follow up 
contact will assist us in securing future 
visitations through their networks.

The role of an Economic Development 
Corporation becomes more complex 
and challenging with each passing year. 
Budgets keep getting tighter, Tourism 
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industry needs continually change and 
global economic, social and environment 
factors bring new levels of complexity to 
the job. We must be entrepreneurial and 
innovative in our attempts to understand 
and address the challenges that lie ahead. 
Though we must deliver results and be 
held accountable, more often than not we 
simply need the freedom to be creative in 
order to deliver results at a higher level.

In many cases, the biggest challenge 
is to find ways to decrease the reliance 
on public sector funding and to diver-
sify the funding stream by searching for 
non-traditional sources. When you’re a 
community that has only so much big 
business, the smaller guy is often over-
whelmed by the relentless requests for 
Sponsorship support. Helping organiza-
tions to complete government funding 
applications for their event is a painful 
process, but the final result can be very 
beneficial. Instructing event planners on 
how to increase revenue through “Non 
Sponsorship Programs” is a process that 
always involves “brain storming” and can 
produce amazing results and financial 
gains as well.

In the case of “Sports Tourism,” often 
these participants can be identified as 
Tourists as well. The following are two 
Examples to demonstrate the differences: 

Examples #1: 2,500 International  
participants for 10 days = 25,000  
Visitor Days. 

Examples #2: 18 National participants 
for three days = 54 visitor days. 

For both cases, the economic impact 
can be easily measured by adding an  
economic multiplier, basically called 
Visitor Day Economic Impact, but there is 
one fundamental difference. In Examples 
#1 the participants were also the Tour-
ists as they arrived from across the globe 
and required fixed roof accommoda-
tions in addition to playing the sport. In 
Examples #2 the participants were the 
players and the large audience who came 
from across the Province to watch this 
well known sport where the majority of 
the Tourists. Both events had a significant 
economic impact on the City, but for 
the purpose of measuring the impact, 

Examples #1 was a much easier process; 
we knew the demographic profile of each 
participant. This can be a crucial element 
for post event reporting and it really 
demonstrates the value of hosting this 
particular type of sporting event.

Regardless of whose perception is  
accurate, one thing that stands true in  
all events is that attention to detail is  
of the utmost importance. Asking for,  
and initially securing, support from  
the Mayors Office and City Council  
will be paramount to the success of  
the event. Finding a local champion,  
engaging the community, securing  
funding, inventing and then reinvent-
ing the event will help to sustain it as it 
grows. The final economic impact of the 
event can not be fully realized until after 
it has come and gone. When a post-event 
evaluation has been completed, the real 
value of the event should shine through. 
It’s never easy to take a loss, but with the  
support of City Council on your side, 
there is a better chance it won’t happen.

Successful event planning for the bet-
terment of Tourism has forced me  
to focus more on topics like finance,  
law, marketing, promotions and event 
management. It all boils down to who 
and what is actually required to success-
fully execute an event. Hosting an  
event is not possible without a location, 
usually a City-owned piece of property,  
or a particular facility. Mayor receptions 
and special requests usually go through 
City Council, so keeping them informed 
at all levels is also very important. Local 
businesses (taxpayers) are who you will 
eventually approach for sponsorship, 
whether in-kind or cash. Hotels, retail 
outlets and restaurants will all benefit 
greatly from having the event in your 
community, and they may also want  
to become more involved. 

It would not be possible to host  
an event and showcase a City and its 
amenities without multitude of experts; 
from cheerleaders to lawyers, from  
athletes to artists. We all know the  
feelings associated with seeing your 
favourite band or entertainer and the joy 
it brings to the general public. Each event 

Stephen	Hollingshead,	CFEE	is	
the	Coordinator	of	Special	Projects	
and	Sports	Tourism	at	Tourism	Sault	
Ste.	Marie	(a	division	of	the	Sault	
Ste.	Marie	Economic	Development	
Corporation)	in	Ontario,	Canada.	He	
has	enjoyed	a	prosperous	career	in	
the	Entertainment,	Hospitality,	Sales	
and	Tourism	industry	for	over	30	
years.	He	resides	in	Ontario,	Canada	
with	his	wife	and	two	adult	children	
and	family.

will have a unique theme or purpose, be 
it a winter carnival or a benefit concert for 
a worthy cause. All this takes planning, 
people and patience, and if executed 
properly the outcome is overwhelming. 

I believe that my strong background in 
the theory and practices associated with 
tourism and event planning has made 
our City more attractive to National and 
International associations. Completing 
the prerequisites for being a Certified 
Festivals and Event Executive has allowed 
me to better share my broad business 
knowledge and hone the specific skills 
I’ve acquired through this process that  
are unique to this industry. 

I will never forget my first Post Event 
Report to City Council. The Mayor was 
known as a “bull dog” and I feared her 
more than even the idea of approaching 
the podium. I knew that not only my  
Economic Development career was at 
stake, but all the sponsors, vendors  
and the general public who attended  
the event would be watching. I rambled  
on and on about the positive economic 
impact numbers, participant demo-
graphics, sizable charitable donation, 
attendance numbers and gate receipts. I 
was then asked by the Mayor if I actually 
saw her at the event. In all honesty I had 
to tell her that I did not as I was too busy 
making sure that everyone was enjoying 
the event and that nothing went wrong.

Her reply was to the point…and to  
this day a simple quote that I hold very 
near and dear to my event-filled heart. 
She said “I sat on the VIP stage for the 
entire event, up front and centre. In all 
my years on Council I have never seen 
anything like it; I had to pinch myself  
to realize I was actually in our City.  
Congratulations on a job well done….
that was Economic Development from 
within this community!” 

Go figure…substantial Economic  
Development (heads in beds), a  
happy community and a proud Mayor 
and Council; all this from hosting a  
single event. 

I have the best job and I’m still  
employed doing what I love to do!

In many cases, the biggest challenge is to find 
ways to decrease the reliance on public sector 
funding and to diversify the funding stream by 
searching for non-traditional sources.
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Unless you’re a James Bond villain, 
nobody can control the weather. We all 
know that the success of many events, 
especially if outdoors, highly depends on 
favorable weather conditions. It seems 
that organizers can only hope for the 
best, but aren’t there more professional 
solutions to control weather risk than 
keeping your fingers crossed and praying 
for some sun?

In recent years, weather certificates,  
also known as weather derivatives, have 
started receiving more attention. These 
highly effective hedging instruments have 
a wide range of use - from the World Bank 
hedging against drought in developing  
nations, to wind energy companies  
insuring against low wind speeds, and  
to theme parks hedging against rain.

A number of event organizers have 
already discovered the advantages of 
weather certificates. Whilst the certificates 
are available for various weather parame-
ters (rain, cold, heat, sun hours, snow…), 
most organizers purchase protection 
against rain. One of the leading compa-
nies in weather risk management,  
CelsiusPro from Zürich, Switzerland, 
notices a strong increase in demand  
for weather certificates in the leisure 
industry. “Weather certificates are a great 
tool to eliminate your downside risk 
and earnings volatility caused by adverse 
weather conditions,“ says CEO Mark 
Rueegg. “They are easy to customize to  
fit both your needs and your budget.”

The procedure is simple: The client 
selects a weather station close to the 
event location, picks the event dates, 
then defines a “rain day” by deciding 
which amount of rain per day is critical 
(for example 5mm or 0.2”), and lastly 
determines the payout they would like to 
receive per rain day. The weather measure-
ments are taken from official national 
weather stations, and if the defined  
parameters occur, the client will be paid out 
automatically. One of the main advantages 

over regular insurance: there’s no need to 
submit a claim or prove financial losses.

The Street Parade in Zurich, one of  
the main techno-music events in Europe 
with close to a million people attending, 
got a lot of press last summer when the 
organizers disclosed they no longer  
wanted to gamble on the weather. In the 
two previous years, heavy rainfall had 
dampened many party-goers enthu-
siasm to consume food and drinks, 
if they showed up at all. The Parade’s 
funds wouldn’t be able to afford another 
washout and the organizers opted for 
a weather certificate to secure revenue. 
Although on this occasion the weather 
turned out to be sunny, they don’t regret 
purchasing a weather certificate, despite 
not receiving a payout. The profits easily 
covered the cost of the premium paid.

Certificates are indeed a great tool if  
an event relies heavily on spontaneous 
visitors. Good examples include the  
largest freestyle sports event in Europe, 
“Freestyle.ch”, or the International Film 
Festival of Locarno, an important festival 
welcoming world-renowned guests such  
as Harrison Ford, Daniel Craig and  
Claudia Cardinale. Both events included  
a weather certificate in their budget plan-
ning. Locarno Film Festival COO Marco 
Cacciamognaga tells us: "The heart of 
the Festival is the Piazza Grande - one of 
the biggest and most charming open air 
cinemas in Europe. However, the greatest 
location just doesn’t do when the weather 
is not right. A weather certificate won't 
change the weather itself but at least it 
helps with the financials." Music festival 
Open Air in Hüttwil, Switzerland, is an 
interesting case. Last summer, not only did 
they opt to cover against rain, they also 
implemented a weather-based marketing 
campaign to attract higher pre event sales. 
Had it rained during the 3-day festival, 
visitors who had purchased a multi-day 
pass would have gotten money back per 
rain day. Indeed, the weather Gods proved 

Rosanne	Vandeweerdt	works	for	
CelsiusPro	AG,	a Swiss company 
that specializes in weather risk 
management. Using a proprietary 
platform, CelsiusPro enables online 
price calculation, execution and 
position reporting as well as weather 
statistics and analysis, collecting 
data from weather stations across 
Australia, Europe and North America. 
CelsiusPro has a strategic partner-
ship with SwissRe and won the 
Swiss Insurance Industry Award for 
Innovation in 2009.

For	event	organizers	who	are	inter-
ested	but	not	quite	ready	to	take	the	
plunge,	CelsiusPro	now	offers	Test	
Accounts.	Rosanne	can	be	reached	
at	rosanne.vandeweerdt@celsiuspro.
com	or	for	more	information,	go	to	
www.celsiuspro.com,

unreliable and opened heaven’s gates. Yet 
people kept smiling, knowing their money 
wasn’t wasted.

As well as the events industry, weather 
certificates are also gaining popularity 
with zoos and leisure parks. Most of 
them choose to cover the entire summer 
season. Others, like Freizeitland Geisel-
wind in the south of Germany, focus on 
protecting certain events, weekends or 
vacations. Mark Rueegg, explains further: 
“Zoo New England specifically wanted to 
secure its financials during the Christmas 
and Easter holidays when the Zoo usu-
ally sees a lot of visitors. Unfortunately 
in winter and spring the weather is also 
quite unstable. When it rains, people tend 
to stay at home or go to the movies in-
stead. For the Zoo, a customized weather 
certificate offered the perfect solution.”

Yes, it is (still) impossible to control 
the weather, but it’s good to know that 
the weather doesn’t necessarily have to 
control one’s financials.

Come	Rain,	
Come	Shine?

																																																														By	Rosanne	Vandeweerdt

http://www.celsiuspro.com
mailto:rosanne.vandeweerdt@celsiuspro.com
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Do you see your organization falling 

into one of these categories? 
Cutting Edge Crew are willing to 

spend endless money and/or time to stay 
on the bleeding edge of technological 
advances. They seek to own virtual space 
but may struggle with the tools that don’t 
quite work YET. a.k.a. Techno Wizards. 

Working IT Team is seeking solutions 
that have proven efficiency and effective-
ness. They want to grow their online  
presence with current technology. But 
they don’t want to spend their time  
testing tools that are not ready for  
prime time. a.k.a. Techno Realists

Kicking & Screaming into 21st  
Century? Hopelessly inefficient? 
Waiting for the internet fad to pass?  
Still using your home phone, e-mail,  
dial up and spreadsheets? You know who 
you are … a.k.a. TechnoNOT. However, 
since you are reading this article, chances 
are that you secretly want to get those feet 
wet but have a fear of getting electrocuted 
while testing out the online world. Read 
on, we can help. 

Regardless of where you and your  
organization are now, there is good news 
in 2012. More than ever before inexpensive, 
easy to use and effective technology tools 
are available for associations, festivals, 

conferences, marathons, performance art, 
amateur sports and, well, all events. 

At TRS, we watch event management and 
technology trends closely. Our team mem-
bers regularly ask: What is working? What 
is not working? What has the potential 
to help our clients? And what tools have 
growing influence or market following?

The top ten list below are those  
technology trends that either impact or 
will soon impact every event manager. 

#1 - The Millennial Generation. 
No they are not a technology tool but 

the millennials are now 18-29 and largely 
in the workplace. Though still considered 
young, they are quickly dominating the way 
the world communicates and does business. 
This generation is larger than the previously 
dominant baby boomers and is a whooping 
three times the size of generation X. 

The millennials are considered the 
most economically desirable consumer 
demographic due to sheer size of this  
cohort, roughly 80 million, with associ-
ated spending power estimated at 1/3 of 
total market potential.

Where will you find them? And where 
will they find your event?

According to PEW Research, “They  
are the first generation to regard  

behaviors like tweeting and texting,  
along with websites like Facebook,  
YouTube, Google and Wikipedia, not  
as astonishing innovations of the digital 
era, but as every day parts of their social 
lives and their search for understanding.” 
PEW and Junco & Mastrocasa research 
data indicate that millennials are  
connected like no other generation.  
97% have a computer and 94% have  
a cell phone.

You will experience the sound of time 
and money flushing down the toilet 
when trying to reach this generation 
completely through printed publications 
and e-mail. 

It is not new information that you 
will find the majority of the millennial 
generation on Facebook and Twitter. But 
if you are counting on your event website, 
facebook page and twitter account to do 
the job you are only taking the first steps 
into the virtual world.

And if you are not paying attention to 
this generation now, your organization is 
in decline.

#2 - Grow Your Event Image 
Online

Don’t be surprised if the first search 
for your event is on YouTube. According 
to Social Nomics, YouTube is the world’s 
second largest search engine after Google. 
Who is doing your video storytelling? 
You? Or your participants? Or hopefully 
both? In addition, you should consider 
these proven tools to help grow your 
event image online.

Professional networks are on Linked  
In. Millenials, and everyone else, are  
creating their online business rolodex, 
join professional groups and search  
for professional growth opportunities  
including conferences, advice and  
referrals here. Is your staff professionally 
connecting online?

Top											Tech	Trends	
for	the	Best	Event	Managers	in	2012

By	Florence	May

In	just	5	years,	the	tools	for	communications,	
marketing,	management,	fulfillment	and	eval-
uation	have	gone	through	a	complete	online	
evolution.	 Like	 many	 event	 managers	 you	
and	your	organization	may	be	struggling	to	
keep	up	with	the	dizzying	pace	of	change.	



Smart	phones	are		
ideal	for	anyone	who	

wants	communication,	
information	gathering	
and	computing	power		

at	their	finger	tips.
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This generation explores the world 
around them using tools as varied as Four-
Square, GoogleMaps and Geocaching. Do 
you show up on location finders? Many 
offer recommendations and tips. Is your 
event represented or missing in action?

Those matrix barcodes you see popping 
up on billboards, flyers, magazine adverts, 
USA today, store product, business cards, 
websites and event tickets? They are called 
QR codes and relatively easy to create. 
They contain event information, site 
maps, coupons and vendor information. 
The best part? You can track who down-
loads your QR code. (See the Winter 2011 
issue of “i.e.” magazine for an article on 
QR Codes.)

Need to spread the word about event 
tickets and volunteer opportunities? 
Friends and families share experiences and 
photos on Facebook, Flikr and Pinterest. 
Are you providing quality, engaging  
images for your supporters to use online 
to help spread your image? 

And how about the newest social media 
option, Google+ ? Great concept for those 
who want to categorize their communica-
tion with friends, family, colleagues and 
other groups. Unfortunately this much 
acclaimed tool is still struggling on con-
sistency. Check back on this one.

Overload? Which tools are appropriate for 
your event? Pick one or two to get started.

#3 - Who is talking about your 
event?

We all laugh at the commercials  
portraying actors sharing the inane details 
of their personal lives.

According to Pew research, most adults 
use social networks to connect with people 
they already know. And 80% of internet 
users participate in groups, compared with 
56% of non-internet users.

Events can use social media networks 
including Facebook, Google+, Twitter to 
build their community of supporters. The 
following strategies may seem obvious 
but it is amazing how many events build 
basic social network sites but don’t invest 
time or resources in keeping it up-to-date. 
Does your event:
• Have a social network site, at a  

minimum on Facebook, where your 
event supporters can communicate 
easily with one another? Where they 
can raise awareness; drum up support; 
recruit etc. throughout the year?

• Promote your event with photos on 
photo sharing sites like Flikr and video 
links from YouTube?

• Provide links to event or volunteer 
registration and ticket sites?

• Keep supporters up to date with the  
latest breaking news on event sched-
uled, contests, vendor promotions, 
entertainment selections, parking, 
weather considerations and any 
changes from the previous year?

• Encourage open and honest comments 
from followers? Sometimes we learn 
the most from negative comments. 

The goal is to build an online gathering 
place for your supporters. Are your social 
network efforts growing support for  
your event?

#4 - Mobile Communications 
The two biggest communications 

changes of 2011 show every sign of 
substantial growth in 2012. According 
to Gartner, smart phones (e.g. iphones, 
blackberries, androids) are now 26% 
of mobile communication sales. Smart 
phones are ideal for anyone who wants 
communication, information gathering 
and computing power at their finger tips. 
In just one year, tablet sales (e.g. ipad, 
galaxy tab, G-slate, playbook) jumped 
substantially. Why? 

According to Nielsen’s sample the  
driving reasons for the growth in tablet 
sales: Easy to carry. Fast start up. Conve-
nience. Use in multiple locations. Fast 
Speed. Device features. Lightweight.

And ease of interface. For those with 
poor, or mature, vision, reading the  
small smart phone screen can be  
challenging. And for those of us who  
fat finger everything on the smart  
phone screen or buttons, the tablet is  
easily portable. 

Many organizations feel the pressure  
to create event apps for smart phones  
and tablets. The reality is that the  
quality of what qualifies as an app  
needs to be raised. Many apps are not 
ready for prime time and prove to be 
frustrating to the customer. Several recent 
studies also show most purchased apps 
are only used once and then deserted. 
That is not to say there are not good  
apps but consider your expectations  
and conduct research on user satisfaction 
before making financial commitments.

Focus first on how your present  
website, social media pages and your  
online event related tools work on the 
most popular smart phones and ipad,  
as it dominates tablet sales right now. 
Check that your event promotion and 
ticket sales tools load correctly on these 
devices? Does the interface work for  
making selections and purchases?  
Or are you just creating frustration  
for your customers?
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#5 - Virtual Database
Audience information continues to be 

king, nothing new there. But the way we 
gather audience contact information is 
changing dramatically. We traditionally 
collected name, address and phone. There 
are still many event organizations that 
use online forms to collect participant 
information and even credit card payment 
information. The information is retyped 
(big time waste) by an event administrator. 
Save your staff the wasted time and invest 
in a technical solution that loads the  
participant or volunteer data directly into 
your online database. And the next phase? 
Some online tools let your audience 
update their contact information and your 
database using virtual addresses.

Sign up for a new application or online 
tool recently? You may have the option 
to use your facebook or twitter account 
in addition to your traditional e-mail/
password. In an increasingly fast moving 
world many, often younger, participants 
will select the most expedient registration 
method. Others, often more mature, will 
have privacy concerns related to using 
social media account information to 
register for all online services.

Consider the mechanisms which are 
driving your audience database. Are they 
easy to use for your staff, participants  
and volunteers? Or is your audience  
wasting time?

#6 - Event Intelligence and 
Analytics.

Money and time have incredible value 
for all event management organizations. 
Do you know if your online efforts are 
working for you? Do you know how  
many website views you have or repeat 
traffic patterns? Are you meeting your 
engagement goals or reaching your target 
market? Google Analytics provides the tools 
to let you analyze website, advertising, 
marketing, social media and mobile  
initiatives. And Google Analytics is free. 
Really there is no excuse for not evaluating 
your online efforts. 

#7 - Event Management Tools 
- Play with the Big Boys

Do you have the desire to be time  
efficient and financially effective? Are  
you still using excel spreadsheets, providing 
pdf download or basic online forms to  
manage your event and volunteer  
participants?
• My daughters and I recently volun-

teered for a local film festival. I love  
the event but it took a combination  
of six e-mails and phone calls to  
coordinate our volunteer schedules.  
Six over two weeks! Next year, I’m just 
buying tickets. 

Florence	May	is	President	of	TRS	–	
The	Registration	System.	TRS		
provides	online	registration,	expert	
consultation	and	technological		
support	for	volunteer	managers.	
Need	more	information	on	online	
event	management	tools/systems?	
Just	contact	TRS	with	a	short	
description	of	your	needs.	Full	
disclosure:	In	some	cases	TRS	will	
be	listed	as	an	option.	TRS	clients	
include	the	2011	North	Texas	Super	
Bowl	LOC,	Kentucky	Derby	Festival,	
Indy	500	Festival,	Cisco	Ottawa	
Bluesfest,	2011	NCAA	Men’s	Final	
Four,	SeaFair,	2011	EuroGames,	and	
International	Children’s	Festival.	

Florence	can	be	reached	at:
TRS	–	The	Registration	System	
846	North	Senate	Avenue,	#	206,	
Indianapolis,	IN	46202	USA	
tel	317.685.9780
cell	317.966.6919
fmay@theregistrationsystem.com

• A business colleague, while traveling, 
registered for an event as an exhibitor 
and was desperately trying to find a  
fax machine to send in the download-
able pdf. He was surprised to find that 
many businesses have gotten rid of fax 
machines and the dedicated phone line. 

• And at a recent conference, I watched 
the event manager desperately trying to 
find registrants who were not listed on 
her spreadsheet. I asked her about the 
process and she sighed, “I get an e-mail 
from the online form on our website 
and then I have to retype the informa-
tion. Sometimes the e-mails don’t 
show up or I miss one or more.” 

Solve the problem with one of the 
many full service online event and/or 
volunteer management systems on the 
market. They are common place and 
most have core features that will improve 
the image of your organization with ease 
and speed of registration, event manage-
ment reports, online payment options 
and evaluation tools. 

Think full service online event  
management systems are expensive?  
Do a time study on your existing  
event administration. Online systems 
typically save an organization 50-90%, 
depending on event size and structure  
of administrative support. 

#8 - Tech Green 
The growing audience of environmen-

tally friendly event goers is looking  
for signs of sustainability. And event 
managers have a responsibility to be 
good community partners.
• Printing and mailing is passé. Your 

audience expects to find tickets and 
event information online. Tickets can 
be downloaded online. Or for the more 
environmentally friendly, go paperless 
by offering tickets in the form of QR or 
barcodes for smart phone users. 

• Print large maps at key event informa-
tion desks. Watch your event goers take 
pictures of the map on their phones. 
More cutting edge, print a QR code 
containing an online event site map 
and watch smart phone users 

• Recruit a Green Team! Recycling  
is expected at festivals and large  
events. Period.

• Partner with local waste and energy 
management firms to develop creative 
approaches to energy supply. You may 
be surprised at the wind, solar and 
other alternative solutions available  
to your event.

• Adopt a friendly model for alternative 
modes of transportation. Online car 
share. Bike racks. Nearby mass transit. 

Walking paths. All options that should 
be detailed on your event site. 

Consider the green image of your 
organization both in sustainability and 
financial terms. Your event can also save 
money by going green. 

#9 - Wikipedia
So easy. Are your organization and 

event listed? 

#10 - Your event brand is the 
sum of all conversations.

Can your event audience 
• Search online? Website + Wikipedia + 

Social Media pages
• Volunteer? Website + Social Media 

pages + Online Registration System
• See the fun? Flikr + YouTube + Pinterest
• Buy tickets? Social Media pages +  

Website + Online ticket system
• Discover your location? Googlemaps + 

FourSquare
• See sustainable efforts? Less paper + 

more recycling + alternative energy
• Provide feedback? Social media pages + 

online evaluations (e.g. Survey Monkey) 

All these tools come together to  
form the sum of conversations about 
your event. Consider carefully what  
tech holes exist in your event, these  
may heavily impact the future of  
your event.

Coming soon. The newest tech trend is a 
bit of a surprise … Technology Downtime.

mailto:fmay@theregistrationsystem.com
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The IFEA World Festival & Event City Award© was designed and created as a way for the global 
festivals and events industry to openly encourage, support, learn from and recognize positive local 
environments for festivals and events worldwide. Festivals and events create tremendous community 
and economic capital in the markets that they serve, but the partnership with and support from the local 
community, at all levels, is critical to the success and sustainability of existing festivals and events, as 
well as the ability to attract and encourage new events. Through this special award the IFEA is pleased 
to recognize and fly the flag of those cities and markets who have worked, through concerted efforts, to 
provide an environment conducive to successful festivals and events.

Recipients of the IFEA World Festival & Event City Award© from the first two years have already 
provided us with a sampling of standout programs and lessons learned in multiple areas including:
• Provision of an insurance coverage umbrella policy for all city events;
• ‘One-stop shopping’ for event permitting and municipal service needs; 
• A common volunteer program shared by all city events;
• Provision of a music licensing umbrella agreement for all city events;
• Provision, maintenance and storage of non-proprietary equipment for all city events;
• Shared marketing campaigns;
• Provision of training seminars for city events to help ‘raise all boats’;
• Provision of all city permits at no-cost to events;
• Free/Discounted city services for events;
• And many more.

It is easy to imagine the positive impact – both social and economic – that such city/event initiatives  
(and new ones yet to be created) can have on host communities and events around the world. 

For each year’s selected cities, the IFEA World Festival & Event City Award© provides:
• A strong platform from which to recognize the success of current and on-going efforts by every  

component of your community; 
• A clear positioning statement to encourage continued infrastructure, policy and process enhancement 

and expansion; and 
• A powerful marketing statement for use in recruiting and encouraging new festivals, events and businesses.

ABOUT THE 
IFEA WORLD FESTIVAL & EVENT CITY AWARD©
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In 2011, VISA joined with the International Festivals & Events Association to become the presenting 
sponsor of the IFEA World Festival & Event City Award, creating a natural partnership between the 
global events industry and the globally recognized financial leader. 

“Through this unique and special award, the IFEA hopes to create and expand the dialogue between events 
and cities around the world, at a time when each needs to be supporting the other more than ever. VISA is 
the ideal partner for this program and together we look forward to creating new and ongoing opportunities to 
explore and inspire these important city/event partnerships, redefining ‘best practices’ and setting the stage 
for the future,” said Steven Wood Schmader, CFEE, President & CEO of IFEA World. 

Charles Brown, Chairman & CEO of Festival Transaction Services and Festival Media Corporation, repre-
senting VISA in recognizing the 2011 IFEA World Festival & Event City Award© recipients,  commented 
that “The IFEA has successfully built a global network of event professionals and resources that are 
changing the face of the industry and VISA is proud to be a part of that effort.” 

Festival Transaction Services has formed a new partnership that includes VISA, Bank of America Merchant 
Services and First Data Corporation – the three largest financial services companies in the United States 
– to provide cash management services to the festivals and events industry around the world. “We know 
that the professionals in the global festivals and events industry today are in need of strong and reliable 
partners – from recognition to cash management systems that can help them increase revenues and build 
stronger financial foundations. We can now bring that to the table and are excited about working with the 
IFEA to help strengthen the success of festivals and events around the world,” noted Brown.

For more information on VISA products and services for festivals and events, please contact Jim Shanklin, 
Executive Vice President of Festival Transaction Services/Festival Media Corporation at +1-206-381-5202 
or jshanklin@festmedia.com.

VISA: GLOBAL SPONSOR OF THE 
IFEA WORLD FESTIVAL & EVENT CITY AWARD©

mailto:jshanklin@festmedia.com
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DEADLINES
•	 Entry	Deadline:	5:00	p.m.	(Mountain		

Time	Zone)	–	Monday,	July	30th,	2012
•	 Entry	must	include	completed	entry,		

additional	requested	details	and		
application	form	with	payment

•	 Due	to	time	constraints	in	judging,	late	
entries	cannot	be	accepted.

FEES
The	total	cost	to	enter	the	IFEA World Festival 
& Event City Award©	is	$695	(U.S.	Dollars)	for	
IFEA	Members	and	$895	(U.S.	Dollars)	for		
non-IFEA	Members	per	entry.	Payment	may	be	
made	using	a	Visa,	MasterCard	or	American	
Express	credit	card	or	by	Check	(made		
payable	to	the	IFEA)	or	by	Wire	Transfer.	For	
more	information	on	Wire	Transfers	and	transfer	
fees,	please	contact	Bette	Monteith	at	bette@
ifea.com	or	+1-208-433-0950	ext:	2.

ELIGIBILITY
Applications	for	the	IFEA World Festival 
& Event City Award©	may	be	submitted	by	
the	City	itself	or	by	an	event(s)	on	behalf	of	
their	City.	It	is	our	hope	that	the	application	
process	itself	will	result	in	an	even	closer	
working	partnership	and	dialogue	between		
the	Applicant	City	and	the	festivals	and		
events	who	serve	that	market.	

JUDGING
Judging	of	the	IFEA World Festival & Event 
City Awards©	is	done	by	an	international	panel	
of	festival	and	event	industry	experts.	

Award	Recipients	will	be	selected	from	within	
the	following	global	regions:
•	 Africa
•	 Asia
•	 Australia	/	New	Zealand
•	 Europe
•	 Latin	America	(Including	South		
•	 &	Central	America	and	Mexico)
•	 The	Middle	East	(MENASA)
•	 North	America

And	from	the	following	population	categories:
•	 Population	under	100,000
•	 Population	100,000	–	500,000
•	 Population	500,000	–	1	million
•	 Population	over	1	million

Additionally,	one	entry	will	be	selected	as		
the	top	global	entry	within	in	each	of	the	four	
possible	population	categories.

•	 Regions	and	population	categories	may	
be	combined	as	deemed	appropriate	by	
the	Judging	Panel.	

•	 Politically	connected	islands	and	territories	
should	choose	the	region	of	their	most	
direct	affiliation.	

•	 An	‘Other’	option	is	provided	on	the		
application	form	to	include	any	City	that	
does	not	feel	it	fits	logically	into	any	of	the	
seven	regions.

SCORING SYSTEM
•	 A	possible	total	of	100	points	may	be	

awarded	to	each	entry	based	on	the		
individual	components	listed	under		
Sections	1-6	of	the	overall	entry.

•	 Failure	to	meet	all	requirements	or	answer/
provide	all	necessary	information	may	
impact	judging	decisions	and	will	result	in	
a	deduction	of	points.

•	 If	a	section	or	element	does	not	apply	to	
your	City,	please	state	this	within	your	
entry	(and	why	it	does	not	apply)	in	order	
to	avoid	losing	points.

SELECTION AND NOTIFICATION 
•	 Award	Recipients	will	be	notified	via	email	

by	August	22nd,	2012.	Notification	will	go	
to	the	primary	contact	listed	on	the	entry	
application.	

•	 The	2012	IFEA World Festival & Event City 
Awards©	will	be	presented	at	during	the	
IFEA’s	57th	Annual	Convention	&	Expo,		
September	21-23,	2012,	in	Denver,		
Colorado,	USA.	The	top	applicant	from		
each	population	category,	as	judged	against	
all	global	regions,	will	be	highlighted	in	a	
brief	video	presentation.	

•	 Applicants	may	re-apply	for	the	IFEA World 
Festival & Event City Award©	each	year.

MAXIMIZING YOUR AWARD
Being	selected	as	an	IFEA	World	Festival	&	
Event	City	is	only	the	beginning	of	the	benefits	
to	be	gained	from	this	special	honor.	The	IFEA	
will	help	each	recipient	with	ideas	on	how	to	
maximize	and	leverage	your	award,	with		
specific	examples	from	previous	recipients.	

•	 Each	winning	recipient	of	the	IFEA World 
Festival & Event City Award©	will	receive	
an	engraved	award	suitable	for	indoor		
display	and	an	IFEA	World	Festival	&	
Event	City	flag	to	be	proudly	flown	or		
displayed	outdoors	or	indoors.	These		
will	be	provided	with	a	personal	letter		
of	congratulations	to	each	City.

•	 Additional	IFEA World Festival & Event 
City awards,	flags	and	recognition	items	are	
available	for	purchase	by	award	recipients	
wishing	to	share	their	honor	with	the	many	
partners	who	helped	them	to	win.

•	 Winning	recipients	will	be	provided	with	
the	rights	to	use	the	2012	IFEA World 

ENTRY INFORMATION
Quick Reference Guide

mailto:bette@ifea.com
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Festival & Event City Award©	Winner	logo	
on	their	websites,	press	releases	and	other	
appropriate	City	letterhead,	brochures,	
marketing	materials,	etc.

•	 The	IFEA	will	announce	all	IFEA World 
Festival & Event City Award©	recipients	
in	an	international	press	release	to	the	
world’s	leading	media	sources,	including	
all	local	market	media	contacts	provided	
to	the	IFEA	by	selected	applicants.	

• IFEA World Festival & Event City Award©	
recipients	will	be	featured	in	a	special	
on-line	tribute	section	at	www.ifea.com	in	
perpetuity	and	in	a	special	section	of	ie: 
the business of international events,	the	
IFEA’s	industry-leading	magazine.

•	 Each	winning	recipient	will	receive	a	one	
year	complimentary	IFEA	membership.	

RELEASE & USAGE
•	 By	submitting	your	entry	to	the	IFEA 

World Festival & Event City Award,	you	
automatically	grant	the	IFEA	the	right	to	
use	any	materials	from	your	entry	for		
editorial,	analytical,	promotional	or	any	
other	purpose	without	additional	permis-
sion	or	compensation.	All	materials	and	
photos	submitted	as	part	of	the	application	
will	become	the	property	of	the	IFEA.	

•	 Entries	submitted	are	not	able	to	be	
returned.	Copies	should	be	made	prior	to	
submitting	your	entry,	as	desired.	Note: 
Proprietary or sensitive information will 
not be shared if identified clearly.

•	 Winning	applicants	agree	that	the	IFEA	
may	use	their	City	name	and	represen-
tative	photos	in	all	press	releases	and	
program	marketing	materials,	both	hard	
copy	and	electronic	versions.	

•	 Your	entry	into	the	competition	is		
acknowledgement	of	these	terms.

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS 
Working	in	partnership	with	local	community	
leadership,	festivals,	events,	organizations	
and	businesses,	please	provide	a	clear	
overview	and	understanding	of	the	festival	
and	event	environment	in	your	City/Market	
through	your	responses	to	each	defined	
section.	The	application	process	in	itself	is	
a	great	opportunity	to	evaluate	internally	the	
areas	where	your	City	excels	and	other	areas	
where	you	may	be	able	to	strengthen	your	
efforts	and	further	support	local	programs.

Cities	interested	in	being	considered	for	the	
annual	IFEA World Festival & Event City 
Award©	must	submit	and	include	the	
following	information:
1.	A	completed	entry	form	providing	contact	

and	payment	information.
2.	A	one	(1)	paragraph	description	of	your	

city	(to	be	used	for	promotional	purposes	
by	the	IFEA).

3.	An	email	list	of	your	local	media	contacts	
in	Excel	format	for	IFEA	to	use	to		
announce	the	selected	recipients.

4.	A	representative	photograph	representing	
your	City	or	events.	(A	least	300	dpi	in	size)

5.	A	three	(3)	minute	video	presentation	
representing	your	City.	(Refer	to	Important	
Details	section	below	for	video	format.)

6.	A	one	(1)	page	introductory	letter		
stating	why	your	City	should	be	selected	
to	receive	the	IFEA World Festival & 
Event City Award.	

7.	Your	overall	completed	IFEA World Festival 
& Event City Award©	Entry	providing	
responses	and	supporting	information	for	
the	following	sections.	Refer	to	pages	6-9	
for	detailed	descriptions	required	for	each	
section.	This	part	of	your	entry	must	be		
submitted	as	one	(1)	singular	entry	piece/
document/PowerPoint/Pdf,	etc.:

	❍ Section	1:	Community	Overview
	❍ Section	2:	Community	Festivals	&	Events
	❍ Section	3:	City/Government	Support	

of	Festivals	&	Events
	❍ Section	4:	Non-Governmental		

Community	Support	of	Festivals	&	Events
	❍ Section	5:	Leveraging	‘Community	

Capital’	Created	by	Festivals	&	Events
	❍ Section	6:	Extra	Credit

To view examples of past IFEA World 
Festival & Event City Award© recipients, go 
to: www.ifea.com / Industry Awards / World 
Festival & Event City Award / Recipients.

IMPORTANT DETAILS
•	 Please	submit	your	main	entry	(as	listed	

in	components	6-7	under	Entry	Require-
ments	above),	as	one	(1)	singular	entry	
piece/document/	PowerPoint/Pdf,	etc.	
Components	1-5	listed	under	Entry		
Requirements	may	be	submitted	as		
separate	pieces	from	the	main	entry,	but	
must	be	submitted	at	the	same	time.

•	 All	entry	information	should	be	provided	in	
English	and	typed	using	10-point	Arial	font.	

•	 Please	submit	your	overall	entry	on	a	CD,	
DVD	disc,	or	USB	flash	drive	(if	mailing)	to	
the	IFEA	World	Headquarters,	via	email	in	
a	Word,	PowerPoint,	PDF	document,	tif,	
jpg	or	other	standard	formats	(if	submitted	
electronically).	

•	 All	video	support	inclusions	should	be	
encoded	for	Region	1	or	Region	0	DVD	
capabilities.	If	you	do	not	have	electronic	
capabilities,	please	contact	the	IFEA	to	
arrange	for	other	alternatives.	

•	 Entries	over	one	Meg	must	be	provided	
as	a	link	to	a	fixed	site	with	no	expiration	
timeframe.

TIPS & POINTERS
•	 Not	all	components	under	a	specific		

section	will	pertain	to	everyone.	Don’t		
worry;	there	are	no	‘right’	or	‘wrong’		
answers	and	our	international	judging		
panel	will	base	their	decisions	on	overall	
impressions	after	reviewing	all	of	the		
submitted	information.	We	are	all	learning	
from	each	other,	with	the	goal	of	strength-
ening	the	partnerships,	benefits	and	returns	
to	our	respective	communities	from	the		
festivals	and	events	that	are	such	an	
important	part	of	the	community	fabric	and	
we	hope	to	find	additional	new	ideas	being	
implemented	from	within	all	of	the	award	
entries	that	we	can	share	in	the	future.	

•	 Responses	to	the	requested	information	
may	require	a	straight-forward	numerical	
answer,	or	a	more	descriptive	definition.	
While	we	have	placed	no	limits	on	length,	
we	encourage	you	to	provide	the	most	
succinct	answers	possible	that	clearly	
make	your	point.

•	 Support	materials,	photos,	videos,	bro-
chures,	copies,	etc.	should	be	inserted	
following	the	responses	to	each	section.	

•	 As	needed,	we	may	communicate	with	
the	primary	contact	on	the	application	to	
clarify	any	questions	that	may	arise.

SEND ENTRIES TO
Please	submit	completed	entries,	application	
forms	and	payment	to:	
•	 If	E-mailed:	 nia@ifea.com	
•	 If	Mailed:	 IFEA World Festival & Event City Award

	 2603	Eastover	Terrace	
	 Boise,	Idaho,	83706		
	 USA

To	confirm	receipt	of	entry,	contact:		
Nia	Hovde	at	nia@ifea.com	or		
+1-208-433-0950	ext:	3.

QUESTIONS? 
Contact:	
•	 Steve	Schmader	at	schmader@ifea.com
•	 Nia	Hovde	at	nia@ifea.com	
•	 Phone:	+1-208-433-0950	ext:3

http://www.ifea.com
http://www.ifea.com/joomla1_5/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=279&Itemid=726
mailto:nia@ifea.com
mailto:nia@ifea.com
mailto:schmader@ifea.com
mailto:nia@ifea.com
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Working	in	partnership	with	local	community	leadership,	festivals,	events,	organizations	and	busi-
nesses,	please	provide	a	clear	overview	and	understanding	of	the	festival	and	event	environment	
in	your	City/Market	through	responses	to	each	of	the	following	sections.	The	application	process	
in	itself	is	a	great	opportunity	to	evaluate	internally	the	areas	where	your	City	excels	and	other	
areas	where	you	may	be	able	to	strengthen	your	efforts	and	further	support	local	programs.

Please submit the following information:
1.	 A	completed	entry	form	providing	contact	and	payment	information.
2.	 A	one	(1)	paragraph	description	of	your	city	(to	be	used	for	promotional	purposes	by	the	IFEA)
3.	 An	email	list	of	your	local	media	in	Excel	format	for	IFEA	to	use	to	announce	the		

selected	recipients.
4.	 An	individual	photograph	representing	your	city.	(A	least	300	dpi	in	size).
5.	 A	three	(3)	minute	video	presentation	representing	your	city.	(Refer	to	Important	Details	

section	for	video	format.)
6.	 A	one	(1)	page	introductory	letter	stating	why	your	City	should	be	selected	to	receive	the	

IFEA World Festival & Event City Award.	
7.	 Your	overall	completed	IFEA World Festival & Event City Award©	Entry	providing	responses	

and	supporting	information	for	Sections	1-6	below.	This	part	of	your	entry	must	be	submitted		
as	one	(1)	singular	entry	piece/document/PowerPoint/Pdf,	etc.	Please	refer	to	the	Entry		
Requirements	and	Important	Details	sections	for	specific	entry	formats	and	details.	

To view examples of past IFEA World Festival & Event City Award© recipients, go to: 
www.ifea.com / Industry Awards / World Festival & Event City Award / Recipients

Section	1.	
Community	Overview
The	information	in	this	section	will	help	provide	us	with	a	better	understanding	of	your	com-
munity	and	the	infrastructure	in	place	to	host	and/or	support	those	producing	and	attending	
festivals	and	events.	
•	 Please	provide	an	overview	of	your	community	that	will	provide	us	with	as	many	elements	

as	possible,	such	as:

a. Current City Population 
b. Current SMSA or LUZ Population  

(Standard	Metropolitan	Statistical	Area	or	Large	Urban	Zone)
c. Population within a 50 Mile Radius of Applicant City
d. Primary Festival and Event Venues Available  

(Indoor	and	Outdoor.	For	example:	Theatres,	Plazas,	Bandshells,	Parks,	Stadiums,	Fair-
grounds,	Sport	Facilities,	Convention	Centers,	etc.,	including	those	facilities	planned	for	
completion	within	the	next	two	years.	Include	Estimated	Capacities	for	each.	For	outdoor	
venues,	use	a	formula	of	1	person	per	3	square	feet	if	no	other	total	capacity	numbers		
are	available.)

e. Water and Power Accessibility in Outdoor Venues
f. Hospital and Emergency Response Availability
g. Total Number of Hotel Rooms Available
h. Public Transportation Options
i. Parking Availability	

(Paid	lots,	meters,	and	free)
j. Walking Paths, Bicycle Lanes
k. Estimated City Visitors Annually Attributed  

to Festivals and Events

2012 IFEA World Festival & Event City Award© 
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS

http://www.ifea.com/joomla1_5/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=279&Itemid=726
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Section	2.	
Community	Festivals	and	Events
The	information	in	this	section	will	provide	us	with	an	understanding	of	the	diversity	and		
success	of	current	festivals	and	events	that	serve	your	city	residents	and	visitors.	
•	 Please	provide	us	with	a	good	overview	of	the	leading	festivals	and	events	currently		

operating	in	your	market,	listing	as	much	detail	as	possible	about	each,	such	as:

a. Festival or Event Name
b. Top Executive Contact Information 
c. Number of Years Festival or Event has been Produced
d. Event Dates  

(Minimally	the	month	held,	with	days	if	clearly	defined	–	For	example:	the	last		
weekend	in	June.	If	the	event	is	a	series,	list	the	starting	and	ending	dates	–		
For	example:	Every	Wednesday,	June	through	August.)

e. Recurrence Cycle	(Annually,	Every	5	Years,	etc.)
f. Estimated Gross Operating Revenues 
g. Estimated Gross Operating Expenses 
h. Estimated Total Sponsorship Support 
i. Estimated Volunteer Count and Estimated Hours Worked
j. Estimated Combined Aggregate Attendance
k. Estimated Non-Aggregate Attendance
l. Primary Targeted Marketing Efforts  

(Local,	Statewide,	Provincial,	Regional,	National	or	International)	
m. Estimated Percentage of Annual Attendees from Geographical Areas  

(Local,	Statewide,	Provincial,	Regional,	National,	International)
n. Awards and Recognition Received 
o. Management Staff Professional Certifications and/or Degrees in Festival  

& Event Management
p. Professional Industry Involvement / Memberships 

Section	3.	
City/Governmental	Support	of	Festivals	and	Events
The	information	in	this	section	will	help	us	to	understand	the	strength	and	depth	of	support	by	the	applicant	City	and		
other	area	governmental	bodies	(County,	State,	taxing	districts,	etc.)	as	it	pertains	to	festivals	and	events.	
•	 Please	define	or	describe	each	of	the	following	elements	(a-i)	below,	as	completely	and	accurately	as	possible.	
•	 Where	available	and	appropriate,	please	provide	examples	and	copies.
•	 If	a	section	or	element	does	not	apply	to	your	city,	please	state	this	within	your	entry	and	why	it	does	not	apply		

and/or	what	you	may	have/use	instead.

a. Defined Public Objectives and Support Statements for Festivals and Events by the City and Other Local Government Agencies
b. Direct Funding Support Provided to and/or Budgeted for Festivals and Events from the City or Other Government Agencies
c. In-Kind Services Support Provided to and/or Budgeted for Festivals and Events from the City or Other Government Agencies
d. Defined Role of the City in Festival and Event Approval
e. City-Provided Festival and Event Process Coordination and Assistance System  

(For	example:	Existence	of	City	Events	Department;	One-Stop	Shopping	for	Permitting	and	Planning	Needs)
f. Participation in Official Capacity by City Department Representatives on Boards and Planning Committees of Local  

Festivals and Events
g. Local Laws, Ordinances, Regulations, Permits and Policies Impacting and Supportive of Festivals and Events  

(For	example:	noise	ordinances,	traffic	regulations,	curfews,	parking	fees,	fireworks	regulations,	ambush	marketing	control,	alcohol	service	
requirements,	taxes,	food	safety,	insurance	requirements,	etc.)

h. City Provided Festival and Event Training Programs  
(For	example:	Marketing,	Planning,	Budgeting,	Risk	Management,	Alcohol	Service,	City	Department	Introductions,	etc.)

i. Direct Industry Involvement / Memberships by City/City Departments
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Section	4.	
Non-Governmental	Community	
Support	of	Festivals	and	Events
The	information	in	this	section	will	help	us	to	understand	the	commitment	to	festivals	and	
events	and	direct	support	provided	by	community	individuals	and	non-governmental	organiza-
tions.	Without	this	type	of	support	most	festivals	and	events	could	not	achieve	the	level	of	
success	that	these	important	partnerships	help	to	build.	
•	 Please	define	or	describe	each	of	the	following	elements	(a-l)	below	(if	applicable)	as		

completely	and	accurately	as	possible.	
•	 Answers	should	be	provided	as	an	overview	reflective	of	the	entire	community	versus	an	

individual	event/organization.
•	 If	a	section	or	element	does	not	apply	to	your	city,	please	state	this	within	your	entry	and	

why	it	does	not	apply	and/or	what	you	may	have/use	instead.

a. Volunteer Involvement
b. Sponsorship Support 
c. Media Support 
d. Chamber of Commerce / Convention & Visitors Bureau Support	

(Promotion	and	marketing	activities,	familiarization	tours,	travel	writer	access,	material	
creation,	information	distribution,	grant	funding,	visitor	hosting,	etc.)

e. Downtown Associations  
(Support	by	Downtown	merchants	and	businesses)

f. Organizations to Assist Individuals with Disabilities 
g. Local Event Cooperatives
h. Sports Commissions 
i. Educational Institution Support
j. Special Incentives/Discounts Provided to Festivals and Events by Local Venues
k. Access to Industry Suppliers in Local Market  

(For	example:	banners	and	decorations;	generators;	portable	toilets;	merchandise;	generators;	
stage,	lights	&	sound;	golf	carts;	security;	chairs;	barricades;	ATM’s;	communication	services;	etc.)

l. Direct Industry Involvement / Memberships by Any of the Above
	

Section	5.	
Leveraging	‘Community	Capital’	
Created	by	Festivals	&	Events
The	information	in	this	section	will	help	us	to	understand	how	the	City	and	its	non-governmental	
partners	maximize	the	‘community	capital’	created	by	festivals	and	events	in	your	market.	
•	 Please	define	or	describe	how	your	City	uses	the	branding	and	marketing	images/	

opportunities	provided	by	your	local	festivals	and	events	to	leverage	return	in	other	areas.	
•	 These	may	include,	the	items	below,	among	others.
•	 If	a	section	or	element	does	not	apply	to	your	city,	please	state	this	within	your	entry	and	

why	it	does	not	apply	and/or	what	you	may	have/use	instead.

a. Community Branding
b. Promoting Tourism 
c. Convention Marketing
d. Corporate Recruiting Efforts
e. Relocation Packets and Information
f. Familiarization Tours
g. Out-of-Market Media Coverage
h. Enhancing Exposure to the Arts and Other Causes
i. Creating Highly Visible Public Relations Campaigns for City Facilities and Services  

(For	example:	police,	parks,	fire,	EMT’s,	transportation,	venues)
j. Encouraging Community Bonding, Participation, and Celebration
k. Highlighting or Developing Underused Venues or Sections of the Community
l. Creating Legacies and Images Beyond the Event
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Section	6.	
Extra	Credit
This	section	provides	an	opportunity	to	highlight	any	other	programs,	services,	resources,	activities,	etc.,	that	may	not	have	been	included	or	
covered	in	the	previous	sections.	Some	examples	may	include	the	items	below,	among	others,
	
a. Skills Development - Availability of Certificate or Degree Programs in Festival & Event Management through a Local  

University or Private Provider
b. Members of Your Event Community Who Currently Hold a Certified Festival & Event Executive (CFEE) Designation
c. Secondary School System Graduation Requirements that Encourage Volunteerism and Community Service  

during Festivals and Events
d. A Festival and Event Shared Resource Program in Your City	

(For	example:	shared	warehousing,	office	space,	equipment,	staff,	etc.)
e. Efforts to Actively Recruit New Events to Your City  

(Please	include	reference	to	any	applications	made/secured	if	this	area	pertains)
f. Other Creative Endeavors



IFEA World Festival & Event City Award© 
2012 APPLICATION

Entry Deadline: 5:00 p.m. (MST) Monday, July 30th, 2012
Submit	Entries,	Entry	Form	and	Payment	to:	
	IFEA	World	Festival	&	Event	City	Award©	

2603	Eastover	Terrace,	Boise,	Idaho,	83706	USA	
Phone:	+1-208-433-0950	ext:	3	–	nia@ifea.com	

CITY APPLICANT INFORMATION (Please	print	clearly)
Applicant	City	Name	(If including information from surrounding market or suburb communities, please note those in parenthesis):	______________________________________

	__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 	

State	/	Province	or	Territory:	__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 			

Country:	 __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 	

Global	Region:	(Choose	one)	

❍ Africa								❍ Asia								❍ Australia	/	New	Zealand								❍ Europe								❍ Latin	America								❍ The	Middle	East	(MENASA)							❍ North	America	

Note: Politically connected islands and territories should choose the region of their most direct affiliation.

❍ Other	(If	you	choose	‘Other’	please	clearly	specify	location	below.)

	__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 	

Population	Level	(select	one):	 ❍ Under	100,000				❍ 100,000	to	500,000				❍ 500,000	to	1	million				❍ Over	1	million

PRIMARY CONTACT INFORMATION (Please	print	clearly)
The	following	information	should	pertain	to	the	primary	individual	with	whom	the	IFEA	should	communicate	with,	as	necessary,	throughout	the	
award	judging	and	selection	process.	

Name:		___________________________________________________________	 Title:		__________________________________________________

Organization:		______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Mailing	Address:		___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

City,	State,	Country,	Postal	Code:		_____________________________________________________________________________________________

Phone	(Business):		_________________________________________________ 	 Phone	(Mobile):		_________________________________________

Fax:	 _____________________________________________________________ 	 E-Mail:	_________________________________________________

Note:	 The	Applicant	City	will	receive	a	complimentary	membership	for	one	year	in	IFEA	through	our	appropriate	global	affiliate.	If	different	from	the	
	 Primary	Contact	please	let	us	know	who	should	receive	this	membership.				

PAYMENT TOTAL IFEA Member Non IFEA Member
	IFEA	World	Festival	&	Event	City	Award©:		Number	of	Entries:_________x	 ❍ $695	USD	Per	Entry	 ❍ $895	USD	Per	Entry	=	$_____________

PAYMENT INFORMATION
Please select your method of payment:	

❍ VISA      ❍ MasterCard      ❍ American Express    ❍ Check (Made payable to the IFEA)    ❍ Wire Transfers:	(Contact Bette Monteith at bette@ifea.com for details)

Print	Cardholder	Name:	 _____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 	

Signature:	_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 	

Credit	Card	Number:	________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 	

Expiration	Date:		_____________________________________________ 	 CVN	Code: _________________ (VISA/MC-3 digit code back) (AMX-4 digit code front)

RELEASE & USAGE
•	 By	submitting	your	entry	to	the		IFEA	World	Festival	&	Event	City	Award©,	

you	automatically	grant	the	IFEA	the	right	to	use	any	materials	from	your	
entries	for	editorial,	analytical,	promotional	or	any	other	purpose	without	
additional	compensation.	All	materials	and	photos	submitted	as	part	of	
the	application	will	become	the	property	of	the	IFEA.			

•	 Winning	applicants	agree	that	the	IFEA	may	use	their	City	name	
and	representative	photos	in	all	press	releases	and	program		
marketing	materials,	both	hard	copy	and	electronic	versions.	

•	 Your	entry	into	the	competition	is	acknowledgement	of	these	terms.

DID YOU REMEMBER TO:
	❍ Complete	the	entry	form	providing	contact	and	payment	information?
	❍ Submit	a	one	(1)	paragraph	description	of	your	city	(to	be	used	for	

promotional	purposes	by	the	IFEA)?
	❍ Submit	an	email	list	of	your	local	media	in	Excel	format	for	IFEA	to	

use	to	announce	the	selected	recipients?
	❍ Submit	an	individual	photograph	representing	your	city.	(A	least	300	

dpi	in	size)?	
	

	❍ Submit	a	three	(3)	minute	video	presentation	representing	your	city?
	❍ Submit	a	one	(1)	page	introductory	letter	stating	why	your	City	should	

be	selected	to	receive	the		IFEA	World	Festival	&	Event	City	Award©?		
	❍ Submit	your	overall	completed		IFEA	World	Festival	&	Event	City	Award©	

Entry	providing	responses	and	supporting	information	for	Sections	1-6?		
Is	this	entry	submitted	as	one	(1)	singular	entry	piece/document/	
PowerPoint/Pdf,	etc.?	Is	this	entry	provided	on	a	disk,	USB	Flash	Drive	
or	electronically	in	a	Word,	PowerPoint,	PDF	or	other	standard	format?54

mailto:nia@ifea.com
mailto:bette@ifea.com


2012 IFEA / Haas & Wilkerson

Pinnacle Awards
Competition
Call for Entries

Each year, the International Festivals & Events Association recognizes  
outstanding accomplishments and top quality creative, promotional, 
operational and community outreach programs and materials  
produced by festivals and events around the world, with the Haas & 

Wilkerson Pinnacle Awards Competition. This prestigious awards competition 
strives for the highest degree of excellence in festival and event promotions 
and operations, and in doing so, has raised the standards and quality of  
the festivals & events industry to new levels. 

From events large or small, cities, festivals, chambers, universities, parks & 
recreation departments, vendors & suppliers, and everything in between, events 
and promotions of nearly every type and size will have the opportunity to be 
recognized, as entries are categorized into organizations with similar sized  
budgets. From best Event Poster, T-Shirt, Hat, Promotional Brochure, Website, 
TV Promotion and Social Media site to best Volunteer Program, Environmental 
Program, Sponsor Follow-Up Report and Media Relations Campaign, there’s a 
place for almost every element of your event to be recognized. 

The IFEA / Haas & Wilkerson Pinnacle Awards have provided many  
outstanding examples of how event producers can use innovation and  
creativity to achieve a higher level of success. One of the goals of the  
IFEA is to promote the professionalism of our members and the festivals 
and events industry as a whole. Therefore, to add further impact to the 
winning organizations, the IFEA will provide your organization with a 
press release template for you to distribute to your media list explaining 
the award and the competition. Your organization will be recognized  
for taking part in raising the level of professionalism throughout the 
industry, while at the same time improving your community. 

So what are you waiting for, gather your items, fill out the entry form, 
and send them off to be judged against the best of the best, in the  
festivals and events industry. Then get ready to hear your organization’s 
name announced at the 57th Annual IFEA Convention & Expo,  
September 21-23, 2012, in Denver, Colorado, U.S.A.

Gain the recognition your event deserves…

http://www.ifea.com/joomla1_5/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=54&Itemid=156
www.hwins.com


THE CONTEST
DEADLINES

EARLY BIRD ENTRY DEADLINE: 5:00 p.m. (MST)  
MONDAY, JUNE 25, 2012

Entries received on or prior to June 25, 2012 will receive the 
Member early bird rate of $30 per entry or $50 per Grand Pinnacle 
entry or the Non-Member early bird rate of $60 per entry or $100 
per Grand Pinnacle entry depending on IFEA Membership status.

FINAL ENTRY DEADLINE: 5:00 p.m. (MST)  
MONDAY, JULY 16, 2012

Entries received between Tuesday, June 26, 2012 and  
Monday, July 16, 2012 will receive the Member final entry 
rate of $35 per entry or $55 per Grand Pinnacle entry; or the 
Non-Member final entry rate of $75 per entry or $150 per 
Grand Pinnacle entry depending on IFEA Membership status.

ELIGIBILITY
Entries must have been produced and / or used for the first time 
between July 18, 2011 and July 16, 2012.
Entries must be submitted in their original format unless previously 
approved. For Questions Contact: Nia Hovde, nia@ifea.com.
Payment in full must be received with entries for entries to be 
deemed eligible.
Entries and entry forms must be submitted in English.
Font size for any written text must not be smaller than 10pt.
To receive the member rate for Pinnacle entries you must be an 
IFEA member in good standing.
Each entry form submitted must be completed in its entirety in 
order for items to be judged eligible.

IMPORTANT NOTES
Items submitted are NOT able to be returned.
Judges will not refer to items in other categories, nor will they 
transfer items already judged in other categories (the number of 
entries must equal the number of categories entered).
A separate entry form must be submitted for each entry  
(copy as necessary).
Multiple entries or categories on a single form will not be accepted.
For all entries, please clip or pin entry form to item. Please do 
not glue or tape form to item.
Multiple entries within the same notebook / bound format will not 
be accepted. Please separate entries.
Entries required to be submitted in a “notebook” means entry 
should be submitted in some sort of bound format in order to 
keep the all materials together. For example, a 3 ring binder; 
spiral bound; or a bound publication.
Please consider the processing of your credit card or the  
cashing of your check for your Pinnacle entries, notice that your 
entries were received and processed.
Entries required to also be submitted on a disk / thumb drive 
along with printed copy, be sure to label each CD / thumb drive 
and attach to notebook at front of entry. Submit entry as 1 (one) 
pdf or Word doc file if possible.
NEW: When submitting your total entries, please also submit a 
high resolution copy of your organization or event logo. Please 
email to nia@ifea.com – subject “Logo for 2012 Pinnacle Entry 
– and your event/organization name.”

A HOW TO GUIDE
A few changes have been made to the Pinnacle Brochure in an 
effort to help you understand what is needed from each category.
All categories are listed on the left side of each page
Entry information required for each category is listed under the 
specific category on the left (if applicable). This information is 
unique to that specific category. 

•

°

•

°

•

•

•

•
•
•

•

•
•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

Any supporting questions and supporting material requirements 
needed for each category or group of categories, is listed on the 
right side of each page (if applicable.)

THE JUDGES
The judges are recognized professionals in the areas of graphic 
design, promotions and public relations; broadcast, print and  
online media; and special event planning and management.

SCORING SYSTEM
Some categories in the Pinnacle Awards will be judged using 
a point system for each individual entry. Each entry is scored 
separately. Scores will not be combined.
A possible total of 100 points may be awarded to each entry.
Be sure to answer and include all necessary information for each entry. 
If a required element within an entry is not applicable to your 
event, please state so within your entry to avoid being marked 
down on points or indicate what element you have instead.
The scoring system is not applicable to TV, Radio, Multimedia, 
Print & some Merchandising categories.
We are unable to provide you with the points awarded for each 
of your entries.
Failure to meet all requirements or answer / provide all necessary 
information will result in a deduction of points.

THE WINNERS
All finalists for the IFEA / Haas & Wilkerson Pinnacle Awards will 
be notified by email the 3rd week of August, 2012. Notification 
will go to the primary IFEA Member in addition to the contact 
listed on the Awards entry form.
The 2012 IFEA / Haas & Wilkerson Pinnacle Award winners 
will be announced at the 57th Annual IFEA Convention & Expo, 
September 21-23, 2012, in Denver, Colorado, U.S.A.
If you are not present at the Awards Presentation to accept your 
award(s), they will be mailed to you after the Annual Convention. 
Expect 3-4 weeks for delivery.
Organizations submitting entries for the Grand Pinnacle category 
must register at least one person for the 57th Annual IFEA Convention 
& Expo this September 21-23, 2012, in Denver, Colorado U.S.A. or 
arrange for a representative to accept any award won on your behalf. 
Gold, Silver and Bronze winning entries will be on display during 
the 57th Annual IFEA Convention & Expo.

RELEASE & USAGE
By submitting your entry to the IFEA / Haas & Wilkerson  
Pinnacle Award Competition, you automatically grant the  
IFEA the right to use any materials and / or photos from your 
entries for editorial, analytical, promotional or any other purpose 
without additional compensation or permission. In addition, you 
acknowledge your entry/ies are not returnable. Your entry into 
the competition is acknowledgement of these terms.

SHIP ENTRIES TO:
IFEA Pinnacle Awards Competition
International Festivals & Events Association
2603 W Eastover Terrace, Boise, ID 83706, USA
Phone: +1-208-433-0950 ext: 3

Please try to avoid using packing peanuts when shipping your entry. 
For packing tips, go to www.ifea.com and then Industry Awards / 
Pinnacle Awards / Packing Tips for Pinnacle Award Entries 

QUESTIONS?
Contact: Nia Hovde, Director of Marketing & Communications at 
Phone: +1-208-433-0950 ext: 3 or Email: nia@ifea.com
For additional information and FAQ’s, go to www.ifea.com/ 
Industry Awards / Pinnacle Awards
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•

•
•
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•

•

•
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THE GRAND PINNACLE
GRAND PINNACLE

The Grand Pinnacle is the IFEA’s highest award, reflecting the best 
overall festival or event in the world, within each budget category. 
ENTRY INFORMATION:

For entry, please provide a detailed description to each  
section requested within: 

Introductory Information (10 points) 
Additional Requirements (50 points) 
Supporting Materials (20 points) 
Supporting Questions (10 points) 

Submit entire Grand Pinnacle Entry within one (1) notebook.
In addition, also submit your entry on a CD or thumb drive. 
Be sure to Label CD / thumb drive and attach to notebook at 
front of entry. Submit entry as 1 (one) pdf or Word doc file.
Please submit your entry in the order listed here.
Points will be awarded to the individual sections of your 
entry, in addition to the overall Judges Criteria points.

Introductory Information: (10 points) 
Within a maximum of 4 pages (total), provide an overview of 
your event, stating your event’s:

Event Dates
Purpose / Mission
History/Description of Event
Types of Activities Included Under the Festival / Event Umbrella
Overall Revenue and Expense Budget
Estimated Economic Impact
Attendance Numbers & Demographics
Volunteer Count & Demographics 
Staffing Numbers and Positions
Founding / Incorporation Date and Management System 
(i.e.: 501©3 non-profit staff & volunteer board; city  
managed; profit-making partnership, etc.)

Additional Requirements: (50 Points) 
Include a detailed overview of each of the sections listed 
below (a-h) for your festival / event, using no more than 2 
pages for each section.

Make each section a separate tab in entry in order for the 
judges to clearly identify them.
If your festival/event does not include one or more of the 
sections listed below, please provide an overview as to 
why your event does not include that element, or what you 
provide instead, so as not to lose points.

Promotional & Marketing Campaign (What was your 
overall message/slogan/image that you projected for your 
event this year?)
Media Outreach (What was your target population, who 
received the message, what types of mediums did you 
utilize and who promoted your message)
Website / Social Media / Multi-Media Programs
Sponsor Program (Provide an overview of your overall 
sponsorship program – how many sponsors, who are they 
and what do they sponsor and total sponsorship funds.)
Community Outreach Programs (such as environmental, 
educational, children’s, charity etc.)
Volunteer Program

1)

•

1.
2.
3.
4.

•
•

•
•

1.

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.

2.

•

•

a.

b.

c.
d.

e.

f.

Merchandise Program
Descriptions of any other Special Programs unique to your event.

Supporting Materials: (20 Points)
Please also include any necessary supporting materials  
for the festival/event - limiting materials to no more than  
5 examples for each section in the 2. Additional  
Requirements section (if applicable) (a-h). 
Supporting materials may be placed within a specific  
section of the entry, or at the end.

Supporting Questions: (10 points) 
Please answer the following questions. (Maximum of 1 page 
per question)

What did you do to update / change the event from the 
year before? Were your updates / changes successful?

If the event is a new event, please answer the following 
question instead:

“What challenges / obstacles did you foresee / encounter 
in creating the event, and how did you handle them?”

Please provide measurable results / examples for question (a).
What makes the event stand out as an internationally 
recognized event?
Why should the event win the IFEA / Haas & Wilkerson 
Grand Pinnacle Award?

Judging Criteria: (10 points)
The Grand Pinnacle Entry will be judged based on the following 
criteria. Please refer to the Entry Information for further details. 
The following Judging Criteria is applicable to both the individual 
entry and the overall event.

Is the entry / event well organized?
Is the content professional?
Is the message clear?
Is the entry / event designed and laid out well?
Is the event creative and / or unique?
Does the entry relay the image of the event?
What is the overall impression?
Have all supporting materials and measurable results  
been provided?
Does the entry match the purpose / mission for the event?
Have all requirements been met?

Additional Notes:
Be sure to answer and provide information for every section 
and area listed in the entry requirements. Failure to provide 
information for each section / element will result in a  
deduction of points.
Display boards are no longer required with the Grand Pinnacle 
entry. Your entry will solely be judged on the contents of the 
notebook submission.
This entry is separate from all other categories and divisions. 
Judges will not refer to, or transfer items from other categories.
Organizations submitting entries for the Grand Pinnacle cat-
egory must register at least one person for the 57th  
Annual IFEA Convention & Expo, September 21-23, 2012, in  
Denver, Colorado, U.S.A. or arrange for a representative  
to accept any award your behalf.

g.
h.

3.
•

•

4.

a.

°

•

b.
a.

b.
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Television & Radio

BEST TV PROMOTION 
(Ad Spot or PSA) 

BEST FULL LENGTH TV PROMOTION 
(Local Promotion) 

BEST FULL LENGTH TV PROGRAM 
(National Promotion / Syndication) 

BEST EVENT VIDEO 
(For Sale) 

BEST RADIO PROMOTION 
(Ad Spot or PSA)

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

ENTRY INFORMATION:
All TV/video entries should be encoded for Region 1 or 
Region 0 DVD capabilities – submit on a DVD or Thumb 
Drive. (Please do not submit Blu-Ray Disks.)
All Radio entries should be submitted on a CD (not a 
DVD) – preferably submitted as a wave file or MP3 file. 
Label DVD / CD and attach entry form to case.
Only one video / radio spot per DVD/CD.
These are standalone items and no written information is 
required.
Make all DVD’s / CD’s set to Auto Play. 

Judging Criteria:
Does the entry relay the image of the event? 
Is the item creative and / or unique? 
Is the message clear? 
Is the item organized? 
What is the “Usability” factor?
What is the overall impression?

•

•

•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

BEST EVENT WEBSITE 
(Submit web address only – print website  
address on entry form.)  

BEST ORGANIZATION WEBSITE 
(Submit web address only– print website  
address entry form.)

BEST EVENT / ORGANIZATION  
E-NEWSLETTER 

(Submit three consecutive issues on a CD or  
thumb drive.)

BEST MISCELLANEOURS  
MULTIMEDIA 

(Includes, but is not limited to items such as: 
Screen Savers, Live Web-casts, Electronic Bill-
boards, etc.) (If possible, submit in format used. 
Or, submit printed format. Videos – preferable 
method is a YouTube link.)

BEST SOCIAL MEDIA SITE 
(Submit Social Media Site Address – Print on 
entry form.)

BEST FESTIVAL / EVENT MOBILE  
APPLICATION 

(Submit web address or instructions on how to 
obtain the application, print address entry form.)

7)

8)

9)

10)

11)

12)

ENTRY INFORMATION:
For categories 7, 8, 11 & 12 website will be reviewed 
online by judges.
Be sure to make the website link go to exactly where 
you wish the judges to go first.
Refer to any additional entry information listed next to  
each category.
These are standalone items and no written information  
is required. 

Judging Criteria:
Does the entry / item relay the image of the event? 
Is the item creative and / or unique? 
Is the message clear?
Is the entry / item organized? 
What is the “Usability” factor? 
What is the overall impression?

•

•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

CATEGORIES

Multimedia
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Bound / Multiple Page Entries

BEST EVENT PROGRAM 
(Interior 3 or less colors) 

BEST EVENT PROGRAM 
(Interior 4 or more colors) 

BEST NEWSPAPER INSERT / SUPPLEMENT 
(Submit entry in original format if possible.)

BEST PROMOTIONAL BROCHURE 
(4 or less colors) 

BEST EVENT / ORGANIZATION NEWSLETTER 
(Submit three consecutive issues.)

BEST MISCELLANEOUS PRINTED MATERIALS 
(Includes but not limited to: direct mail pieces,  
cookbooks, annual reports, etc. - One item per entry.)

13)

14)

15)

16)

17)

18)

ENTRY INFORMATION 
These are stand alone items and no written information is required.
Submit categories 13-18 with the entry form securely paper clipped  
to the back.
Do not mount on display board. 

Judging Criteria 
Does the entry relay the image of the event? 
Is the item creative and / or unique?
Is the item designed / laid out well? 
Is the message clear? 
Is the item organized? 
Is the item usable / functional? 
What is the overall impression?

•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

BEST PROMOTIONAL POSTER 
(Not for Sale - Used for promotional purposes to promote  
your event) (Do not mount. Submit in poster tube.)

BEST COMMEMORATIVE POSTER 
(For Sale at event) (Do not mount. Submit in poster tube.)

BEST COVER DESIGN 
(Submit cover only – mounted on poster board.)

BEST SINGLE NEWSPAPER DISPLAY AD 
(Submit entry in original format if possible – mounted on  
poster board.)

BEST SINGLE MAGAZINE DISPLAY AD
(Submit ad mounted on poster board.)

BEST AD SERIES 
(Submit a maximum of 5.) (May be mounted on  
poster board together or individually.)

BEST EVENT PHOTOGRAPH 
(Promotional photograph for your event) (Photo Dimensions:  
8 inches x 10 inches, mounted on poster board.)

BEST MISCELLANEOUS PRINTED MATERIALS 
(Includes but not limited to fliers, maps, etc. Only one item  
per entry. Mounting on poster board, optional.)

BEST OUTDOOR BILLBOARD 
(Submit photo or printout of billboard, mounted on poster board.)

BEST EVENT INVITATION 
(Multiple page invitation accepted in this category. Do NOT 
mount this category on poster board.)

BEST STREET BANNER 
(Submit photo or printouts of banner only, mounted on poster board.)

19)

20)

21)

22)

23)

24)

25)

26)

27)

28)

29)

ENTRY INFORMATION
Submit categories 19-20 rolled up in a poster mailing tube. Do not 
fold the poster. Do not mount the poster on poster board.
Submit categories 21-25, 27 & 29 each mounted on a single, black 
display board with a maximum of 2 inch margins.
Only one entry per board.
These are standalone items and no written information is required.

Judging Criteria
Does the item / entry relay the image of the event? 
Is the item creative and / or unique? 
Is the item designed / laid out well?
Is the message clear?
Is the item organized? 
Is the item usable / functional? 
What is the overall impression?

•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

CATEGORIES

Single Page Entries
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Sponsorship / Fundraising

CATEGORIES

BEST SPONSOR SOLICITATION PACKAGE 
Overview Information: (40 points)
Please provide a detailed overview explaining the following using 
no more than 1(one) page per section:

Introduction and description of main event.
Introduction, effectiveness and success of Sponsor solicitation 
package 

Supporting Materials: (50 points)
Please provide a sponsor solicitation package that was actually 
used to target a specific sponsor.

Provide in the format used to present to the sponsor.  
(Okay to substitute name of sponsor for generic name  
for confidentiality.)

BEST SPONSOR FOLLOW-UP REPORT 
Overview Information: (40 points)
Please provide a detailed overview explaining the following using 
no more than 1(one) page per section:

Introduction and description of main event.
Introduction and effectiveness of Sponsor follow-up report

Supporting Materials: (50 points)
Please provide a sponsor follow-up report that was actually sent 
to a specific sponsor.

Provide in the format used to present to the sponsor and with 
any other additional materials that were sent with the report. 
(Okay to substitute name of sponsor for generic name for 
confidentiality.)  

31)

a.
b.

a.

•

32)

a.
b.

a.

•

ENTRY INFORMATION:
For all entries, please provide the following information, in  
addition to any specific information listed next to each category. 
Submit category 31-32 within one (1) notebook each. 
In addition, please also submit each entry on a CD or thumb 
drive. Submit entry as 1 (one) pdf or Word doc file.

Judging Criteria: (10 points) 
Is the item / entry well organized? 
Is the content professional? 
Is the message clear? 
What is the overall impression?
Have all supporting materials and measurable results been  
provided?
Have all requirements been met? 
Would you recommend or support this opportunity if in a  
position to do so?

•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

BEST SPONSOR SOLICITATION VIDEO  

ENTRY INFORMATION:
Please provide a sponsor solicitation video that was actually used 
to target a specific sponsor. (Okay to substitute name of sponsor 
for generic name for confidentiality.)
In addition, please note how the video was provided to the sponsor 
(i.e.: sent electronically as a link; on a disk as part of a packet, etc.)
Submit in basic DVD format (please do not submit Blu-Ray disks)
Video entry should be encoded for Region 1 or Region 0 DVD 
capabilities – submit on a DVD or Thumb Drive. (Please do not 
submit Blu-Ray Disks.)
Label DVD and attach entry form to case
Make DVD set to auto-play.

30)

•

•

•
•

•
•

Judging Criteria: 
Is the item / entry well organized? 
Is the content professional?
Is the message clear? 
Is the item / entry designed and laid out well? 
Is the item creative and / or unique?
What is the overall impression? 
Would you recommend or support this opportunity if in a position 
to do so?

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

BEST SPONSOR 
Overview Information: (90 points)
Please provide a detailed overview explaining the following using 
no more than 1(one) page per section:

Introduction & description of main event
Description of sponsor; level of sponsorship (cash/in-kind);  
details of benefit package and length of sponsorship/  
partnership
Quantity and quality of support to event by sponsor
Goals and success of relationships for both event and sponsor
How the sponsor stands out over all other sponsors.

33)

a.
b.

c.
d.
e.

ENTRY INFORMATION:
Submit category 33 within one (1) notebook. 
In addition, please also submit each entry on a CD or thumb 
drive. Submit entry as 1 (one) pdf or Word doc.

Judging Criteria: (10 points) 
Is the entry well organized? 
Is the content professional?
Is the message clear? 
What is the overall impression? 
Have all requirements been met?

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
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BEST NEW FUNDRAISING PROGRAM 
(New Fundraising program where fundraising efforts are to benefit the  
Festival / Event)
Overview Information: (70 points)
Please provide a detailed overview explaining the following using no 
more than 1(one) page per section:

Introduction & description of main event
Description and purpose of Fundraising Program
Target audience for the program
Overall effectiveness / success of the program
Answer supporting question here
Place supporting materials within specific section or at end.

BEST SINGLE NEW SPONSORSHIP PROGRAM 
(New activity / program within an Event created specifically to recruit a 
new sponsor or created after a new sponsor came on board.)
Overview Information: (70 points)
Please provide a detailed overview explaining the following using no 
more than 1(one) page per section:

Introduction & description of main event
Description and purpose of New Sponsorship Program
Description of the targeted sponsor for the program and why the 
sponsor was targeted
Explain the synergy between the event and sponsor
Overall effectiveness / success of the program
Answer supporting question here
Place supporting materials within specific section or at end.

BEST OVERALL SPONSORSHIP PROGRAM 
(Entry should focus on the entire sponsorship program for all sponsors 
for the entire event.)
Overview Information: (70 points)
Please provide a detailed overview explaining the following using no 
more than 1(one) page per section:

Introduction & description of main event
Description of overall Sponsorship Program
List of all current sponsors for event; levels of support; longevity 
and benefit packages for each 
Description of sponsor research targeting and sales process 
Description of sponsor service team and steps taken when new 
agreement is signed. 
Describe current sponsor renewal process & retention rate
Overall effectiveness / success of the program
Supporting Materials: Please provide a copy of Sponsor Agree-
ment Sales Packet / Proposal; a copy of Sponsorship Follow Up 
Report and a sample of Sponsor Agreement
Answer supporting question here
Place supporting materials within specific section or at end.

BEST SPONSORSHIP PROGRAM FOR  
INDIVIDUAL SPONSOR

(Activity / program within an Event for a specific sponsor.)
Overview Information: (70 points)
Please provide a detailed overview explaining the following using no 
more than 1(one) page per section:

Introduction & description of main event
Description and purpose of event/program being sponsored
Description of sponsor; level of sponsorship (cash/in-kind); details 
of benefit package and length of sponsorship/ partnership
Overall effectiveness / success of the program
Answer supporting question here
Place supporting materials within specific section or at end.

34)

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

35)

a.
b.
c.

d.
e.
f.
g.

36)

a.
b.
c.

d.
e.

f.
g.
h.

i.
j.

37)

a.
b.
c.

d.
e.
f.

ENTRY INFORMATION:
For all entries, please provide a detailed description to requested  
Overview Information under each category, in addition to answering  
the below Supporting Question (10 points) and providing any necessary 
and requested Supporting Materials (10 points). 
Submit category 34-37 within one (1) notebook each.
In addition, please also submit each entry on a CD or thumb drive.  
Submit entry as 1 (one) pdf or Word doc file.

Supporting Question: (10 points)
What did you do to update / change this program from the year 
before? Were your updates / changes successful? Please provide 
measurable results / examples.
If the program is a new program, please answer the following  
question instead.

“What challenges / obstacles did you foresee / encounter in 
creating the program, and how did you handle them?” 

Supporting Materials: (10 points)
Please also include any necessary supporting materials for the program.
Please limit your supporting materials to those actually sent / used  
with sponsor:

Printed materials (brochures / programs etc.)
Promotion / marketing / media materials
Supporting photographs
Measurable results: tangible & intangible

Judging Criteria: (10 points)
Is the program / entry well organized?
Is the content professional? Is the message clear? 
Is the program / entry designed and laid out well? 
Is the program creative and / or unique? 
What is the overall impression? 
Have all supporting materials and measurable results  
been provided? 
Have all requirements been met? 
Would you recommend or support this opportunity if in a position to 
do so?

•

•
•

•

•

°

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Sponsorship / Fundraising

CATEGORIES
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BEST ENVIRONMENTAL PROGRAM 
Overview Information: (70 points)
Please provide a detailed overview explaining the following using 
no more than 1(one) page per section:

Introduction and background of main event
Description and purpose / objective of Environmental Program
Target audience / attendance / number of participants
What “Green” initiatives were used at event (i.e. – recycling; 
alternative methods of transportation; renewable energy etc.)
How were initiatives promoted to the public? Include  
marketing materials.
Education programs pertaining to environmental program  
(for public, sponsors, volunteers etc.)
How was environmental program enforced / encouraged, 
tracked, and staffed?
Who assisted environment program (vendors, volunteers etc.)
Measurable results – how much was recycled; savings / cost of  
Environmental program; carbon footprint reduction
Non-tangible results: education; awareness; involvement etc.
Duration of program (start to finish) and years program has been 
part of event 
Description of sponsor / charity / volunteer / school / other 
group involvement with program and benefits to each  
(if applicable)
Tie-in of program to main event
Overall revenue/expense budget of program 
Overall effectiveness / success of program
Answer supporting question here
Place supporting materials within specific section or at end.

BEST VOLUNTEER PROGRAM 
Overview Information: (70 points)
Please provide a detailed overview explaining the following using 
no more than 1(one) page per section:

Introduction and background of main event
Description and purpose / objective of Volunteer Program
Target audience / attendance / number of participants
Duration of program (start to finish) and years program has been 
part of event 
Volunteer demographics (age, gender, individuals, charities, 
schools etc.)
Volunteer job descriptions
Recruitment methods / materials / applications
Communication methods / materials
Training guides / programs / handbooks / materials
Organization & schedule information / materials
Volunteer perks / benefits
Appreciation / recognition methods/ materials
Retention methods / materials
Description of sponsor / charity / volunteer / school / other 
group involvement with program and benefits to each  
(if applicable)
Overall revenue/expense budget of program 
Overall effectiveness / success of program
Measurable results: ratio of volunteers to guests; # of  
volunteers; # of volunteer hours; # of volunteers in database; 
estimate of the financial value of your volunteers.
Answer supporting question here
Place supporting materials within specific section or at end.

38)

a.
b.
c.
d.

e.

f.

g.

h.
i.

j.
k.

l.

m.
n.
o.
p.
q.

39)

a.
b.
c.
d.

e.

f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.
l.
m.
n.

o.
p.
q.

r.
s.

ENTRY INFORMATION:
For all entries, please provide a detailed description to requested  
Overview Information under each category, in addition to answer-
ing the below Supporting Question (10 points) and providing any 
necessary and requested Supporting Materials (10 points). 
Submit category 38-47 within one (1) notebook each.
In addition, please also submit each entry on a CD or thumb 
drive. Submit entry as 1 (one) pdf or Word doc file.

Supporting Question: (10 points)
What did you do to update / change this program from the  
year before? Were your updates / changes successful?  
Please provide measurable results / examples.
If the program is a new program, please answer the following 
question instead.

“What challenges / obstacles did you foresee / encounter in 
creating the program, and how did you handle them?” 

Supporting Materials: (10 points)
Please also include any necessary supporting materials for the  
program - limiting materials to no more than 5 examples for each 
area listed below (if applicable). Supporting materials may be 
placed within a specific section of the entry, or at the end.

Printed materials (brochures, handbooks, Recruiting materials, 
evaluation forms, signage, etc.)
Promotional / marketing / media materials
Merchandise materials (photographs accepted)
Information provided to participants / volunteers / sponsors / 
students / charities etc.
Supporting photographs
Measurable results: tangible & intangible

Judging Criteria: (10 points)
Is the program / entry well organized?
Is the content professional? Is the message clear? 
Is the program / entry designed and laid out well? 
Is the program creative and / or unique? 
What is the overall impression? 
Have all supporting materials and measurable results  
been provided? 
Have all requirements been met?

•

•
•

•

•

°

•

•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Community Relations

CATEGORIES
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BEST EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM 
Overview Information: (70 points)
Please provide a detailed overview explaining the following using 
no more than 1(one) page per section:

Introduction and background of main event
Description and purpose / objective of Educational Program
Target audience / attendance / number of participants
Provide a detailed description of the education program / curriculum
Who provided the education and in what setting
Involvement by local educational institutions and professional 
education (if any)
What was the take-away for attendees / participants?
Duration of program (start to finish) and years program has been 
part of event
Tie-in of program to main event
Overall revenue/expense budget of program 
Description of sponsor / charity / volunteer / school / other group 
involvement with program and benefits to each (if applicable)
Overall effectiveness / success of program
Answer supporting question here
Place supporting materials within specific section or at end. 

BEST EVENT / PROGRAM WITHIN AN 
EVENT TO BENEFIT A CHARITY 

Overview Information: (70 points)
Please provide a detailed overview explaining the following using 
no more than 1(one) page per section:

Introduction and background of main event
Description and purpose / objective of Event/Program
Description of selected charity and why/how it was selected
Target audience / attendance / number of participants
Tie-in of program to main event
Duration of program (start to finish) and years program has been 
part of event 
Overall revenue/expense budget of specific event/program
Description of sponsor / charity / volunteer / school / other 
group involvement with event / program and benefits to each  
(if applicable)
Overall effectiveness / success of program
Answer supporting question here
Place supporting materials within specific section or at end.

BEST COMMUNITY OUTREACH PROGRAM 
Overview Information: (70 points)
Please provide a detailed overview explaining the following using 
no more than 1(one) page per section:

Introduction and background of main event
Description and purpose / objective of Outreach Program
Target audience / attendance / number of participants
Impact program had on the community
Tie-in of program to main event
Duration of program (start to finish) and years program has been 
part of event 
Overall revenue/expense budget of specific program 
Description of sponsor / charity / volunteer / school / other group 
involvement with program and benefits to each (if applicable)
Overall effectiveness / success of program
Answer supporting question here
Place supporting materials within specific section or at end.

40)

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

g.
h.

i.
j.
k.

l.
m.
n.

41)

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

g.
h.

i.
j.
k.

42)

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

g.
h.

i.
j.
k.

ENTRY INFORMATION:
For all entries, please provide a detailed description to requested  
Overview Information under each category, in addition to answering 
the below Supporting Question (10 points) and providing any  
necessary and requested Supporting Materials (10 points). 
Submit category 38-47 within one (1) notebook each.
In addition, please also submit each entry on a CD or thumb 
drive. Submit entry as 1 (one) pdf or Word doc file.

Supporting Question: (10 points)
What did you do to update / change this program from the year 
before? Were your updates / changes successful? Please  
provide measurable results / examples.
If the program is a new program, please answer the following  
question instead.

“What challenges / obstacles did you foresee / encounter in 
creating the program, and how did you handle them?” 

Supporting Materials: (10 points)
Please also include any necessary supporting materials for the pro-
gram - limiting materials to no more than 5 examples for each area 
listed below (if applicable). Supporting materials may be placed 
within a specific section of the entry, or at the end.

Printed materials (brochures, handbooks, Recruiting materials,  
evaluation forms, signage, etc.)
Promotional / marketing / media materials
Merchandise materials (photographs accepted)
Information provided to participants / volunteers / sponsors / 
students / charities etc.
Supporting photographs
Measurable results: tangible & intangible

Judging Criteria: (10 points)
Is the program / entry well organized?
Is the content professional? Is the message clear? 
Is the program / entry designed and laid out well? 
Is the program creative and / or unique? 
What is the overall impression? 
Have all supporting materials and measurable results  
been provided? 
Have all requirements been met?

•

•
•

•

•

°

°

°

°

°

°

°

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Community Relations
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Community Relations

CATEGORIES

BEST NEW PROMOTION 
Overview Information: (70 points)
Please provide a detailed overview explaining the following using 
no more than 1(one) page per section:

Introduction and background of main event
Description and purpose / objective of Promotion
Description of what was being promoted (merchandise, 
event, company, entertainment; etc.)
What makes this promotion different from any other  
promotions done?
Target audience for promotion
Attendance / number of participants (if applicable)
Tie-in of promotion to main event
Overall revenue and expense budget of specific promotion
Duration of promotion (start to finish) 
Description of sponsor / charity / volunteer / school / other 
group involvement with event / promotion and benefits to 
each (if applicable)
Overall effectiveness / success of promotion
Answer supporting question here
Place supporting materials within specific section or at end. 

BEST EVENT (WITHIN AN ExISTING  
FESTIVAL) 

Overview Information: (70 points)
Please provide a detailed overview explaining the following using 
no more than 1(one) page per section:

Introduction and background of main event
Description and purpose / objective of Event within Festival
What makes the event unique & creative?
Target audience and attendance / number of participants
Overall revenue/expense budget of event
Tie-in of program to main festival
Duration of program (start to finish) and years program has 
been part of event 
Description of sponsor / charity / volunteer / school / other 
group involvement with event and benefits to each (if applicable)
Overall effectiveness / success of program
Answer supporting question here
Place supporting materials within specific section or at end.

BEST NEW EVENT 
(For new event created within past year)
Overview Information: (70 points)
Please provide a detailed overview explaining the following using 
no more than 1(one) page per section:

Introduction and background of main event
Description and purpose / objective of New Event
What makes the event unique & creative?
Target audience and attendance / number of participants
Overall revenue/ expense budget of event
Duration of program (start to finish) 
Description of sponsor / charity / volunteer / school / other 
group involvement with event and benefits to each (if applicable)
Overall effectiveness / success of event
Answer supporting question here
Place supporting materials within specific section or at end.

43)

a.
b.
c.

d.

e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.

k.
l.
m.

44)

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

h.

i.
j.
k.

45)

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

h.
i.
j.

ENTRY INFORMATION:
For all entries, please provide a detailed description to  
requested Overview Information under each category, in  
addition to answering the below Supporting Question  
(10 points) and providing any necessary and requested  
Supporting Materials (10 points). 
Submit category 38-47 within one (1) notebook each.
In addition, please also submit each entry on a CD or thumb 
drive. Submit entry as 1 (one) pdf or Word doc file.

Supporting Question: (10 points)
What did you do to update / change this program from the 
year before? Were your updates / changes successful? 
Please provide measurable results / examples.
If the program is a new program, please answer the following 
question instead.

“What challenges / obstacles did you foresee / encounter 
in creating the program, and how did you handle them?” 

Supporting Materials: (10 points)
Please also include any necessary supporting materials for the 
program - limiting materials to no more than 5 examples for each 
area listed below (if applicable). Supporting materials may be 
placed within a specific section of the entry, or at the end.

Printed materials (brochures, handbooks, Recruiting  
materials, evaluation forms, signage, etc.)
Promotional / marketing / media materials
Merchandise materials (photographs accepted)
Information provided to participants / volunteers /  
sponsors / students / charities etc.
Supporting photographs
Measurable results: tangible & intangible

Judging Criteria: (10 points)
Is the program / entry well organized?
Is the content professional? Is the message clear? 
Is the program / entry designed and laid out well? 
Is the program creative and / or unique? 
What is the overall impression? 
Have all supporting materials and measurable results  
been provided? 
Have all requirements been met?

•

•
•

•

•

°

°

°

°

°

°

°

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
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BEST CHILDREN’S  
PROGRAMMING 

Overview Information: (70 points)
Please provide a detailed overview explaining the  
following using no more than 1(one) page per section:

Introduction and background of main event
Description and purpose / objective of Children’s 
Program
What makes the program unique and creative?
Target Audience / main target age group
Attendance / number of participants
Activities /entertainment provided
Local School involvement
Tie-in of program to main event
Overall revenue and expense budget of specific 
program / event
Description of sponsor / charity / volunteer / school 
/ other group involvement with event / program and 
benefits to each (if applicable)
Duration of program (start to finish) and years  
program has been part of event
Overall effectiveness / success of program
Answer supporting question here
Place supporting materials within specific section  
or at end. 

BEST PUBLIC SAFETY / SECURITY 
PLAN FOR AN EVENT 

Overview Information: (70 points)
Please provide a detailed overview explaining the fol-
lowing using no more than 1(one) page per section:

Introduction and background of main event
Description and purpose / objective of Safety / 
Security Plan
Target audience / attendance / number of participants
Overall revenue and expense budget of specific 
program / event
Tie-in of program to main event
Duration of program (start to finish) and years  
program has been part of event 
Description of sponsor / charity / volunteer / school 
/ other group involvement with event / program and 
benefits to each (if applicable)
Overall effectiveness / success of program
Answer supporting question here
Place supporting materials within specific section  
or at end. 

Please submit a detailed documentation of the 
security plan used at your event

46)

a.
b.

c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.

j.

k.

l.
m.
n.

47)

a.
b.

c.
d.

e.
f.

g.

h.
i.
j.

•

ENTRY INFORMATION:
For all entries, please provide a detailed description to 
requested Overview Information under each category,  
in addition to answering the below Supporting Question 
(10 points) and providing any necessary and requested 
Supporting Materials (10 points). 
Submit category 38-47 within one (1) notebook each.
In addition, please also submit each entry on a CD  
or thumb drive. Submit entry as 1 (one) pdf or Word 
doc file.

Supporting Question: (10 points)
What did you do to update / change this program 
from the year before? Were your updates / changes 
successful? Please provide measurable results / 
examples.
If the program is a new program, please answer the  
following question instead.

“What challenges / obstacles did you foresee / 
encounter in creating the program, and how did 
you handle them?” 

Supporting Materials: (10 points)
Please also include any necessary supporting materi-
als for the program - limiting materials to no more than 
5 examples for each area listed below (if applicable). 
Supporting materials may be placed within a specific 
section of the entry, or at the end.

Printed materials (brochures, handbooks,  
Recruiting materials, evaluation forms, signage, etc.)
Promotional / marketing / media materials
Merchandise materials (photographs accepted)
Information provided to participants / volunteers / 
sponsors / students / charities etc.
Supporting photographs
Measurable results: tangible & intangible

Judging Criteria: (10 points)
Is the program / entry well organized?
Is the content professional? Is the message clear? 
Is the program / entry designed and laid out well? 
Is the program creative and / or unique? 
What is the overall impression? 
Have all supporting materials and measurable results 
been provided? 
Have all requirements been met?

•

•
•

•

•

°

°

°

°

°

°

°

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Community Relations
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Media Relations

For effective media campaigns that generated news  
coverage, instead of paid or donated advertising time.

BEST PRESS / MEDIA KIT 
Overview Information: (70 points)

Introduction & background of campaign / event
Provide actual media kit used to send out for your event.
Target audience / demographics for the media
Target location (communities / cities / states) for media
Types of mediums used for media outreach
Measurable results Indicating:

Number of publications / cities / states targeted
Percent of distribution that covered news
Longevity of media coverage
Increase / decrease in media from previous years

Answer supporting question here
Place supporting materials within specific section or  
at end. 

MOST CREATIVE / EFFECTIVE  
NEWS STUNT

Overview Information: (70 points)
Introduction & background of campaign / event
A detailed description of the news stunt.
How did the news stunt fit in to the overall media  
campaign for your event?
Sponsor / charity involvement (if any) and why.
Was there an increase in media coverage for your event 
as a result of the stunt?
Answer supporting question here
Place supporting materials within specific section or  
at end.

BEST MEDIA RELATIONS CAMPAIGN
Overview Information: (70 points)

Introduction & background of campaign / event
Purpose / objective of the media relations campaign
A detailed outline of your entire media relations  
campaign for your event.
Target audience / demographics for the media
Target location (communities / cities / states) for media
Types of mediums used for media outreach
Measurable results indicating: 

Number of publications / cities / states targeted
Percent of distribution that covered news
Attendance results based on media outreach / campaign
Income results based on media outreach / campaign
Longevity of media coverage
Increase / decrease in media from previous years.

Overall effectiveness of the campaign
Answer supporting question here
Place supporting materials within specific section or  
at end. 

48)

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
°

°

°

°

g.
h.

49)

a.
b.
c.

d.
e.

f.
g.

50)

a.
b.
c.

d.
e.
f.
g.
°

°

°

°

°

°

h.
i.
j.

ENTRY INFORMATION:
For all entries, please provide a detailed description to  
the requested Overview Information (70 points) under 
each category, in addition to answering the below  
Supporting Question (10 points) and providing any  
necessary and requested Supporting Materials  
(10 points). 
Submit categories 48 - 50 in one (1) notebook each.
In addition, please also submit each entry on a CD or 
thumb drive. Submit entry as 1 (one) pdf or Word doc file.

Supporting Question: (10 points)
What did you do to update / change this promotion from 
the year before? Were your updates / changes successful? 
Please provide measurable results / examples.
If the promotion is a new promotion, please answer the  
following question instead.

“What challenges / obstacles did you foresee / 
encounter in creating the program, and how did you 
handle them?” 

Supporting Materials: (10 points)
Please also include any necessary supporting materials  
for the program - limiting materials to no more than 5  
examples for each area listed below (if applicable).  
Supporting materials may be placed within a specific  
section of the entry, or at the end.

Printed materials (press releases, news clippings, etc.)
Promotional materials
Video / audio documentation (Please limit to 1 example 
– provide written explanation of further examples)
Supporting photographs

Judging Criteria: (10 points)
Is the entry / campaign well organized? 
Is the content professional? 
Is the message clear?
Is the entry / campaign designed and laid out well?
Is the campaign creative and / or unique? 
What is the overall impression? 
Have all supporting materials and measurable results  
been provided? 
Have all requirements been met?

•

•
•

•

•

°

•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

CATEGORIES
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Merchandise

CATEGORIES

BEST T-SHIRT DESIGN 
(No collared or long sleeve shirts.)

BEST PIN OR BUTTON 
(Please mount on poster board with 2 inch  
margins maximum.)

BEST HAT

BEST OTHER MERCHANDISE

BEST MISCELLANEOUS CLOTHING

BEST NEW MERCHANDISE
(New to event within the past year.)

51)

52)

53)

54)

55)

56)

BEST OVERALL MERCHANDISING  
PROGRAM

Overview Information: (70 points)
Introduction & background of event
Description of merchandising program
Overall revenue and expense budget for merchandise lines
Target market for merchandise program (population / 
location)
Marketing efforts tied to merchandise program
Community support in selling / distributing merchandise
Measurable results (Including number / variety of items; 
number of outlets selling items, etc.)
Overall effectiveness of merchandise program
Answer supporting question here
Place supporting materials within specific section or  
at end. 

57)

a.
b.
c.
d.

e.
f.
g.

h.
i.
j.

ENTRY INFORMATION:
Submit actual merchandise items for categories 51- 56 as is.
These are standalone items and no written information  
is required.
Do not mount merchandise items on poster board – except 
Best Pin or Button.
Entries will be judged based on the overall Judging Criteria.

Judging Criteria: (10 points)
Is the item well organized? 
Is the message clear? 
Is the item designed and laid out well?
Is the item creative and / or unique? 
Does the item relay the image of the event? 
Is the item usable? 
What is the overall appeal? 
What is the overall impression?

•
•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ENTRY INFORMATION:
For entry, please provide a detailed description to the  
requested Overview Information (70 points) under  
category, in addition to answering the below Supporting 
Question (10 points) and providing any necessary and 
requested Supporting Materials (10 points). 
Submit category 57 with one (1) notebook.
In addition, please also submit each entry on a CD or 
thumb drive. Submit entry as 1 (one) pdf or Word doc file.

Supporting Question: (10 points)
What did you do to update / change this program from the  
year before? Were your updates / changes successful?  
Please provide measurable results / examples.
If the program is a new program, please answer the  
following question instead.

“What challenges / obstacles did you foresee / encounter 
in creating the program, and how did you handle them?” 

Supporting Materials: (10 points)
Please include a sample selection of actual merchandise 
items available.
Also include photographs of all merchandise items  
available in your merchandise program.

Judging Criteria: (10 points)
Is the entry / program well organized? 
Is the content professional? 
Is the message clear? 
Is the entry / program designed and laid out well? 
Is the program creative and / or unique?
What is the overall impression? 
Have all supporting materials and measurable results  
been provided?
Have all requirements been met?

•

•
•

•

•

°

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
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For Suppliers or Associations

BEST VENDOR / SUPPLIER 
(Festival or Event must submit this entry)

Overview Information: (90 points)
Please provide a detailed overview explaining the following 
using no more than 1(one) page per section:

Description of vendor / supplier
How the vendor / supplier stands out over all other  
vendor / suppliers
Quantity and quality of service and support to event by 
Vendor / Supplier
Length of relationship between vendor and event
Tangible benefits of relationship to both event and vendor.

61)

a.
b.

c.

d.
e.

ENTRY INFORMATION:
For entry, please provide a detailed description to the re-
quested Overview Information (90 points) under category. 
Submit category 61 within one (1) notebook. 
In addition, please also submit each entry on a CD or 
thumb drive. Submit entry as 1 (one) pdf or Word doc file. 

Judging Criteria: (10 points)
Is the entry well organized? 
Is the content professional? 
Is the message clear?
What is the overall impression?
Have all requirements been met?

•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

BEST SINGLE DISPLAY AD

BEST COMPANY IMAGE PIECES 
(Includes but is not limited to: Letterhead,  
envelopes, logo, etc). (One item per entry)

BEST DIRECT MAIL PIECE OR  
BROCHURE

58)

59)

60)

ENTRY INFORMATION:
Submit categories 58 – 60 each on a single, black display 
board (margins 2 inches max).
Only one entry per board. Only one item per entry.
They are standalone items and no written information is required.
Entries will be judged based on the overall Judging Criteria. 

Judging Criteria: 
Does the item relay the image of the event? 
Is the item creative and / or unique? 
Is the item designed / laid out well?
Is the message clear? 
Is the item organized? 
What is the overall impression?

•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

BEST NEW PRODUCT OR SERVICE 
Overview Information: (80 points)
Please provide a detailed overview explaining the following 
using no more than 1(one) page per section:

Description of new product or service
Goals & objectives of product or service
Application of product or service at an event
Overall effectiveness of product or services
Target market for product or service
Measurable results: tangible & intangible 
Place supporting materials within specific section or at end

62)

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

ENTRY INFORMATION:
For entry, please provide a detailed description to the  
requested Overview Information (80 points) under  
category, in addition to providing any necessary and  
requested Supporting Materials (10 points). 
Submit category 62 within one (1) notebook. 
In addition, please also submit each entry on a CD  
or thumb drive. Submit entry as 1 (one) pdf or Word  
doc file. 

Supporting Materials: (10 points)
Please also include samples or photos of new product or 
service. Please limit your supporting materials to no more 
than 5 examples.

Judging Criteria: (10 points)
Is the entry / product well organized?
Is the content professional? 
Is the message clear? 
Is the entry / product designed and laid out well? 
Is the product creative and / or unique? 
What is the overall impression? 
Have all supporting materials and measurable results  
been provided? 
Have all requirements been met?

•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
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Educational Institutions Offering Event Management Programs

CATEGORIES

BEST 2 YEAR EVENT MANAGEMENT  
DEGREE

Overview Information: (50 points)
Please provide a detailed overview explaining the following,  
using no more than 1 (one) page to explain each section:

Introduction & History of School/University
Purpose / objective of 2 year Event Management Degree
Date degree/program was founded & time frame the course  
is offered
Number of staff members & student to staff ratio
Number of students enrolled / number graduated
Tuition costs / Financial assistance offered
Overall revenue and expense budget of program
Writing/Speaking/Testing/Research requirements for students
Practical event experience required (internships/assigned  
event management etc.)
Overall effectiveness of degree/program - Alumni success  
(what are alumni of program doing now?)
Place supporting materials within specific section or at end

BEST 4 YEAR EVENT MANAGEMENT  
DEGREE

Overview Information: (50 points)
Please provide a detailed overview explaining the following,  
using no more than 1 (one) page to explain each section:

Introduction & History of School/University
Purpose / objective of 4 year Event Management Degree
Date degree/program was founded & time frame the course  
is offered
Number of staff members & student to staff ratio
Number of students enrolled / number graduated
Tuition costs / Financial assistance offered
Overall revenue and expense budget of program
Writing/Speaking/Testing/Research requirements for students
Practical event experience required (internships/assigned  
event management etc.)
Overall effectiveness of degree/program - Alumni success  
(what are alumni of program doing now?)
Place supporting materials within specific section or at end

BEST EVENT MANAGEMENT  
CERTIFICATION PROGRAM

Overview Information: (50 points)
Please provide a detailed overview explaining the following,  
using no more than 1 (one) page to explain each section:

Introduction & History of School/University
Purpose / objective of Event Certification Program
Date degree/program was founded & time frame the course  
is offered
Number of staff members & student to staff ratio
Number of students enrolled / number graduated
Tuition costs / Financial assistance offered
Overall revenue and expense budget of program
Writing/Speaking/Testing/Research requirements for students
Practical event experience required (internships/assigned  
event management etc.)
Overall effectiveness of degree/program - Alumni success  
(what are alumni of program doing now?)
Place supporting materials within specific section or at end

63)

a.
b.
c.

d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.

j.

k.

64)

a.
b.
c.

d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.

j.

k.

65)

a.
b.
c.

d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.

j.

k.

ENTRY INFORMATION:
For all entries, please provide a detailed description to the  
requested Overview Information (50 points) under each category, 
in addition to providing any necessary and requested Supporting 
Materials (40 points). 
Submit categories 63-68 within one (1) notebook each. 
In addition, please also submit each entry on a CD or thumb 
drive. Submit entry as 1 (one) pdf or Word doc file.

Supporting Materials: (40 points)
Please also include any and all of the following Supporting Materials:

Student recruiting materials 
Student application materials
Marketing materials for program
Complete outline and syllabus of course(s) 
Reading requirements list for students
Sample testing Materials

Judging Criteria: (10 points)
Is the entry / program well organized? 
Is the content professional? 
Is the message clear? 
Is the entry / program designed and laid out well? 
Is the program creative and / or unique?
What is the overall impression? 
Have all supporting materials and measurable results  
been provided?
Have all requirements been met?

•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
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Educational Institutions Offering Event Management Programs

BEST ONLINE EVENT MANAGEMENT  
TRAINING PROGRAM

Overview Information: (50 points)
Please provide a detailed overview explaining the following,  
using no more than 1 (one) page to explain each section:

Introduction & History of School/University
Purpose / objective of Online Event Management Training Program
Date degree/program was founded & time frame the course  
is offered
Number of staff members & student to staff ratio
Number of students enrolled / number graduated
Tuition costs / Financial assistance offered
Overall revenue and expense budget of program
Writing/Speaking/Testing/Research requirements for students
Practical event experience required (internships/assigned event  
management etc.)
Overall effectiveness of degree/program - Alumni success  
(what are alumni of program doing now?)
Place supporting materials within specific section or at end

BEST FESTIVAL & EVENT  
MANAGEMENT MASTERS PROGRAM

Overview Information: (50 points)
Please provide a detailed overview explaining the following,  
using no more than 1 (one) page to explain each section:

Introduction & History of School/University
Purpose / objective of Festival & Event Management Masters Program
Date degree/program was founded & time frame the course  
is offered
Number of staff members & student to staff ratio
Number of students enrolled / number graduated
Tuition costs / Financial assistance offered
Overall revenue and expense budget of program
Writing/Speaking/Testing/Research requirements for students
Practical event experience required (internships/assigned event  
management etc.)
Overall effectiveness of degree/program - Alumni success  
(what are alumni of program doing now?)
Place supporting materials within specific section or at end

BEST FESTIVAL & EVENT  
MANAGEMENT PHD PROGRAM

Overview Information: (50 points)
Please provide a detailed overview explaining the following,  
using no more than 1 (one) page to explain each section:

Introduction & History of School/University
Purpose / objective of Festival & Event Management PhD Program
Date degree/program was founded & time frame the course  
is offered
Number of staff members & student to staff ratio
Number of students enrolled / number graduated
Tuition costs / Financial assistance offered
Overall revenue and expense budget of program
Writing/Speaking/Testing/Research requirements for students
Practical event experience required (internships/assigned event  
management etc.)
Overall effectiveness of degree/program - Alumni success  
(what are alumni of program doing now?)
Place supporting materials within specific section or at end

66)

a.
b.
c.

d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.

j.

k.

67)

a.
b.
c.

d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.

j.

k.

68)

a.
b.
c.

d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.

j.

k.

ENTRY INFORMATION:
For all entries, please provide a detailed description to the request-
ed Overview Information (50 points) under each category, in addi-
tion to providing any  
necessary and requested Supporting Materials (40 points). 
Submit categories 63-68 within one (1) notebook each. 
In addition, please also submit each entry on a CD or thumb 
drive. Submit entry as 1 (one) pdf or Word doc file.

Supporting Materials: (40 points)
Please also include any and all of the following Supporting Materials:

Student recruiting materials 
Student application materials
Marketing materials for program
Complete outline and syllabus of course(s) 
Reading requirements list for students
Sample testing Materials

Judging Criteria: (10 points)
Is the entry / program well organized? 
Is the content professional? 
Is the message clear? 
Is the entry / program designed and laid out well? 
Is the program creative and / or unique?
What is the overall impression? 
Have all supporting materials and measurable results  
been provided?
Have all requirements been met?

•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

CATEGORIES
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Just For Fun

BEST PROMOTION PUBLICIZING 
AN IFEA / HAAS & WILKERSON 
PINNACLE AWARD WIN  
(No Charge to enter this Category)

Were you recognized for your outstanding  
accomplishments with an IFEA/Haas & Wilkerson 
Pinnacle Award last year? Gain further recognition 
for your award and event by promoting your Pinnacle 
Win… and then share with us what you did!

Overview Information: (30 points)
Please provide a detailed overview explaining the  
following using no more than 1(one) page per section:

Introduction & History of Main Event
Purpose / objective of promotional campaign for 
awards won
Years participated in awards program
Average number of entries submitted / won each year
Target audience for promotion
Types of mediums used for promotion
Measurable results (Indicating number of publications 
/ cities / states targeted)
Measurable results (Indicating percent of distribution 
that covered news)
Overall effectiveness of promotion 
Place supporting materials within specific section 
or at end 

Supporting Questions: (30 points)
Please answer the following supporting questions,  
using no more than 1 (one) page for each question:

What has winning an IFEA / Haas & Wilkerson  
Pinnacle Award meant to your event?
How have you used winning an award(s) to  
your advantage?
How has winning an award(s) enhanced your  
presence within your community?
How has winning an award(s) increased leverage / 
funding / sponsorship for your event? 

Supporting Materials: (30 points)
Please also include any and all of the following supporting 
materials – limiting it to no more than 5 examples of each:

Promotion materials used to promote award
Media clippings from promotion
Examples of IFEA / Haas & Wilkerson Pinnacle  
Winner logo placement
Please limit your supporting materials to no more 
than 5 examples in each of the above areas. 

69)

a.
b.

c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

h.

i.
j.

a.

b.

c.

d.

•
•
•

•

ENTRY INFORMATION:
For entry, please provide a detailed description to 
the requested Overview Information (30 points) in 
addition to answering the Supporting Questions  
(30 points) and providing any necessary and  
requested Supporting Materials (30 points). 
Submit category 69 within one (1) notebook.
In addition, please also submit each entry on a CD 
or thumb drive. Submit entry as 1 (one) pdf or Word 
doc file.

Judging Criteria: (10 points)
Is the entry / promotion well organized? 
Is the content professional? 
Is the message clear? 
Is the entry / promotion designed and laid out well?
Is the promotion creative and / or unique? 
What is the overall impression?
Have all supporting materials and measurable  
results been provided? 
Have all requirements been met?

•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

CATEGORIES
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ENTRY FORM REQUIREMENTS

Please submit one overall entry form with total payment - list all en-
tries submitted on this form. (Be sure to complete sections 1 & 4.)
Please also submit TWO copies of each individual entry form 
– one to be attached to each individual entry – and one to be 
submitted with payment and overall entry form. (Complete sec-
tions 1, 2, 3 on each entry form.) Be sure payment information is 
NOT filled out on these copies.
If one organization is entering items for multiple events produced, 
please submit a separate payment form / overall entry form for 
each event to allow for proper credit to be given to that event. 
Please be sure to PRINT your organization and event name cor-
rectly – as that is how it will appear on any award if won.
NEW - Please email a high resolution copy of your organization 
or event logo to nia@ifea.com - subject “2012 Pinnacle Entry 
Logo” & Your Event / Logo Name. 

Sections 1, 2 and 3 must be completed twice for each entry. One copy attached to each individual entry, and one copy attached to payment form.
1. ENTRANT INFORMATION (Required for each entry) (Tip: Complete Section 1. Then make copies to complete form for each entry.)

How you list your organization / event name will be how it is listed on any award won. Please PRINT clearly.
Organization: ________________________________________________________________________  Membership #: ____________________________

Contact Person: _________________________________________________________________________________________________________________  

Name of Event (if different from organization):  ________________________________________________________________________________________

Address: _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

City: ____________________________________ State: _____ Zip Code:  _____________________  Country: __________________________________

Phone:______________________________________________  Fax: ______________________________________________________________________  

E-mail: ______________________________________________  Website: __________________________________________________________________  

2. BUDGET INFORMATION (Required for each entry)

Organization’s Event Expense Budget: (USD, include all cash outflows). Each entry category is divided into the budget categories below. Gold, Silver and 
Bronze Awards will be given in each budget category unless the number of entries warrants budgets to be combined into over and under $750,000.  

  under $250,000       $250,000 - $749,999       $750,000 - $1.5 million        over $1.5 million  

3. ENTRY INFORMATION (Required for each entry) 
Category Name (required): _____________________________________________________________  Category Number (required): ________________ 
To help identify your entry – please provide a brief description of entry: 
(i.e.: black T-shirt with fish; or Photo entitled “Fireworks over Capital”) ____________________________________________________________________ 

4. PAYMENT INFORMATION                          Complete section 4 ONCE. Attach payment for all entries combined. 
Total Categories Entered: List which categories you are entering and how many of each. This is so we can account for all of your entries when they arrive. 

(e.g. 1, 2, 2, 3, 5, 7…): ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Entries received with payment by 5:00 p.m. June 25, 2012 (MST) will receive the Member early bird rate of $30 per entry or $50 per Grand Pinnacle Entry; 
or the Non-Member early bird rate of $60 per entry or $100 per Grand Pinnacle entry, depending on IFEA Membership Status. Entries received between 
June 26, 2012 and July 16, 2012 will receive the Member final entry rate of $35 per entry or $55 per Grand Pinnacle entry; or the Non-Member final entry 
rate of $75 per entry or $150 per Grand Pinnacle entry, depending on IFEA Membership Status.

 Early Bird Final Entry Early Bird  Final Entry
 Member Rates Member Rates Non-Member Rates Non-Member Rates

Grand Pinnacle:  $50 x _____= $_______  $55 x _____= $_______  $100 x _____= $_______  $150 x _____= $_______

Pinnacle Entries:  $30 x _____= $_______ $35 x _____= $_______  $60 x  ______= $_______ $75 x ______= $ _______
(Categories 2-68)
 
Category #69: $ 0 x _____ = $_______  
(Just for Fun Category)

TOTAL NUMBER OF ENTRIES:  ___________________________  TOTAL AMOUNT ENCLOSED: $ ______________________________________ 

 Check (Make checks payable to IFEA)    Visa     MasterCard     American Express  

Print Cardholder Name: __________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Signature: ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Credit Card Number: _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Expiration Date: _____________________________________________  CVN Code:  ______________________(MC / VISA-3 digit code back) (AMX-4 digit code front) 

DID YOU REMEMBER TO 
 Include your payment for total entries along with 1 overall entry form listing each category number entered     Include 2 individual entry forms for each item 

– one with item, one with payment, do not list payment details on these forms      Include each entry (as requested) on a disk or thumb drive      
 Email organization / event logo to nia@ifea.com     Review all rules for entry submission – go to: Pinnacle Awards section at www.ifea.com for more info.

International Festivals & Events Association • 2603 W Eastover Terrace • Boise, ID 83706 U.S.A. • phone: +1.208.433.0950 • fax: +1.208.433.9812 • web: www.ifea.com

•

•

•

•

•

AWARDS
2012

RELEASE AND USAGE

By submitting your entry to the IFEA / Haas & Wilkerson Pinnacle Awards, you 
automatically grant the IFEA the right to use any materials from your entries for edito-
rial, analytical, promotional or any other purpose without additional compensation. 
In addition, you acknowledge your entry / ies are not returnable. Your entry into the 
competition is acknowledgement of these terms. 

mailto:nia@ifea.com
mailto:nia@ifea.com
http://www.ifea.com
http://www.ifea.com
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Please	submit	the	following	information	for	
your	nomination:

A. INDIVIDUAL SUBMITTING NOMINEE
	 1.	Name	•	Organization	•	Address	•	City	•	State	
	 		 Zip	•	Phone	•	Fax	•	Email
	 2.	If	your	nominee	is	selected,	will	you	be	willing	
	 		 to	help	ensure	that	they	attend	the	luncheon?
	 3.	If	your	nominee	is	selected,	will	you	be	willing	
	 		 to	assist	the	IFEA	and	the	inductee	in	gather-
	 		 ing	materials	to	prepare	their	induction	video?

B. NOMINEE INFORMATION
	 1.	Name	•	Position	•	Address	•	City	•	State	•	Zip	
	 		 Phone	•	Fax	•	Email

C. NOMINATION QUESTIONS
 • Please answer each of the following questions 
   citing specific examples. Points will be  
   awarded for each question. Points awarded 
    are listed below.
 • Please provide up to a 1 (one) page response 
   (single sided) for each of the below questions, 
   for a maximum total of 4 (four) pages.
	 1.	Explain	how	your	nominee	has	made	a	
	 		 difference	to	the	festivals	&	events	industry.	
	 		 (25	points)	
	 2.	Submit	a	general	overview	of	your	nominee’s	
	 		 career,	including	organizations	they	have	
	 		 worked	for,	positions	held,	titles,	awards,	etc.	
	 		 (25	points)	
	 3.	Describe	the	level	of	involvement	your	nominee	
	 		 has	had	with	the	IFEA	during	their	career.	
	 		 (25	points)
	 4.	What	void	would	there	be	if	he/she	were	not	
	 		 an	event	professional?	(25	points)

D. ENTRY FORMAT: 
Please	EMAIL	your	nomination	in	a	Word	document.	

E. SUBMIT ENTRIES TO: 
Nia	Hovde,	Director	of	Marketing	&	Communications	
at	nia@ifea.com

F. QUESTIONS:
Please	contact:	Nia	Hovde	–	nia@ifea.com		
+1-208-433-0950	ext:	3

To	view	a	complete	list	of	past	inductees	and	their	stories	
go	to	the	Industry	Awards	/	Hall	of	Fame	section	on		
www.ifea.com.

Known	as	the	
associations	most	

prestigious	honor,	the	
IFEA	Hall	of	Fame	recogniz-

es	those	outstanding	individu-
als	who,	through	their	exceptional	

work	and	achievements,	have	made	a	
significant	contribution	to	the	Festivals	

and	Events	Industry.	The	International	Festi-
vals	&	Events	Association	is	now	accepting	
nominations	from	its	members	for	those	
individuals	who	meet	this	standard	for	the	
2012	Induction	Ceremony.

The	Hall	of	Fame	Committee	will	review	all	
nominations	and	select	one	or	more	individu-
als	to	be	honored	in	to	the	IFEA	Hall	of	Fame.	
The	Honoree	(s)	will	be	the	guest	(s)	of	the	
IFEA	on	an	all-expense*	paid	trip	to	the	57th	
Annual	IFEA	Convention	&	Expo	in	Denver,	
Colorado,	September	21-23,	2012,	where	they	
will	be	inducted	at	a	reception,	sponsored	by	
Kaliff	Insurance,	in	their	honor.

NOMINATION CRITERIA
Nominations	must	represent	a	current	or	

past	IFEA	member	who	has	made	
substantial	achievements	and/
or	contributions	to	the	festivals	
and	events	industry.	Nominees	
can	be	retired	and	represent	
any	facet	of	our	industry	(i.e.	
vendor,	supporter,	senior	
professional,	etc.).	(Current	
IFEA	Board	of	Directors	
and	Staff	Members	are	not	
eligible	to	be	nominated).	 *Includes	hotel	and	airfare	only.

Nominations should be  
submitted no later than 5:00 PM 
(MST) Monday, June 4th, 2012

2012 Call for Inductees
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Whether	the	individual	acts	as	a	volunteer	admin-
istrator	of	an	event	or	contributes	his	or	her	time	and	
resources	in	support	of	a	larger,	multi-event	organi-
zation	with	a	paid	staff,	the	efforts	that	are	put	forth	
deserve	our	heartiest	congratulations	and	recognition.	
It	is	for	that	reason	that	the	IFEA/Zambelli	Fireworks	
Volunteer	of	the	Year	Award	was	created.

Nominations	are	currently	being	accepted	for	the	
2012	IFEA/Zambelli	Fireworks	Volunteer	of	the	Year	
Award.	The	award	recognizes	those	outstanding	event	
volunteers	whose	unselfish	and	dedicated	service	to	a	
member	festival	or	event	has	made	a	significant	differ-
ence	in	their	community	and	mirrors	the	commitment	to	
success	in	our	professional	ranks.

A	panel	of	impartial	judges	from	within	the		
IFEA	organization	will	select	the	Volunteer	of	the		
Year	winner	from	all	of	the	candidates	submitted.		
That	individual	will	be	honored	at	the	57th	Annual	
IFEA	Convention	&	Expo	in	Denver,	Colorado,		
September	21-23,	2012.	As	the	guest	of	the	IFEA	
and	sponsor	Zambelli	Fireworks,	the	winner	will		
receive	an	all	expense*	paid	trip	to	the	convention		
to	accept	their	award.	All	participants	in	the	program	
will	be	promoted	through	local	and	national	media	
releases,	available	on	request.	The	finalist	will	be	
featured	in	a	future	issue	of	“ie”	magazine,	and	each	
semi-finalist	will	receive	a	certificate	of	recognition.

Volunteer	nominations	submitted	for	the	2011	Award	
may	be	carried	over	into	the	2012	competition	with	the	
permission	of	the	nominator.	The	nominator	will	have	
the	option	to	re-write	the	nomination	if	desired.

Please	direct	all	nomination	materials	and	questions	
to	Nia	Hovde,	Director	of	Marketing	&	Communications	
at	nia@ifea.com	or	+1-208-433-0950	ext.	3.

The importance of 
volunteers to our 
industry cannot 

be overestimated.

* Includes hotel and airfare only.

To view a complete list of past winners and their nominations,  
go to the Industry Honors section on www.ifea.com
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2012 CALL FOR NOMINATIONS
Please submit the following 

information for your nomination.

A. INDIVIDUAL SUBMITTING NOMINATION INFORMATION:
Name	•	Organization	•	Address	•	City	•	State	•	Zip	•	Phone	•	Fax	•	Email

B. NOMINATION INFORMATION:
Name	•	Address	•	City	•	State	•	Zip	•	Phone	•	Fax	•	Email

C. NOMINATION QUESTIONS:
Please	provide	a	2	paragraph	response	for	each	of	the	questions	below,	indicat-
ing	which	question	you	are	answering.	Please	include	specific	examples	for	
each.	Points	will	be	awarded	for	each	question.	Points	awarded	are	listed	below.

1.	Explain	your	volunteer’s	significant	depth	of	involvement.	(20	points)
	
2.	Show	specific	examples	of	your	volunteers	roles	and	responsibilities.	(10	points)
	
3.	Describe	how	your	volunteer	has	provided	significant	enthusiasm,	organizational	

assistance	and	specific	expertise.	(10	points)

4.	Explain	how	your	volunteer	has	shown	initiative	and	leadership	in	his	or	her	efforts.	
(20	points)

5.	Tell	how	your	volunteer	has	exemplified	his	or	her	dependability.	(10	points)

6.	Describe	your	volunteer’s	positive	attitude.	(10	points)

7.	 Describe	how	your	volunteer	has	made	a	difference	to	the	festival	or	event.	What	
impact	has	your	volunteer	had	on	your	festival/event?	What	void	would	there	be	
without	him	or	her	as	a	volunteer?	(20	points)

D. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:
If	your	nominee	is	selected,	we	will	need	the	following	information	for	marketing	the	2012	
Volunteer	of	the	Year.	Please	submit	the	following	with	your	nomination.	(Not	required	at	
time	of	nomination).	

1.	A	photograph	of	the	volunteer	you	are	nominating.	

2.	A	local	media	list	(up	to	15	contacts)	in	order	for	IFEA	to	send	Press	Releases	to	
your	media.

	 •	 The	preferred	media	list	submission	is	in	an	Excel	format.	

	 •		 Please	include:	Name;	Organization;	Address;	City;	State;	Zip;	Phone;	Fax;	Email

E. ENTRY FORMAT:
•	 Please	email	your	nomination	in	a	Word	document.

F. SUBMIT ENTRIES TO: 
Nia	Hovde,	Director	of	Marketing	&	Communications	at	nia@ifea.com

G. QUESTIONS: 
Please	contact	Nia	Hovde,	nia@ifea.com,	+1-208-433-0950	ext.	3

NOMINATION 
CRITERIA

To be eligible for consider-
ation for the IFEA/Zambelli 
Fireworks Volunteer of the 
Year Award, the nominee 
shall:

•	Be	a	current	volunteer	of	an	
IFEA	member	organization

•	Have	provided	significant	
enthusiasm,	organizational	
assistance	and	specific		
expertise

•	Be	a	volunteer	of	the	nomi-
nating	festival	or	event	for	at	
least	3	years

•	Have	shown	initiative	and	
leadership	in	his	or	her		
efforts

•	Have	a	positive	attitude

•	Have	exemplified	his	or	her	
dependability

•	Have	a	significant	depth	of	
involvement

•	Have	made	a	difference	to	
the	festival	or	event

•	Have	received	no	remu-
neration	for	services	directly	
associated	with	his	or	her	
volunteer	duties

Nominations should be submitted no later 
than Monday 5:00 PM (MST) June 4th, 2012

*	Pixels	Per	Inch			**	Pixels	Per	Centimeter
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THE BOARD TABLE

the impact we make in our communities is just as  
profound if not even more so. Festivals break through 
our hectic schedules as well as the isolation of our 
online world, connecting people, celebrating local 
heritage, culture, arts, historical events, holidays and 
all types of special interests. We are the promoters of 
anticipation, the gatekeepers of tradition, the builders 
of experiences and the makers of memories. What an 
awesome way to make a living!

I have been a member of IFEA for nearly 30 years. I 
have been both personally and professionally enriched 
by the thousands of people I have encountered over 
the years who have been eager to share their experi-
ences and ideas with me. My connections with IFEA 
have taken me across the U.S. and Canada, to Europe, 
the Middle East and Asia. 

What I have discovered is that there is a universal 
network of those of us who create events. I have met 
volunteer directors of small harvest events in Texas, 
CEO’s of iconic events like the Pasadena Rose Parade, 
creative directors of remarkable ice cities in China and 
government officials in Dubai, charged with building 
tourism through special events.

Of all the skill sets we require in this profession, 
from planning and logistics, to creativity and produc-
tion, to sponsorship development and finance, to 
volunteer recruitment and management, the ONE 
universal characteristic we all seem to share is passion. 
Passion for our communities…passion for the medium 
of festivals and special events…passion for the quality 
of what we produce…and passion for the legacy we 
leave behind.

It is my true desire to add to the legacy of IFEA,  
during my year as your chairman. I hope you will help 
me by providing your ideas, your experiences and your 
vision for the future. Please do not hesitate to contact 
me anytime. Here’s to a great 2012!

BRUCE ERLEY, CFEE, APR
2012 IFEA Board Chair 

President/CEO – Creative Strategies Group
Broomfield, CO, U.S.A.

Email: berley@csg-sponsorship.com

As I write this first column of my tenure as IFEA’s 
Chairman, it is Super Bowl Sunday. Though not 
an official federal holiday, it is a national day of 
celebration in the U.S. none the less. So what is the 
appeal of this single sporting event? Clearly not 
everyone is a Patriots or Giants fan. Heck many 
are not even (American) football fans, yet this day 
seems to captivate such attention.

I think the spirit that attracts so much interest 
and excitement in the Super Bowl is the same spirit 
that is the underpinning of our profession in  
producing festivals and special events in our  
communities. It is the human need for shared  
camaraderie, anticipation, excitement, and celebra-
tion. It is the essence of creating organic experi-
ences that impact people on an emotional level. 

While few of the events we produce reach the 
number of people the Super Bowl does, I believe 

One	Universal		
Characteristic		
We	All	Share	
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A Comprehensive Training 
and Educational Experience for 
the Event Industry Professional

January 20-24, 2013
National Training Center @ Oglebay Resort

Wheeling, West Virginia

Presented in New Partnership by

What have you done for your organization lately?
What have you done for yourself?

To find out more information please visit:

www.OGLEBAY-RESORT.com/schools 
800.624.6988, ext. 4126

www.IFEA.com
+1. 208.433.0950

www.NRPA.org
800.626.NRPA (6772) 7-1-1 for speech and hearing impaired

EVENT 
MANAG E MENT

S C H O O L

www.nrpa.org
www.ifea.com
www.nrpa.org
www.ifea.com
www.oglebay-resort.com/schools
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THE FOUNDATION

of the IFEA Foundation in 2011. I want to acknowledge 
Past Chair, Mike Berry, CFEE, President & CEO of the 
Kentucky Derby Festival in Louisville, Kentucky, for his 
leadership and congratulate him for a very successful 
year. Thanks to the hard work by many, including  
some dedicated staff from the Derby Festival, the  
IFEA Foundation Auction held at the IFEA’s 56th  
Annual Convention & Expo in Ft. Worth, Texas raised 
over $38,000. These funds are a vital part of IFEA's  
annual funding and are the anchor for the Foundation's 
most cherished program, the Legacy Scholarships. The 
Scholarships, each of them named for a significant IFEA 
donor, allows professionals an opportunity to attend 
the annual convention and get a jump start on their 
own career advancement.

With spring just around the corner, it's never too 
early to lay out the plans for our largest fundraiser, the 
2012 IFEA Foundation Auction Event at the IFEA’s 57th 
Annual Convention & Expo, September 21-23, 2012 
in Denver, Colorado. I have assembled a great cast of 
people who will produce a memorable event for all 
IFEA Convention delegates to enjoy and you will soon 
be hearing from members of our auction committee 
about ways you may be able to support the auction. Your 
support and participation can be as simple as making 
a small item donation or monetary donation, each of 
which will enable the Foundation to raise the necessary 
funds to fulfill its mission of supporting the IFEA and 
provide education opportunities for event professionals. 

Finally, I want to wish all special event organizers 
from around the globe a very successful year in 2012. 
There is no other industry like special events and no 
other profession that provides as much satisfaction to 
hundreds of millions of people. There is a phrase I use 
in Portland that describes the work of the Portland Rose 
Festival. "We make Portland a better place to live and 
work!" I am 100% confident this statement applies to 
any community across the globe. Thank you for  
supporting the IFEA Foundation. Everyone contributes 
to our success! Cheers to a very successful year ahead!

JEFF CURTIS
2012 IFEA Foundation Board Chair

CEO, Portland Rose Festival Foundation
Portland, Oregon

Email: JeffC@rosefestival.org 

I am writing this letter from the comforts of 
my office in Portland, Oregon thinking about the 
thousands of special event professionals who share 
the same passion for our respective events, and 
most importantly, the International Festival and 
Events Association. I want to acknowledge how 
honored I am to be the 2012 Chair of the IFEA 
Foundation. I attended my first convention back 
in 1999 and from the very first convention, I knew 
I was in a place where professionals can excel and 
the doorway to creativity was always open. Any 
leader is only as good as their supporting cast. It's 
a pleasure to work with talented professionals that 
make up the IFEA Foundation Board and the dedi-
cated IFEA staff led by Steve Schmader, CFEE.

As winter winds down, and the festival season gets 
cranked up, it's important to review the highlights 

You	Make	Your	City		
a	better	Place	to		
Live	and	Work.
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IFEA Foundation Legacy Scholarships
Supporting and Educating the Festivals & Events Industry Since 1993.

The Nick Corda Memorial 
Scholarship 
Providing support to young/new professionals 
currently completing their education or with less 
than three years in the industry. (More Details) 

The Judy Flanagan Scholarship 
Providing support to a deserving individual/ 
organization whose event involves a parade. 
(More Details)
 
The Georgia Festivals & Events 
Association Scholarship 
Providing support to a deserving individual/ 
organization from Georgia. (More Details)  

The Bill & Gretchen Lofthouse 
Memorial Scholarship 
Providing support to a deserving individual/or-
ganization currently struggling with short-term 
economic or start-up challenges. (More Details) 

The Mampre Media International 
Scholarship 
Providing support to a deserving individual 
working with media/marketing responsibilities 
for an event. (More Details) 

The Daniel A. Mangeot Memorial 
Scholarship 
Providing support to a deserving individual/orga-
nization seeking advanced education and profes-
sional certification. This scholarship provides core 

curriculum registration fees toward the attainment of the  
IFEA’s Certified Festival & Event Executive (CFEE) designation. 
(More Details) 

The Mid-Atlantic Festival & Event 
Professionals Scholarship  
Providing support to a deserving individual/
organization within the Mid-Atlantic United 
States. (More Details) 

The Richard Nicholls Memorial 
Scholarship 
Providing support to a deserving High School 
senior or College Student with a history of com-
mitment to participating or volunteering in non-

profit events / organizations; someone who is well-rounded 

in extra-curricular activities in and outside of campus life 
and who has a passion for helping others and/or supporting 
a cause that enhances the quality of life for individuals or the 
community at large. (More Details)

The Bruce & Kathy Skinner 
Scholarship 
Providing support to young/new professionals 
currently completing their education or with less 
than three years in the industry. (More Details) 

The John Stewart Memorial 
Scholarship 
Providing support to a deserving individual work-
ing with technology responsibilities supporting an 
event(s). (More Details) 

The Tennessee Festival & Event 
Professionals Scholarship 
Providing support to a deserving individual/or-
ganization from Tennessee. (More Details)  

The Pete Van de Putte Scholarship 
Providing support to a deserving individual/or-
ganization from Texas. (More Details) 
 

The Joe & Gloria Vera Scholarship 
Providing support to a deserving individual/ 
organization from Texas. (More Details)  

The Don E. Whitely Memorial 
Scholarship 
Providing support to a deserving individual/ 
organization whose event involves a parade. 
(More Details) 

The Kay Wolf Scholarship 
Providing support to a deserving individual/ 
organization from Texas. (More Details)  

The George Zambelli, Sr. Memorial 
Scholarship 
Providing support to a deserving volunteer who 
has given their time and energies to their com-
munity festival/event. (More Details)

For more information about how you can sponsor an IFEA Foundation Legacy Scholarship, 
call +1-208-433-0950 or email Schmader@ifea.com. 

Each of the IFEA Foundation Legacy Scholarships below serve a selected audience(s) within our 
industry, as identified, by providing an annual scholarship to the IFEA Annual Convention & Expo 
(registration only). We invite you to look through the opportunities, take a moment to learn a little 
more about the special individuals and groups attached to each, and apply for those that you may 
qualify for. For more information, go to: www.ifea.com.

mailto:Schmader@ifea.com
http://www.ifea.com
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BANNERS/FLAGS
dfest® - DIXIE FLAG EVENT SERVICES TEAM - Producers of all types of flags, banners, decorations, accessories, and custom net street banners. Contact: 
Pete Van de Putte Jr., CFEE, President; Address: P.O. Box 8618, San Antonio, TX 78208-0618; Phone: 210-227-5039; Fax: 210-227-5920; Email: pete@dixieflag.
com; Website: www.dixieflag.com.

ENTERTAINMENT / TALENT
KEN-RAN PRODUCTIONS - Ken-Ran has over 50 years experience in event entertainment with national, regional and local entertainers. Featuring James Lann 
and Tejas Brothers at the Foundation Night Party. Contact: Brook Kendall brooks@kenran.com; Address: 418 South Barton Street, Grapevine TX 76051; 
Phone: 817-552-9200; Fax: 817-552-9204; Website: www.kenran.com 

FINANCIAL
VISA / FESTIVALS.COM - Festival Transaction Services, a Festival Media Corporation company, brings true cashless transactions to festivals, fairs and community events 
through strategic partnerships with Visa and Bank of America Merchant Services (BAMS). Contact: Jim Shanklin; Address: 2033 Sixth Avenue-Ste 810, Seattle WA 98121; 
Phone: 206-381-5200; Email: jshanklin@festmedia.com 

FIREWORKS
ZAMBELLI FIREWORKS INTERNATIONALE – “THE FIRST FAMILY OF FIREWORKS!” America’s leading manufacturer and premier exhibitor of domestic and 
international firework displays. Spectacular custom-designed indoor and outdoor productions, electronically choreographed to music and lasers. Phone: 800-245-0397; 
Fax: 724-658-8318; Email: zambelli@zambellifireworks.com; Website: www.zambellifireworks.com.

INFLATABLES
DYNAMIC DISPLAYS - Designs, manufacturers, rents – costumes, props, floats, helium balloons and activities in the inflatable medium. Offers a complete and flexible 
service package, internationally. 37 years of parade/event experience. Address: 6470 Wyoming St. Unit 2024, Dearborn, MI 48126; 1142 Crawford Ave., Windsor, ON N9A 
5C9; 1805 Wilson Ave. #212, Toronto, ON M9M 1A2; Phone: 800-411-6200 Toll Free; 519-254-9563; Fax 519-258-0767; Email: steve@fabulousinflatabels.com; Website: 
www.fabulousinflatabels.com.

INSURANCE
HAAS & WILKERSON INSURANCE – With more than fifty years experience in the entertainment industry, Haas & Wilkerson provides insurance programs designed 
to meet the specific needs of your event. Clients throughout the U.S. include festivals, fairs, parades, carnivals, and more. Contact: Carol Porter, CPCU, Broker; 
Address: 4300 Shawnee Mission Parkway, Fairway, KS 66205; Phone: 800-821-7703; Fax: 913-676-9293; Email: carol.porter@hwins.com; Website: www.hwins.com.

INTERNET
EVENTBRITE - Eventbrite is for anyone planning or attending an event. We empower event organizers to become more efficient and effective when bringing people 
together. People everywhere are searching Eventbrite to discover great events that matter to them. Contact: Tom O'Brien; Address: 651 Brannon Street-Suite 110, 
San Francisco CA 94107; Phone: 415-963-4411; Email: tom@eventbrite.com; Website: www.eventbrite.com 

QUICKEDGE™ (EDGEWORKS GROUP LLC) - Since 1994 our mission has been to drive more business through your website. We plan, design, build, and market 
successful websites by integrating customized online strategies including search engine optimization, affiliate marketing, email marketing, and more. If this kind of 
experience and approach is what you’re looking for, we’d love to hear from you. Address: 26361 Crown Valley Parkway, Suite 203, Mission Viejo CA 92691;  
Phone: 866-888-7313 x701; Email: info@edgeworksgroup.com; Website: www.edgeworksgroup.com.

RESTROOMS
PORTABLE SANITATION ASSOCIATION INTERNATIONAL - Trade association representing U.S. and international companies who rent, sell, and manufacture 
portable sanitation services and equipment for construction, special events, emergency and other uses. Contact: D. Millicent Carroll, Industry Standards & Marketing; 
Address: 7800 Metro Parkway, Ste. 104, Bloomington, MN 55425; Phone: 800-822-3020 OR 952-854-8300; Fax: 952-854-7560; Email:portsan@aol.com; Website: 
www.psai.org.

SPONSORSHIP
IEG - Leading provider of information/expertise on sponsorship. Publisher of IEG: Sponsorship Report, Directory of Sponsorship Marketing, Legal Guide to 
Sponsorship. Producer: Event Marketing Seminar Series. Analysis: IEG Consulting. Contact: Lesa Ukman; Address: 640 N. LaSalle, Ste. 450, Chicago, IL, 60610; 
Phone: 312-944-1727; Fax: 312-944-1897; Email: lukman@sponsorship.com; Website: www.sponsorship.com.

MARKETPLACE
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night and the wetlands, called the Wetland Suite, was  
released and sold around the world. The Macquarie 
Marshes are still there and are now protected wetlands.

What do you do to relax?
Ocean swim, walk, play the tin whistle or read. As I 

travel the world I find the only way to see a place and meet 
the people is to stroll the streets. Often I’ll catch a cab a 
few miles and then find my way back to the hotel. I read 
all sorts of books, even mathematics!

Other Background Experience
I think the best experience for events has been organising 

and leading what we call in Australia “bushwalks.” These 
are camping trips on foot carrying all your food for many 
days through the wilderness. You quickly learn how to 
develop the project, think of the risks, work in a team and 
get people moving. Also running music bands gives you 
endless patience and tolerance for people who give their 
absolute best on stage, but lack other skills! 

What’s the best advice you’ve ever  
received?

Everything my dad told me! Also Arnold Schwarzenegger 
in this lengthy tome on exercise sets and weightlifting said 
at the end - ”Just do something!” When I look at a major 
project that appears too big, I just do something and it 
eventually turns into completing the project.

What is your personal philosophy?
If I go to a country or city I read about its history, music, 

culture, anything. Then it is so easy to talk to the locals. I am 
a great talker to cab drivers (mmm….is that a philosophy?).  
I find that if you like people and know about their culture, 
no matter what country, they will like you. Actually my  
random philosophy is on my blog http://thickfingers. 
wordpress.com/

William	O’Toole	continued	from	page	12 Sustainable	Event	Management	continued	from	page	14

Recycling is a pretty straight-forward solution that most 
readers will have put in place at their events. But sometimes 
it’s worth going back to basics. Do you have this in place:
• Bins are always in pairs, one recycling and  

one general waste
• Bins have colour coded lids or bin toppers
• Bin signs are easy to understand and include  

illustrations or photos
• Bins are at eye level rather than at knee level

As an event is built waste is created, from staging and 
décor, fencing and barriers, seating, marquees, along with 
the myriad of deliveries which arrive wrapped, packed and 
palletised. Do you have systems in place to collect the miles 
of plastic pallet wrapping? What about metal bands around 
palletized deliveries? Is there a take-back program for poly-
styrene boxes that fresh vegetables are delivered in? Are flat-
tened cardboard bays set up behind each group of caterers?

Much waste is also created by the audience’s participation. 
Eating and drinking being a big issue. Controlling what food 
and drinks are sold and regulating what packaging they come 
in will allow you to also manage the creation of waste.  
Compostable food and packaging waste should be kept  
out of landfill and optimally composted or processed into 
biogas. What is the food and beverage service ware made 
from and how are you treating it at the event and thereafter?

At the end of this article you will find lots of links to  
programs mentioned and other useful information. 

Global Reporting Initiative Event Organizer 
Sector Supplement Launched!

If you are interested in reporting the sustainability  
performance of your event, using the Event Organizers Sector 
Supplement produced by the Global Reporting Initiative is 
recommended. This supplement has been written by experts 
in events sustainability and reporting over the past two 
years, and has now been launched to the industry. Visit the 
website www.globalreporting.org for more details. Next  
issue I will delve into the indicators of sustainability that 
may be relevant to report on by IFEA members. 

Things	to	read	and	watch:
• Zero Waste International Alliance: www.zwia.org 
• Stop Trashing the Climate: www.stoptrashingtheclimate.org
• Resources Management Tool: rmp.wrap.org.uk
• Used Event Stuff: www.usedeventstuff.com
• Cup Concept: www.cupconcept.de
• Take Back The Tap: www.foodandwaterwatch.org/reports/

free-your-event-from-bottled-water/ 
• Sustainable Event Alliance: www.sustainable-event-alliance.org 
• Sustainable Event Management: A Practical Guide: www.

thegreeneventguide.com

Meegan	Jones	is	President	of	Sustainable Event Alli-
ance	and	author	of	Sustainable Event Management: A 
Practical Guide,	is	director	of	GreenShoot Pacific,	and	
was	on	the	working	group	to	develop	the	GRI Event 
Organizer Sector Supplement.	The	guidance	in	this	
article	on	waste	reduction	is	an	example	of	how-to	guides	
and	resources	available	through	the	Sustainable Event 
Alliance (SEA).	Visit	the	SEA	website	to	see	more.	www.
sustainable-event-alliance.org.

need to go through to decide on making a commitment to the 
organization. Please feel free to adapt these last three articles 
into a brochure that meets your needs.

In	the	Board	Room	continued	from	page	19

Recently	retired	as	the	CEO	of	the	Pasadena	Tournament	of	
Roses,	Mitch	Dorger	brings	to	his	new	consulting	practice	more	
than	40	years	of	work	experience	including	20	years	as	a	chief	
executive	officer.	His	experience	as	a	CEO	was	consistently	
characterized	by	successful	performance	improvement	pro-
grams	and	high	employee	morale	and	achievement.	He	believes	
the	fundamental	goal	of	leadership	is	to	inspire	teamwork	and	
the	spirit	of	continuous	improvement.	He	has	recent	expertise	
in	the	world	of	non-profit	organizations	and	is	well	versed	in	
corporate	governance,	volunteer	management,	financial	plan-
ning	and	management,	government	relations,	and	large	event	
management.	As	a	public	speaker	he	has	lectured	on	non-profit	
organizational	management,	strategic	planning,	change	manage-
ment	and	leadership.	He	has	also	served	as	a	keynote	speaker	
for	four	different	festival	and	event	association	conventions.
	
Mitch	Dorger,	Principal	
Dorger	Executive	Consulting	
Pasadena,	California.		
mitch@dorger.com		
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